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</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>Adopting a SMALL Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV-10 tons or less, 3-4 tons optimal) that is 747 cargo jet and Army helicopter transportable into the U.S. Army's new Medium Brigade force structure (at least the Recon RSTA parts) would dramatically improve their rapid deployment via Civilian Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) or long-term lease Airborne pre-positioning. Long distance sustainment, peacekeeping  and warfighting capabilities would be exponentially increased by freeing USAF aircraft to deliver oversized battlefield operating systems that otherwise unavailable within 96 hour time constraints. This strategically-agile Medium Force would dominate across the full spectrum of conflict, in all terrain types by being a 3-Dimensional <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! maneuver force with advantages second to none yet created at the lowest cost to the Army.</B> </P>
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"Your concept certainly has merit and unquestionably deserves a careful reading by those charged with fielding a forced entry/strike capability for the U.S. Army.  Any one of the organizations you propose should be a welcome addition to XVIII Airborne Corps, independent of whatever system might be chosen to implement it.
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My compliments on an extraordinarily comprehensive and thought
provoking study.  I encourage you to keep thinking, writing and briefing to all those willing to listen!
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INTRODUCTION</P>

</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"It is not the big armies that win battles, it is the good ones"</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--Maurice de Saxe, 18th Century Marshall-General of France</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The U.S. Army Science Board and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) have done numerous studies on a Future Ground Combat System (FGCS) that  would fly by cargo 747s to meet the U.S. Army's strategic mobility requirements. They conclude: "<I>Build for strategic mobility exploiting ALL available  air and sealift</I>"... We do not have to wait for a "future" small Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV), several suitable candidates are available today, "off-the-shelf". "Airborne Pre-positioning" by having these SMALL AFVs fly by civilian CRAF or leased 747s (25 Wiesel AFVs can fit in just one 747!) on strip alert by the Medium Brigade on Gold Readiness cycle's location since they are small enough to fit through the 747 Combi's side fuselage 134-by-120-inch cargo door behind the left wing would free USAF aircraft to instead FLY ARMY TRANSPORT HELICOPTERS to the conflict area to afterwards AirMECH! these same vehicles over the battlefield!  Large wheeled armored cars like the LAV cannot fit through the 747 cargo door and have axle weights that are too heavy for the aircraft's floors. Even if large LAVs could be carried by 747s their size limits the numbers that could be carried to handfuls whereas dozens of small AFVs could be carried. If the 747s were long-term leased by the U.S. Army, they could be pre-loaded with their small AFVs and small OH-58D Army helicopters both of which can fit through the 747 Combi's side cargo door kept at all times in pressurized, dehumidified conditions ready to fly away on a moment's notice with the Medium Brigade on Gold Readiness cycle, saving valuable time since they do not have to be loaded like a USAF aircraft that has non-contingency duties and has to fly to the Army deployment site and collect in numbers---which takes time, and cannot sit idle waiting the call to action. </P>

<P>Better still, if a robust 8 x OH-58D and 16 x UH-60L Blackhawk squadron were deployed by nose-loading 747 freighter aircraft with the Medium Brigade to enable 3-D <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! Maneuver, ALL USAF transport sorties could be freed to carry large oversized cargoes like Patriot Pac-3 missiles (THAAD eventually) for anti-Scud SSBM defense or even a heavy Company Team of M1 MBTs and M2 BFVs. The savings gained by SMALL AFVs and SMALL Army helicopters flying by civilian airliners "pays for itself" so they can FLY over the battlefield, for an "<I>Air</I>MECH" capability. Since Army OH-58D Kiowa Warriors also fit into CRAF/long-term leased 747 Combi airliners with their kneeling landing gear, folding tails etc, what the RSTA units detect of the enemy with great stealth via their small AFV size, and off-the-shelf radar and FLIR camouflage "ghillie" strips can be reported via digital C4 ISR means to these little helicopter gunships to "STRIKE" and destroy them: creating "AirMECHSTRIKE!" capabilities never before created in the history of warfare.  Factor in Army Apache helicopters, HIMARS/MLRS rocket, tube and Enhanced Fiber Optic Guided Missile (YES, EFOGM HMMWVs should be bought and fielded by the Medium Brigades) "artillery" and USAF Close Air Support A-10s and tacair and you have a force that can peacekeep and warfight even in closed terrain forests and cities with PRECISION, SURGICAL FIREPOWER that will kill bad guys not civilians. The Army that can gain positional dominance by aircraft created maneuver over the enemy has war-winning asymmetric "mismatch" or "overmatch" from the the first hours of battle all the way to the successful conclusion, wins the war.</P>

<P>However, the current Army Medium Brigade plan is rumored to be a 2-Dimensional force structure that is not fully 3-Dimensional using Army helicopters for battlefield mobility. A warning to us against being stuck in 2 dimensions (land locked) were the French U.N. peacekeepers in Bosnia who were surrounded during the shooting war and couldn't drive themselves out in their wheeled armored cars and had to destroy whatever they had that couldn't be flown out by Chinook type helicopters. We must in the U.S. Army have a FULL, 3-Dimensional compliment of tools in our armory to fight wars so WE CAN BE ASYMMETRIC TO OUR ENEMIES, doing what he cannot predict or is capable of stopping. The APBI briefings were brilliantly conceived and presented and mentioned time and time again the threat of ENEMY asymmetric warfare, well, why not have our OWN ASYMMETRIC approaches handy? This decisive force poised to exploit the gains of U.S. airpower would be able to rapidly deploy by either or fixed or rotary wing aircraft to seize and control terrain and change human governments. Consider that the Army already has a "Medium" Brigade/Division force structure in Korea with helicopter-transported AIR ASSAULT units as 1/3 of the force structure, yet the current Medium Brigade plans being discussed ignores this operational capability:</P>

<P ALIGN="CENTER">"<I>On 26 April 1994, the Army Chief of Staff approved a concept for medium divisions in the Army National Guard. These divisions will be patterned after the 2d Infantry Division in Korea. The current division design consists of one armored, one mechanized, and one light infantry brigade with traditional division CS and CSS units. This division is designed to provide commanders with operational flexibility. When fielded and trained, the medium division's strengths and limitations should be similar to that of armored divisions</I>". </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--FM 71-100.</P>

<P ALIGN="CENTER">"<I>Soldiers are close students of tactics, but rarely of strategy and practically never of war"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER">--Bernard Brodie</P>

<P>Even though Aviation came out of Army branch, tankers have since that time had less and less to do with Aviation branch because the Attack helicopter is a direct threat to the survival of the 70-ton main battle tank in war and a competitor for money in the budget battles of peace. The Army has not even considered fielding an Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV) sized to fit INSIDE or underslung Army helicopters because its officers and enlistedmen ARE NOT ENCOURAGED TO READ PROFESSIONALLY WITH INCENTIVES (A required reading list which you can answer multiple choice questions on and receive Army correspondence course credits for promotion/retirement points) so they know things like that the Russians helicopter sling loaded light AFVs into the Ethiopian rear areas to win the 1977-78 Ogaden war, that Russian BMDs airlanded in large numbers over-ran Czechoslovakia, Afghanistan, that Army M551 Sheridan light tanks were airdropped successfully into combat for Panama and were decisive tools to taking down the center of enemy resistance, The Commandancia headquarters, or that the British just helicopter sling loaded their men and vehicles into Kosovo, bypassing hundreds of miles of mined and unexploded ordnance riddled roads. In modern war, "<I>He that gets there fustest with the mostest</I>" wins. </P>

<P>However, If you look into the U.S. Army's vehicle R&D data base you will find not a single study of "Air Mechanization" even though the Russians have been doing it for 3 decades with their 8-ton BMD family of AFVs  (our mortal enemies),  the Germans have had battalions of 3-4 ton Wiesel AFVs in service for almost a decade. These are "families" of vehicles with Assault guns, Anti-tank missiles, Command & Control, rapid fire cannon, 120mm mortars, infantry carriers etc. The British have also been very successful n combat in the Falklands war with their 8-ton Scimitar family of small AFVs and recently helicoptered into Kosovo avoiding belligerent mines and friendly unexploded ordnance from the NATO air strike campaign.   </P>

<P>Why isn't Aviation Branch more vocal about the Army getting an "<I>Air</I>MECH" capable vehicle for at least the recon elements of the new medium brigades? Army aviation no longer has a branch journal (magazine) since 1995. There is no place for ideas and problem/solutions to be raised to improve Army Aviation. We think this is the key cause for the Army's troubles re: TF Hawk in Kosovo--you have to have a place where problems can be raised without losing your career, so they can be SOLVED before we have a public embarrassment. </P>

<P>Also, there is NO MAGAZINE FOR AIRBORNE OR AIR ASSAULT WARFARE. YES, Army Airborne and Air Assault communities do not have a place to see to it that their forms of warfare get the proper attention they need. The Army should start a new cross branch "Combined Arms" journal on Airborne/Air Assault warfare that would take care of all of these community's needs for a rally point for innovation. Then we'd have things like aircraft that lay smokescreens to protect our Paratroopers jumping in, or our "Screaming Eagles" as they helicopter in from enemy fire. They could be inserted a safe distance away from heavy air defense weapons with light AFVs which could then be used to advance past enemy fire and maneuver where the enemy doesn't expect us--that's 3-DIMENSIONAL WARFARE!</P>

<P>In fact, Airborne/Air Assault forces ARE "combined arms" units that cut across Army branches and even the other services. However, throwing together equipment that wasn't designed to work together and calling it "combined arms" is not the best the Army can do. What we need is to buy an AFV designed from the "get-go" to do Airborne/Air Assault operations so these forces can deploy AWAY from enemy air defenses then seize their airheads. If the Army "Medium" juggernaut continues with only a nominal measurement for Airdrop/Helicopter lift ability of the Medium Brigade AFV candidates (lost in a shuffle of papers), we could continue down the 14-20-ton road bound wheeled armored car path and when the time came to equip the 82d Airborne Division and 101st Air Assault Division they'd be told to accept the too-heavy or too large (rear ramp clearance on C-130) for Airborne/Air Assault operations wheeled armored car or continue to foot slog at 1-2 mph. The Army will have handicapped itself for failure stuck in 2 dimensions of maneuver.</P>

<P>However, if we would be a little more flexible about our insistence that one type/size vehicle has to fit for every mission and instead equip at least the Recon RSTA elements of the Medium Brigades with a less-than-10-ton SMALL AFV, this would hold the "door open" for the 82d/101st being COMPLETELY EQUIPPED WITH THESE AIRBORNE/AIR ASSAULT capable vehicles. Then the economy of scale numbers would balance out and make the too many repair-parts-to-stock fears vanish. In fact, if we chose an AFV for the infantry, antitank, assault gun missions that was already in U.S. Army service, the RSTA small AFV could be the "new" entry into the logistics system. If the RSTA  AFV were based on another vehicle in Army service, like the HMMWV it shouldn't even be considered a "different" type vehicle. Sooner or later the Army needs to take its Medium Brigade vehicle and equip it to be an Urban Assault Variant. This would be a forklift front or hydraulic boom arm to carry an "assault box" of men to any desired floor level to assault it rather than continue the current attack from the bottom up or top-down via helicopter fast rope rooftop assaults which the enemy is all too aware of (Somalia). We also need a battering ram and firefighting version to insure we don't destroy that which we are trying to save by uncontrolled structure fires.   </P>

<P>We are proposing light , small AFV <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! capable units that can work</P>
<P>with and enhance the current heavy forces, by economizing on strategic airlift  using cargo 747s to move the Medium brigades or parts thereof using small AFVs. Using cargo 747s would enable the heavy AFVs equipped units to be brought to the battlefield by limited USAF aircraft in a timely manner. The M1 Abrams is still a potent fighting vehicle which, when employed properly, is a key member of the Army team, though it needs a "technology insertion" of a conventional diesel engine to reduce its current turbine engine's extremely high fuel consumption rates.  </P>

<P>We are NOT trying to eliminate the heavy force, we are trying to save it by making it a part of a 3-D maneuver capable MEDIUM Brigade force structure instead of the current 2-D, too-heavy-to-deploy force structure. By having 2 Medium Brigades in a division based on light small AFVs and/or large AFVs, the 3d Brigade can remain as it is now, equipped with heavy AFVs. The Army in this concept, could transform a Brigade at a time to "Medium" but keep others as they are now "Heavy". Two Divisions could stay completely heavy with all 3 maneuver brigades with heavy AFVs to fight a desert war in the Middle East. Four Heavy Divisions could "lighten up" by 2 of its Brigades transforming to "Medium", resulting in them being renamed "Medium" Divisions, though they still will have one Heavy Brigade in their force structure. The Medium Divisions could fight anywhere in the world and win, including closed terrain areas and cities. The 4 Light /Airborne/Air Assault Divisions would transform selected Brigades to "Medium" using <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! capable small AFVs and perhaps in the case of the 82d Airborne Division an air-droppable large AFV.  These "Medium" units would be our rapid-deployment forces that can force an entry for follow-on forces and in some cases handle small-scale contingencies all by themselves via an organic armor element embedded into their force structure.     </P>

<P>The U.S. Army can have an <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! capability now, not "Army After Next" in 2010 after a long drawn out R/D process. This off-the-shelf <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! capability would have growth potential via "Technology insertions" to stay dominant beyond the next decade. This capability can be first fielded in the RSTA units of the medium Brigades by the simple selection of a less than 10-ton SMALL AFV, if necessary differing from the other large AFV types used to carry infantry, assault guns, anti-tank missiles.  </P>

<P>The following is a building block process.  Next, we spell out the vision for <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE!.  Then, we spell out how it can be done today using existing Army helicopters and a prudent buy of off-the-shelf small AFVs like the Wiesel. We provide five 3-D force structure options to do this, and for comparison's sake, three 2-D options. Then we focus on minor improvements through simple fixes.  Finally, we spell out the long range possible changes that would require a replacement for the CH-47D Chinook helicopter, currently called the "Joint Tactical Rotorcraft" (JTR) and a dedicated Future Combat Vehicle (FCV) designed from the start to fit inside the new JTR and be Airborne/Air Assault capable to give us 3-D <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! capabilities.   </P>

<P>1st Tactical Studies Group (Airborne) is a non-profit think tank of Army warriors (active, reserve, NG, retired) who think across branch and service lines to attain the BEST Army fighting force on earth, BAR NONE.  Our "<I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! Study Group" (AMS-SG) advances ideas we have discussed here, but we also have no-cost ideas to transform the Army into "ALL IT CAN BE" like replacing the current class "A" uniform "dunce cap" with Brown berets for Combat Arms Soldiers, having Soldiers take Nuclear, Biological, Chemical (NBC) protective gear home in the trunk of their cars s so they are ready to get to their duty stations in event of a NBC asymmetric war attack, or simply respecting our men enough to spell their title as "Soldiers" with a capital "S" instead of a small case "s"...all described in detail at our web site here: </P>

<P>http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/2116</P>

<P>Lieutenant General James M. Gavin wrote this in 1947 in his book, "Airborne warfare" and it holds true today for the U.S. Army as it transforms itself into a strategically deployable, dominant force that has overmatch capabilities in all types of combat and terrains:</P>

<I><P ALIGN="CENTER">"The entire Airborne-Armored problem must be reviewed in the light of the capabilities of modern shaped-charge weapon and rocket weapons. The same is true of our communications equipment, trucks, reconnaissance vehicles, artillery, food, and in fact, everything that must be flown. </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">Organizations created to fight the last war better are not going to win the next. Nor is building an airplane around the ground weapons that won the last war an assurance that we will win the next. Keeping foremost in our minds the functional purposes of our means of ground combat, these means must be developed and produced so that they can be delivered to the battlefield in sufficient quantity to gain the decision".</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">  </P>
</I><P>What this means is SMALL AFVs in the Medium Brigade Combat Team force structure that can deploy en masse--in large numbers quickly by commercial 747s, dozens at a time not just handfuls in scarce USAF aircraft. If the enemy employs anti-access strategies by taking ports and airfields, small AFVs can be moved in quantity faster per USAF C-130/C-17 planeload to be delivered by tactical short-take-off/landing or airdrop into austere assault zones. The loss of a cross ocean Panama canal under U.S. control combined with the proliferation of space satellite imagery to target and inexpensive anti-ship missiles to target/destroy ship platforms makes it imperitive to the national security strategy of the United States that it fields a small AFV-equipped U.S. Army that can get to the conflict area within hours to gain the initiative in a telecommunications world by Airborne means that is persuasive in peace and invincible in war.    </P>

<P> </P>
<P>Mike Sparks<br>
Director<br>
1st Tactical Studies Group (Airborne)<br>
December 17, 1999</P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>THE DESIRABILITY/VIABILITY OF AIRBORNE/AIR ASSAULT OPERATIONS</P>

</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"The knowledge of the existence of a well trained Airborne Army, capable of moving anywhere in the globe on short notice, available to an international security body such as the United Nations, is our best guarantee of lasting peace. And the nation or nations that control the AIR will control the peace"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--LTG James M. Gavin, Airborne warfare, 1947</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">"Battles are won by slaughter and maneuver. The greater the General, the more he contributes in maneuver, the less he demands in slaughter"</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--Sir Winston Churchill</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial">
<P>DESIRABILITY:</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5> </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">The Need for <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! Medium Forces</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>.</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=3>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The pattern of war has changed to 4th Generation war. </P>
</FONT><FONT SIZE=2>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>1st Generation of War: hand-to-hand combat, muscle power-delivered, some mechanical advantage via catapults etc.</P>

<P>2d Generation of War: firearms/musketry, linear barrages, reached logical fulfillment in 1914 in WWI deadlock of the trenches</P>

<P>3d generation of War: Maneuver to break deadloack of machine firearms/artillery, seeks collapse of enemy by destroying his source(s) of cohesion; first introduction in beginning of WWII with Blitzkrieg</P>

<P>4th generation of War: Battle for the MINDs of the people themselves, first major battle, the 1968 Tet offensive against the U.S. forces defending South Vietnam  </P>

<P>Unlike the Tofflers and others who assume a linear progression of technology, we can employ any of these forms of war in combinations at ANY time. These are TECHNOtactical manifestations of military force not some kind of human "lock-step" that every human being alive today must abide by. The side that is well equipped technologically must be able to do 3d/4th GenWar, the downed pilot behind enemy lines had better be able to do 1st GenWar to "escape and evade" capture. If you lack an industrial base and/or cannot get firearms/ammunition you might have to make your own gunpowder, ball and muzzle-loading 2dGenWar firearms like early Afghan mujihadeen had to do even in the early 1980s until they could capture weapons from the Russians. </P>

<P>Throughout history we have had combined arms equivalents, what we call tanks were chariots and war elephants in ancient times, what we call light infantry were spear-throwing hoplites in Greece, artillery was catapults, Air Cavalry was horse Cavalry, missiles were arrows...there were even 4thGenWar approaches conducted by Sun Tzu and El Cid who catapulted bread into a starving city to have a ruler overthrown. The point is at what point does the common way of conducting war by the most advanced societies on earth change into a more advanced state and not revert back unless battlefield stalemate and society itself falls on hard times. The "Generation of War" is the preferred way groups fight war for their time period.  </P>

<P>We must always be wary of the mismatches (asymmetry) a smart enemy may devise to foil whatever we are doing that can draw on all 4 Generations of war and things we haven't even thought of yet. Fortunately people are people and have reamained unchanged, and the basic reality is that war is a battle for whose IDEAS will dominate. This is the essential truth, war is about whose WILL will dominate on any given issue.</P>

<P>The 3d Generation war, heavy tracked AFV "Fulda Gap" force structure needs to be superceded with a "medium weight "general purpose force that can move rapidly by AIR in a world that moves by AIR, and win so decisively that there is no risk that a negative perception of futility can be created in the minds of the American public by an asymmetric enemy. It has to be more like a Panama than an Operation DESERT STORM. The recent inability of heavy Army or seabased marine forces to rapidly deploy inland to meet the Kosovo crisis has made the Army take the bold and courageous move to field a Medium force immediately with "off-the-shelf" vehicles. In 4th generation war, you have to win quickly and without giving any reason for the enemy to undermine your efforts psychologically---an air strikes only approach without threat of ground maneuver gives asymmetric foes the ground to hide in, and wrapped around the civilian populace, the U.S. is inevitably going to be the "bad guy" if these innocents are harmed. We need to deploy decisive Army Medium forces ANYWHERE in the world, deep inland in a matter of hours by AIR not just by predictable watery edges after days, weeks and months of slow sealift or amphibious shipping easily targeted from space and now without a cross-ocean Panama canal under U.S. control. </P>

<P>We propose a revolutionary maneuver warfare concept called "Air-Mech-Strike", which would use fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft to project a combined arms force that can dominant the ground and deny him the use of civilians in urban terrain as convenient cover/concealment. <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! will maneuver at significantly greater speed, increasing air assault agility and lethality through improved situational awareness enhanced by battlefield digitization and information technology to insure U.S. Army forces always have the upper hand or have superior "mismatch" capabilities compared to the enemy. Fixed-wing and rotary-wing technology has greatly improved the C-17, C-130, AH-64A Apache, the AH-64D Longbow Apache and the "next-generation" RAH-66 Comanche. </P>
<P> </P>
<I><P>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! is a revolutionary maneuver warfare concept that displaces the current heavy-mechanized doctrine as the dominant land combat form for the next century. The concept uses fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft to project a combined arms force that maneuvers at significantly greater speed and depth than current heavy-armored formations. It solves the limitations in ground mobility, protection and firepower of current light-force designs and maximizes the benefits of the digitized battlefield and precision weapon advances. The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! design gives strategic planners and warfighting CINCs a force the with Airborne/Air Assault agility and lethality to destroy heavy armor and retain a substantial mechanized combat capability that can be directed at urban areas to isolate them or with reinforcements penetrate into the city before its extensively fortified to kill/capture enemy leaders who are often the center of gravity in such conflicts. This force retains terrain agility and can operate boldly cross country by either air movement, light tracked vehicle movement, light all-terrain wheeled movement and speed march movement from superbly conditioned Soldiers with </P>

<P>Human Powered Vehicles (HPVs). This concept heralds the end of the rural area land battleship-heavy-tank doctrine-fully integrating air and ground maneuver.</P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><H1>50 Years of Maneuver Warfare</H1>
</FONT><FONT SIZE=2>
</FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"Armies prepared to fight the last war better will not win the next"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER">--LTG James M. Gavin, 1958</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P>Heavy mechanized warfare has dominated land combat for more than 50 years. Guerrilla or insurgency warfare has begun to affect the overall balance of military power to the same extant </P>
<P>extent that armored warfare has. The Russian defeats in Afghanistan and Chechnya show how an asymmetric foe with terrain agility can defeat a mechanized force though heavier and more </P>
<P>costly if its not terrain agile. Since the Germans introduced it in World War II, after taking the British tank improving it into a very fast and light tank form combining it with their own WWI Hutier infiltration tactics, mechanized infiltration warfare or "Blitzkrieg" has remained the primary influence in land force structures in most armies. Although nations have developed Airborne, Air assault and light infantry forces, these forces have largely remained compliments to mechanized warfare because of the latter's armored protection, firepower and ability to move faster than a foot slog. However as WWII wore on, means to counter light tanks were developed, the anti-tank gun, the bazooka and the panzerfaust, forerunners of the RPG and the LAW. In response, tanks became heavier and went from light to "medium", and then to "heavy" at the war's end sacrificing terrain agility for survivability. Once the allies understood the essence of blitzkrieg tactics, they  began to mass their medium tanks against the German's tanks and an arms race took off between whose tank gun could shoot the farthest and penetrate the other's main armor belt. Before long tank armies of both sides in Europe were road bound and bloody fights for the control of road nets and bridges became the norm in a war of attrition, except where enlightened commanders like General George S. Patton were able to use mechanized infiltration to not end up tank dueling. Like the early dreadnaughts at sea, the "land battleship" was born. </P>

<P>Light organizations often use aircraft to gain positional advantage; however, they generally lack the ground mobility, protection and firepower on the ground to compete in direct-fire confrontations with heavy armor. Thus, they are primarily used as early-entry forces or against a non-mechanized enemy in rough terrain. Airborne forces are often tasked to "seize and hold" key terrain and mobility corridors like bridges and river crossing so heavy armor forces can pass, begun once again by the German Airborne forces or Fallschirmjaegers in WWII.  History has abundant examples of light Airborne forces suffering badly in direct operations against heavy armor, trying to empower their own heavy armor forces as the British and Polish Airborne units did in Operation </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>MARKET GARDEN</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> during World War II by holding a "bridge too far".</P>
<P> </P>
<P>Armies have succeeded in building light armored vehicles that can be transported by air and address the mobility, protection and firepower deficiencies of air-inserted forces and get mechanized infiltration capabilities that are not road/bridge dependant. The best examples are the Russian BMD-1/2/3 Airborne combat vehicle and the German Wiesel 1/2  light-armored vehicle, both capable of being paradropped and transported by helicopter-the BMD via the massive Mi-6 and Mi-26 aircraft. While these lightweight vehicles have remarkable capabilities, until recently were no match for heavy armor in a direct-fire high-velocity gun engagement. An armored vehicle and aircraft combination usually consists of many light vehicles of limited </P>
<P>capability moved by large helicopters or a few heavy vehicles of significant capability moved by enormous cargo aircraft to prepared landing areas. </P>

<P>Mechanized warfare enjoyed great success when first introduced against the slower infantry foot Soldier whose tanks were parceled out to act as mobile fire support platforms for his foot advance as they had helped the allies win in WWI. Once the German panzers were in the Allied rear areas, cutting off their front line units from command, control and resupply, panic set in and the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) in France retreated to the coast where they were saved by the English channel though they had to leave behind their vehicles and guns in order to sail across on anything that would float. The early German victories with this </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>Blitzkrieg</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> warfare resulted from </P>
<P>applying a new mechanized infiltration maneuver doctrine rather than simply introducing tanks on the battlefield. Many Allies had better tanks than the Germans but suffered early defeats, partly </P>
<P>because they viewed tanks and artillery as supporting the infantry and were not massing them into mobile formations to thwart the enemy's massed panzer formations. To achieve a combined arms force with mechanized speed, the Germans modified the roles of infantry and artillery to support the tank's advance, and as the war progressed fielded half-tracked armored carriers for their infantry to mop up pockets of enemy resistance bypassed during the mechanized infiltration. The British learned this the hard way in France and corrected it with their all tracked Bren gun carrier, while the U.S. fielded half-tracks and incredible amounts of trucks or simply had infantry ride on top of tanks. The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! concept takes a similar approach by modifying the traditional roles of ground maneuver and artillery to achieve a combined arms force that exploits the "advance" of fixed and rotary-wing aircraft by a decisive ground force that has staying power and lasting terrain/people control abilities. In some cases, air-delivered ground forces locate and destroy enemy ADA to facilitate air strikes.</P>
<H1>Modes of Maneuver</H1>
<P>Today, there are three basic maneuver warfare modes: dismounted, mechanized and Airborne/Air Assault. Each has an optimal operating time and space factor. Combat commanders all seek to move as fast as possible on the battlefield to gain and then exploit positional advantage over the enemy. However, the price of increasing speed is lightness and a corresponding reduction in close-combat capability. Medium to Heavy Main Battle Tanks (MBTs) move much faster than foot infantry but are vulnerable in forest, mountain or urban terrain because they have beome essentially road bound. Helicopters move much faster than armor but are ill-suited to duel with dug-in tanks. Ideally, a force structure should avoid committing to combat out of mode. Light infantry without transportation should not be used to quickly cover tens of kilometers in open terrain (Italians in 1942 North Africa); tanks without infantry combining their arms should not be fought in dense cities (Russians in Chechnya in 1996); and helicopters should not fly within direct-fire reach of enemy defenses.(USAF helicopters shot down delivering marines onto Koh Tang island in 1975). Unfortunately, maneuver mode mismatches (Asymmetry) do occur and are sometimes driven by tactical necessity. Of course, such mismatches on the enemy's part are desirable and are now called "Asymmetric warfare". However, for friendly forces, they often result in high losses or mission failure. The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! concept will reduce mismatches by fielding a force that is capable of maneuver in all three modes and by providing the ability to move the entire force in the fastest mode-Airborne/Air Assault. </P>

<P>The U.S. Army's current force structure and warfighting philosophy are dominated by the heavy-mechanized doctrine of "Land battleship" struggles against enemy tank armies with the same terrain handicaps of WWII only in more modern guise. Our combat power is in heavy divisions that have nearly 600 tanks and infantry fighting vehicles. These forces are designed to use mechanized maneuver to gain positional advantage and then destroy the enemy with massed </P>
<P>direct fires. Artillery, combat engineers, air defense and aviation are in supporting roles to set the conditions so the Land batleships can have a favorable direct-fire fight with other Land battleships. Long-range fires or deep-fight operations shape the close battle. To fight and survive in the direct-fire "crucible", the U.S. Army has fielded the world's heaviest and most thickly armored tank and infantry fighting vehicle combination: the 70-ton M1 Abrams tank and the 33-ton M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle. These vehicles are designed almost exclusively for dueling with other armored vehicles in favorable, open terrain. The M1 mounts a massive 120mm high-velocity direct-fire cannon and the M2 Bradley Fighting vehicle (BFV) carries a high-velocity 25mm auto cannon and direct-fire heavy anti-tank missiles, and a small 6-7 man infantry squad to do local security tasks (Armored infantry). When the U.S. Army transitioned to the BFV from the </P>
<P>lighter, easily air-transportable, more terrain agile, swimming (currently frowned on by Army regulations but done routinely for years in the past) M113 Gavin Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV), the concept of mechanized infantry as a terrain controlling and enemy defeating cross-country force in its own right so devastatingly effective in Vietnam with the Armored Cavalry Regiment units was lost in favor of being a few infantry security guards for tanks. The 9 years of hard fought for and won lessons in Vietnam fighting a capable and worthy enemy in closed terrain eagerly thrown out of our memory in favor of the comfortable reliving of the glory days of WWII. The primary lesson of Vietnam not understood: that the enemy can lose every battle and still win the war because he targets the PERCEPTIONs of the populace themselves via media manipulation, an extension of 3d Generation "maneuver warfare" beyond the battlefield's line of supply/communications but actual cutting off of the the opponent's Army from moral/political support from home, now referred to as "4th Generation warfare". By returning to the cold war confrontation in Europe, the conditions were now set for the current heavy force "feast" of too many heavy AFVs unable to deploy strategically by USAF fixed-wing aircraft to be able to influence rapidly changing world events because they were designed to already be in position in Europe to meet the Cold war Soviet "land battleship" threat..</P>

<P>The remaining U.S. force structure is in a "famine" state lacking ANY light AFVs (not even  a few of the 4,000 modernized M113A3 Gavin AFVs in the Army inventory) to act as fire support means (even WWI units had machine gun light tanks!) and consists of light units organized as Air Assault, Airborne and light infantry divisions designed for dismounted action in close terrain to primarily "seize and hold" this terrain like they did in WWII at a heavy price for the heavy armor forces to get the credit for winning the battles and gaining the budget share for new vehicles and equipment, which would naturally be too heavy for Airborne/Air Assault use. The only problem with this is that the rest of the world did not cooperate with these designs for reliving WWII. The Cold War was won by a continued stalemate in Europe thanks to our heavy forces and cultural infiltration creating a demand for western democratic consumer goods. While this was happening, dirty wars of "liberation" of people demanding political changes fed by cheap, effective, mass-produced Soviet arms were breaking out and U.S. Army Airborne and light infantry forces were rushing in by aircraft and parachute to fight and win these conflicts. Light forces employ aircraft to gain a positional advantage in either Airborne or Air Assault operations. The epitome of this was Operation JUST CAUSE which was a beautiful display of Airborne maneuver warfare resulting in the "bad guys" being overthrown, a city center of gravity destroyed (PDF Headquarters) and the leader of the enemy force, General Manuel Noriega captured and sent to prison where he remains to this day.  But the heavy forces finally got their day to shine when Iraq invaded Kuwait and sat idly for 6 months letting us deploy heavy armored forces to oust him, and have gone to great lengths to re-write history books to make it look like heavy armor forces in Operation DESERT SHIELD/STORM are the vindication of a force structure that is not mission capable in a </P>
<P>world that moves by AIR and has been kept free to be that way by primarily U.S. Army light forces. </P>

<P>The recent reluctance to send in Army light forces into the mountains of Kosovo out of fears of heavy casualties do to their lack of light AFVs is in part because like their heavy-force counterparts, their ultimate goal is to close with the enemy in a direct-fire engagement, often resulting in a costly battle of attrition. Thus like their heavy forces in "Land battleship" technical level of war mode, they often fail to understand how to defeat the enemy at the operational level of war (unless an opart enlightened leader like General Max Thurman or Carl Stiner are planning the operation) using "maneuver warfare" (AIRLAND Battle) to find his center(s) of cohesion and destroy them rather than accept battle with the enemy every time its offered and hopefully outlast and outkill the enemy. This is hardly the type of operational art for a 12-division Army up against third world country "baby machines".  Light-force artillery, engineers and aviation are designed to </P>
<P>support the light infantry to the current duel the other infantry in direct fire combat end. Generally, these divisions are easier to move strategically and are often used as early-entry forces to hold the "door" open for heavier follow-on forces, however this results in the enemy having time to regroup and regain the initiative after surprise and opportunity have evaporated away. Due to its large helicopter fleet, the 101st Air Assault division "Screaming Eagles" are the most difficult to move from CONUS to distant world trouble spots beyond their short self-deployment range. However, more Air Assault division combat power can be moved per Air Force sortie than heavy division power-two UH-60 Black Hawks or AH-64 Apaches and three OH-58Ds per C-17 sortie, as opposed to just one M1 Abrams</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"> </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>tank. By employing Airborne Pre-positioning using 747 cargo aircraft to move Army helicopters and small AFVs we can change this paradigm.</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><P> </P>
<H1>Heavy and Light Division Drawbacks</H1>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Direct-fire fight rigors have increased the liabilities of modern U.S. heavy forces. Armored and mechanized divisions have lost their early maneuver advantages over mobile foot forces because most armies today have mechanized or motorized capabilities already in place and understand to find our weaknesses and employ asymmetric warfare against us. Even the Somali warlords use armed pickup trucks. Tank and infantry vehicles have greatly increased in size and weight to accommodate necessary for direct firefights thick armor and weapon size increases, resulting in a loss of x-country mobility and a HUGE fuel cost resulting in an extremely vulnerable fuel truck convoy logistical "tail" even more easily ambushed along road nets. The added weight has reduced strategic mobility, because large numbers of heavy cargo aircraft are needed to move a relatively small armored force. To compensate, the Army has invested in additional heavy division sets of equipment and pre-positioned them in potential conflict theaters or on ships near trouble spots. The only other option is to move the heavy force by sealift, which typically takes about a month, at which time the enemy already in position to gobble up his neighbor will have already fought and won the war under 3 days time before we can even arrive to affect the outcome. The weight of heavy-armored vehicles also requires that they be transported by heavy tractor trailer trucks from the port or storage site to the battle area to reduce vehicle wear and prevent road destruction. </P>

<P>The M1 tank's 70-ton weight and limited 20 degree main gun elevation reduce its effectiveness in the urban, mountainous and wet terrain typically found in potential theaters of operation such as Korea. Heavy armor often requires extensive engineer assistance to cross natural and manmade obstacles. "A bridge too far" scenario from WWII all over again. For example, it took three days of intense bridging efforts to get M1 tanks across the Sava River in Bosnia in 1995. Finally, the heavy division, with limited infantry and helicopters, is seldom tasked for Military-Operations-</P>
<P>Other-Than-War (MOOTWA) or the in vogue term, "SASO" (Stability And Support Operations" because it has difficulty projecting presence beyond road networks or valleys. Often the heavy AFVs are parked and the  heavy force peacekeepers go about their mission in M113A3 Gavin light tracked AFVs or in vulnerable HMMWVs like which the 3 Scouts of the 1st Infantry division were captured in on the Serbian border and later released but not before extensively tortured.</P>

<P>Despite their relative strategic mobility, light divisions are not the preferred force against an armored enemy because of their deliberately created force structure handicap of having no organic light tracked AFVs to move on the ground with. This is despite the fact that for over 4 decades the U.S. Army has had a 11.5 ton M113 Gavin AFV which could have been supplied to them for light armored mobility, firepower and protection as other countries have done, namely Israel, Germany and Russia. The 82d Airborne Division in 1960 could have been the world's first Airborne force with ground operational maneuver capabilities with the M113 long before the </P>
<P>Russians figured this out with their BMD family of 8-ton AFVs. Although light units possess varying levels of Air Assault agility, they lack the ground mobility, protection and firepower to compete in direct-fire fights with heavy mechanized units. Typically, light formations have hand-held weapons, some light vehicle weapons and small-caliber towed artillery for firepower. With no armored protection, they are extremely vulnerable to indirect fire, NBC attacks and lack mobility when attacked by enemy mortars or artillery. Only the Air Assault division has significant numbers of attack helicopters to meet an armored threat. Historically, attack helicopters have proved highly effective against attacking armor. Unfortunately, the attack helicopter is limited when engaging enemy forces in close terrain or in defensive positions. Light divisions use troop helicopters to offset their infantry's foot mobility, but this has drawbacks as well. Because the light infantry are on foot, landing zones must be very close to, if not on, the objective. This significantly reduces aircraft survivability, even against modest air defenses or small arms. Light forces faced with an armored threat will attempt to prepare defensive positions for protection. However, even if they succeed with this, enemy armored forces often can simply bypass the dug-in infantry. Air Assault infantry has in essence become security guards for the rearming/refueling sites of  our own "flying" tanks so they can also duel it out with the "Land battleships". </P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><H1>Air Mechanization</H1>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Even before World War II, theorists envisioned using aircraft to project land power over the ground. In the early 1930s, Soviet Marshal M. N. Tukhachevsky published ideas about </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>air mechanization</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> that favored ground combat vehicles moving by aircraft. British Brigadier Richard E. Simpkin promoted a modern version of air mechanization in his 1985 book "</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>Race to the Swift"</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>. Simpkin built on the main battle air vehicle concept, which was originally the brainchild of Germany's General Frido von Senger. In the early 1990s, the German</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"> </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Army fielded three "air mech" Airborne brigades equipped with the helo-transportable Wiesel armored vehicle. Retired U.S. Army Colonel Wallace P. Franz promoted a similar concept in his February 1992 </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>Military Review</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> article, "Airmechanization: The Next Generation." In the 1960s, the Russians developed the light-weight 8-ton tracked armored BMD for use by Airborne and Air Assault units and the huge helicopters to transport the vehicles. The term "</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>airmechanization"</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> has come to be understood as some form of air mobility with a ground mechanized capability. Despite their advantages in ground mobility, protection and firepower over U.S. light-force designs, the German and Russian airmechanized units cannot compete in a direct-fire confrontation with heavy armor but they are more than a match if because of air-transportation and x-country terrain agility they can get into firing position first to fire top-attack fire/forget self-guiding anti-tank missiles with superior range to the MBT's main gun. The 3-4-ton Wiesel and 8-ton BMD armed with light cannons and antitank missiles are no match for the 70-ton M1 tank and its heavy direct-fire cannon only if they let themselves fall into a situation where they have to "duel" it out. But true maneuver warfare has NEVER been about winning tank duels, its about maneuvering onto the enemy's center of cohesion holding him together and destroying that so his Army collapses not to paint "Kill" marks on your gun tube. In the absence of an all-out shooting war in the post-Cold War thaw, both Russia and Germany have had difficulty fielding the requisite numbers of heavy-lift helicopters to facilitate their airmechanized doctrine. However, the U.S. with world wide super power responsibilities doesn't have the luxury to have a capability and sit on it., especially when it needs it and doesn't have it. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><P> </P>
<I><H1>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! Concept</H1>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! concept charts new ground in airmechanization by departing from the force design assumption that the direct-fire fight is the ultimate way to defeat the enemy. The explosion in information technology is already digitizing the battlefield, leading to far greater </P>
<P>situational awareness. Even at company level, ground and airborne sensors with radio and nonjammable fiber-optic links will make it nearly impossible for a large enemy armored formation to approach undetected. Heavy mechanized units will be tracked at great distances and destroyed by indirect Precision Munitions Attacks (PMAs), rendering large-scale direct-fire fights between massed armored formations obsolete. During Operation </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>DESERT STORM</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>, both precision and non-precision indirect fires destroyed far more Iraqi armor than tank-to-tank direct-fire engagements. If massed direct fire is no longer maneuver's prime objective, armored vehicles no longer need huge direct-fire cannons and heavy depleted uranium armor plating that balloons their weight to 70 tons and making them strategically and tactically immobile. Armor protection will be designed to meet small arms, shrapnel and hand-held weapon threats. Armored vehicles, no longer used for tank-to-tank duels, will be made light enough to be used in the Airborne/Air Assault mode to gain war-winning operational maneuver but still possess highly lethal high-tech indirect weapons to destroy massed armor. The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! force can be eagerly inserted into a troubled area after U.S. forces have seized command of the AIR and once on the ground dominate the fight, if necessary separating "good guys" from "bad guys" and do so without friendly casualties which could be used by an asymmetric foe to undermine the effort using 4th Generation war psychological means.</P>
<P><BR>
<I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! armor will move away from the current heavy "Iowa Battleship" model to the light "Aegis Cruiser" design. Air mech armor provides the close terrain-agile combat force missing in pure attack helicopter operations and the ground mobility, protection and firepower missing in light infantry units. This force's Airborne/Air Assault agility will allow units to quickly gain positional advantage against armored formations from any direction or flank. Once air-inserted, this force will use its mechanized capacity to maneuver into battle positions. Using exact targeting data from organic and higher-echelon sensors, air mech armor will execute PMAs from safe stand-off positions. Following the PMAs, air mech infantry will maneuver in close to destroy the enemy. Direct fire between armored vehicles will be a relatively rare occurrence involving only a few participants. To win these few direct-fire engagements, Air Mech small Armored Fighting Vehicles (AMVs) will rely on improved situational awareness for first-shot kills via packs of HyPerVelocity  (HPVs) missiles similar to the current Line-Of-Sight AntiTank (LOSAT) missile. Even against an enemy entrenched in prepared defensive positions, air mech armor units will be able to Airborne/Air Assault to a positional advantage, dismount their infantry and reduce enemy defenses. </P>

<P>In <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! warfare, artillery's traditional role of directly supporting ground maneuver changes to a main artillery effort. Artillery rocket and missile systems will team up with attack helicopters to form an aerial strike force that engages large, heavy-armor formations at great </P>
<P>distances. Airmech artillery will use multiple rocket missile platforms rather than a few of cannon systems. The proposed Trailer-Mounted Artillery Rocket System (T-MARS) marries the multiple launch rocket system pod to a one-use, disposable  trailer elevation and launch platform. T-MARs is a "round" of ammunition like an AT4 disposable rocket but on a larger scale. T-MARS can be Low-Velocity AirDropped (LVAD) by parachutes from USAF fixed-wing aircraft, be sling-loaded by UH-60L helicopters to give the artillery air assault agility or towed by small or large AFVs. The systems will be issued as a unit to eliminate the need for heavy-launch vehicles. This concept would allow the artillery commander to air-insert T-MARS anywhere on the battlefield, including enemy rear or flank areas, and then fire them via data link. Enemy counter-battery would be useless because it would only destroy an unattended, empty trailer, that collapses after the last rocket is fired to prevent use by the enemy. </P>

<P>T-MARS would greatly increase the ability to mass fires because all available T-MARS could be fired at once. Artillery's air assault agility would be used in conjunction with attack helicopter deep attacks and would provide most of the massed firepower. This would free attack aircraft to </P>
<P>engage softer high-payoff targets, carry more fuel for greater range and endurance and provide artillery targeting and battle damage assessment data. For close support of maneuver forces, the economy and precision of cannon-fired munitions would come from lightweight 155mm howitzers, also sling-loaded by UH-60Ls. Initially, these cannon units would be organized as battalions directly assigned to the maneuver regiments. Eventually, the cannon battalions would be replaced by heavy 155mm mortars mounted on future small AFVs and assigned as batteries to each maneuver battalion.</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"> </P>
<P> </P>
<H1>Command, Control Communications, Computers (C4) ISR Redefined</H1>
</FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! forces would operate at a speed and depth requiring a new delineation of C4 responsibilities. <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! warfare divides the battlefield according to battlespace rather than traditional linear partitions. The strike force of attack helicopters, air assault-capable artillery </P>

<P>and air defense, which conducts nearly all operations in the air-space medium, is responsible for all air space. Aircraft agility, long-range rocket and missile artillery responsiveness and the need for quick air defense reaction demands a responsive controlling authority. A division staff cell, which does not directly control air-space users, would not meet the needs of a fast-paced PMA. Other non-strike elements would coordinate for air space use with the strike force. In this case, a small lag in responsiveness would be acceptable. The air mech armor force, which conducts most of its operations on the ground, would be responsible for tactical terrain management. This will greatly simplify the clearance of fires and ground maneuver speed because all ground warfighters would be part of the air mech armor force. Finally, the air mech strike force would use functional Brigades/Regiments rather than traditional separate battalions and companies. This would free division staffs to concentrate on planning. Rather than loose supervision by a chief of staff, a full colonel would "command" various supporting efforts. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>
<B><I><P>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! Division: Interim, intermediate, objective</B> </P>
</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P>The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! Division is proposed as an interim, intermediate, then objective, model for the U.S. Army. The interim design uses currently available equipment, vehicles and aircraft and could be fielded by the year 2000. From this time onwards, enhancements would be fitted to the force off-the-shelf from 2000-2009. The objective design, fielded by about 2010, would feature specially designed vehicles and aircraft to facilitate self-deployability to any theater. Each <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! model would be organized as a 3-D force, with one <I>Air</I>MECH brigade, one STRIKE brigade and one <I>Air</I>Logistics brigade, each commanded by a Brigadier General (BG). </P>

<P> </P>
<P>The interim and intermediate designs would typically operate to a depth of 100 km, and the objective design, out to 700 km. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>
<B><P>Interim <I>Air</I>MECH Brigade. </P>
</B>
<P>The interim <I>Airborne</I>MECHSTRIKE! Brigade would use the already in Army service M113A3 Gavin AFV because its 11.5 tons maximizes  combat capability within the common USAF C-130 delivery aircraft's 42,000 pound lift constraints. It may use a gun equipped M113A3 Gavin as a light tank equivalent or be equipped with the 17-ton M8 Ridgway Armored Gun System (AGS) with 105mm main gun or the 8-ton Scimitar 30mm autocannon or 90mm gun equipped light tank.</P>
<P>  </P>
</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The interim <I>AirAssault</I>MECHSTRIKE! Brigade is organized with one <I>Air</I>MECH infantry regiment  equipped with the German-designed Wiesel 2 small AFV. The Wiesel 2 is light enough to be sling-loaded by UH-60L Black Hawk and/or CH-47D Chinook helicopters (2 inside and/or 1 </P>
<P>underslung) and comes in infantry-carrier, fire-support and anti-tank-missile versions. The </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>8-ton Scimitar 30mm autocannon or 90mm assault gun equipped light tank can be sling-carried under a CH-47D and is another option for fire support.</P>
</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P>The Wiesel 2 provides tracked mobility and armored protection up to 7.62mm for its crew of seven Soldiers or two Soldiers and heavy weapons. Because Landing Zones (LZs) for Wiesel 2 airlift can be well-distanced from the objective, the Wiesel 2 greatly enhances air-assault survivability. Each regiment has its own lightweight 155mm howitzer battalion for direct support, and the brigade has an assault helicopter regiment to provide the lift for the <I>Air</I>MECH infantry. The assault regiment provides supplemental fires with OH-58D Kiowa Warriors and UH-60s armed with Hellfire missiles and Hydra 70mm (2.75" rockets). As the division's anvil, the brigade blocks positions against enemy armor and conducts follow-on fire and maneuver to complete the destruction of the enemy following the STRIKE brigade's PMAs. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>
<B><P>Interim <I>Air</I>STRIKE Brigade</B>. </P>
</TT>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The interim <I>Air</I>STRIKE brigade is organized with one attack cavalry regiment with three squadrons of 24 x AH-64D Longbow Apache helicopters each. The attack cavalry regiment has its own reconnaissance squadron equipped with OH-58D Kiowa Warriors, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and ground scouts mounted in Wiesel 2s. The brigade has one air mech rocket and missile artillery regiment organized into three battalions of 18 x T-MARS prime movers each. An internal assault helicopter regiment provides lift for the T-MARS and aerial resupply for the attack helicopter regiment. In addition, the assault helicopter regiment can supplement the attack cavalry regiment's aerial fires. The brigade operates as an attack helicopter/rocket artillery team that can quickly execute an overwhelming PMA on an armored force out to more than 300 km. As the proponent for the division's air space, the brigade also employs the air defense battalion, which uses Avenger HMMWV 4x4 systems that can be sling-loaded by UH-60L helicopters. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><TT><P>Interim <I>Air</I>LOGISTICS Brigade. </P>
</B></TT>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Sustainment brigade has one logistics regiment organized with a base Sustainment battalion and two forward Sustainment battalions tailored for the air mech and strike brigades. Company-size Sustainment organizations in each combat battalion provide additional logistic capabilities. Most brigade resupply will be provided by the assault helicopter regiments organic to each </P>
<P>brigade or in the case of the <I>Airborne</I>MECHSTRIKE! units, USAF fixed wing airdrop. The division will operate non-linearly from remote assembly area ISBs separated by long distances. Thus, aerial resupply is the primary means of sustaining the air mech division so it doesn't have to lose combat power clearing and defending ground Main Supply Routes (MSRs) for ground resupply vehicles to survive to replenish the shooters. The brigade also has sustainment responsibility for the intelligence regiment, which, with its own aerial reconnaissance squadron, works directly for the division commander and provides the necessary intelligence gathering, analyzing and distribution to the combat elements. The brigade has an organic assault helicopter regiment to provide aerial logistics to the brigades, reinforce major Airborne/Air Assaults and supplement aerial fires.</P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><H1>Future Air Mech Aircraft (FAMA) or Joint Tactical Rotorcraft (JTR)</H1>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The FAMA would replace the UH-60 and CH-47 Chinook helicopters in the Army inventory beginning in 2010. Some people have conceived of the JTR as resembling an improved version of the current V-22 Osprey tilt-rotor aircraft which would be an unfortunate, costly mistake since </P>
<P>its a hydraulic and maintenance nightmare to maintain--the complexities of the Chinook's twin rotors multiplied by 4. Using close terrain flight and traveling at more than 200 knots, the FAMA would be able to transport internally a 10- to 15-ton vehicle more than 700 kilometers and then return without refueling. The current V-22 cannot even come close to meeting this parameter-because while it can transport a 6-ton load, its insides are TOO SMALL for even a Wiesel 1 to fit inside much less a HMMWV!  A V-22 carrying vehicles underslung is the world's most expensive 150 mph helicopter. The best approach to the FAMA/JTR would be a "MH-2000X" compound heavy lift helicopter/gyroplane with fixed wings that in high forward flight would unload the rotor, flying by the thrust ducted propellor in the tail. The rotors can be removed and the MH-2000X can fly like a fixed wing aircraft for OCONUS deployments. Its wings would "tilt" like the F-8D Crusader jet's wings would to effect Short Take-Off and Landings (STOL) from Navy carriers. The Boeing ATT concept uses the tilt-wing concept to get STOL capabilities. Upon STOL landing in the area of operations, the MH-2000X can reattach its rotor blades to fly like a compound helicopter/gyroplane at high speeds but have Vertical Take-Off and Landing  (VTOL) capabilities. In hover mode, the wings tilt up to not interfere with rotor downwash efficiency. Another option would be to go all-turbofans and have the rotors after being unloaded in flight retract to enable 500 mph self-deployment from CONUS speeds, called the "Power Sled" concept. </P>

<P>The FAMA would use bomb bay-type doors to "winch" the AMV small AFVs or Special Mission Pods (SMPs) to the ground. This is a simple form of LTG Gavin's "Kiwis" from his visionary book, "Airborne warfare". This combines the advantages of internal and external loading, thus allowing greater range and stealth and eliminating the requirement for prepared landing areas. The SMPs allow units to have mission loads already packaged without wasting he helicopter's time loading/offloading. These pods would be the equivalent to the Palletized Loading System (PLS) used on Army trucks except they would be enclosed pods so the cargo inside could stay outside undamaged by weather.  SMPs could also be underslung or carried tight up against the UH-60L using a spreader plate to reduce aerodynamic drag compared to sling loading. The FAMA's cruising speed of 250-500 knots and aerial refueling ability would make it self-deployable worldwide. The attack aircraft in the objective <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! division would be an improved RAH-66 Comanche "stealth" helicopter modified as a compound helicopter and designed to cruise at 250 knots. The modification would involve applying the Piasecki Vectored Thrust Ducted Propeller concept and result in a pusher tail configuration similar to the AH-56 Cheyenne and used on the MH-2000X. This higher cruise speed, combined with aerial refueling, would make the Comanche self-deployable. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><H1>Future Air Mech Vehicle (FAMV)</H1>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The FAMV would be a "M113A4" Gavin Armored Personnel Carrier but would use advanced composite armor, hybrid diesel-electric propulsion for stealth and a Mast Mounted Sight tower that would allow it to see above the trees/terrain while hull down. Dual engines and tracks would be employed to keep the vehicle operable if hit by mines or antitank weapons. Internal blast shields would also be used to limit armor penetration damage, and the unmanned pedestal weapons turret would provide hull defilade attacks without exposing the crew. Externally, all FAMVs would look the same to confuse the enemy. However, the vehicles would be configured internally as tanks, personnel carriers, C4 vehicles, self-propelled mortars or air-defense </P>
<P>platforms. The FAMV tank equivalent would have a crew of two and a two-scout dismounting team. Personnel would sit at the rear and use virtual reality visors to observe and identify targets seen by vehicle-mounted sensors or reported by higher echelons. Millimeter-wave radar and thermal-vehicle sensors on erectable poles would be supplemented by direct-view periscopes. A bank of vertically launched antitank, antipersonnel, antiaircraft and reconnaissance missiles, EOCM weaponry like BFV Stingray on RSTA variants would provide the long-range eyes and indirect firepower to execute PMAs. The pedestal turret would feature a general purpose cannon of 30 to 50mm caliber and stations for direct-fire hypervelocity missiles ("LOSAT Junior") or other weapons as required. The FAMV personnel carrier would have infantry seating in its center instead of the bank of vertically launched missiles. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><P> </P>
<H1>Operations Concerns and Limitations</H1>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Although air defenses are a great concern in all military aircraft operations, recent history has shown that with proper planning and preparation, they can be defeated. Western air power planners learned enemy air defense lessons from Vietnam and, especially, the 1973 Arab-Israeli </P>
<P>War. Since then, few aircraft, either fixed wing or rotary wing, have been lost in combat operations. This is particularly significant, given the increased sophistication of hostile air defenses and the number of missions flown. For example, during </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><TT>Desert Storm</FONT></TT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>, only one AH-64 Apache was shot down, and in Somalia, no AH-1 Cobras were lost after a year of operations. Recent losses that did occur resulted from accidents during combat conditions or high-risk special operations. Recently, Israeli Cobra and Apache attack helicopters have conducted attacks in Southern Lebanon with no reported losses, despite several daylight missions. Today, aviation commanders routinely exploit air defense limitations, such as terrain relief, radar dependence, vulnerability to countermeasures and static firing modes. In the future, <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! commanders will continue to have serious regard for enemy air defenses but will have enhanced survivability thanks to displaced landing, drop and assault zones, stand-off weapon platforms and mechanized Airborne/Air assault forces. In the final analysis, antiaircraft weapons are similar to</P>
<P>antiarmor systems: they cannot be ignored, but their effectiveness can be negated by proper tactics, techniques and procedures. They will seldom stop determined air or ground armor maneuver forces. </P>

<P>Fixed-wing and rotary-wing technology has greatly improved over the past decade. The C-17 Globemaster III can fly at high subsonic speeds (500+ mph) carrying up to 167,000 pounds of troops, over-size vehicles and cargo, yet can airdrop all of it after slowing to airdrop speed. Its fuselage is wide enough that even with vehicles inside, 54 sidewall seats are available for their crews and passengers to ride along. The entire aircraft can land and take-off from 3,000 foot unimproved runways like its smaller brother C-130 Hercules, yet carries 4 times its payload at twice the speed. The C-130J model has prop-fans to enable high almost jet speed cruise with turboprop fuel consumption. It has an all-weather glass cockpit and needs only 2 pilots and loadmasters. The Vietnam vintage aircraft such as the AH-1 Cobra and UH-1 Huey are grounded if winds exceed 35 knots or visibility is less than one-quarter mile, and they have only Night-Vision Goggles (NVGs) for night operations. The AH-64A Apache is capable of operations in up to 45-knot winds and can fly in near-zero visibility, day or night, using its unique flying Forward Looking InfaRed (FLIR) system. However, the Apache's laser-guided Hellfire missile needs much better visibility. The AH-64D Longbow Apache, which can use its millimeter-wave radar to attack targets at maximum range with no visibility requirements. The RAH-66 Comanche will further improve on this with the added capability to fly in up to 80-knot winds. The all-weather attack helicopter era is quickly approaching. Lift aircraft have also shown great improvements in weather tolerance. Helicopters such as the newly fielded special operations MH-47E Chinook, equipped with radars and FLIRs, already have significant capabilities to operate in poor weather. The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! division will never be completely "all weather," but there are very few places on the globe where winds exceed 80 knots for very long. Even in such extreme circumstances, the <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! division has a significant ground mechanized capability, allowing it to continue maneuvering. Contrast these brief weather holds with the extended delays to heavy-armored maneuver units caused by seasonal thaws, rains and flooding, runing the road net by using small AFVs capable of cross-country maneuver even poor ground conditions will not slow AirMECHSTRIKE! Force maneuver. </P>

<P>The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! concept offers a force that can operate in all three maneuver modes: dismounted, mechanized and air assault. This agility allows the force to better exploit the improved situational awareness that is gained through battlefield digitization. The force has the speed advantage of air maneuver to act on the information without sacrificing ground mobility, protection and the firepower necessary to defeat heavy forces. <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! maneuver doctrine will render the world's heavy tank armies obsolete. The concept capitalizes on the advantages in U.S. air power and uses rapid force projection strategy from bases in the Continental United States. The <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! division will be a force for all seasons that can </P>
<P>defeat armored formations or employ its aircraft, light vehicles and infantry in disaster relief operations. In this era of shrinking defense budgets, the U.S. Army cannot afford to maintain a large heavy-force structure that is effective in only a few deployment scenarios. The choice for future force developers is clear: either use new technology to enhance the old land combat "battleship" model or apply it to enable the next revolution in maneuver warfare.</P>

<P>We need two types of Medium Brigades, one type that is sized to deploy primarily by USAF fixed-wing aircraft (<I>Airborne</I>MECHSTRIKE! Brigades) and another sized to operate within Army rotorcraft (<I>AirAssault</I>MECHSTRIKE! Brigades).</P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial"><P ALIGN="CENTER">Jarnot's principles for <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! victory</P>
</B>
<B><P>I.  	2 for 1 or better air delivery: MASS mobile combat power in the Landing Zone </P>
</B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Each Army lift aircraft must deliver at least 2 x not to exceed 7-ton ground AIRMECH APC vehicles with "Hunter" infantry at a time into the Landing Zone. USAF aircraft must deliver  2 or more of the Hunter AFVs and the C-130 at least one of the Killer AFVs into Drop and Assault Zones.</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><P>II  	Learn to FIGHT "LIGHT" within 10 tons </P>
</B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The "Killer" tank AIRMECH vehicle is sized to use the full capacity of one 10-ton medium lift aircraft for armor and firepower packages. If you build a 10-ton tank AMV like a German WWII Assault Gun without a turret, it can be compact with VERY THICK armor protection. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><P>III 	Upgrade what you have, don't reinvent the rotor blade </P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>An existing 10-ton lift aircraft or components can be upgraded to 15 tons for a cost in a 1 for 1 proportion to the combat power increase; to create from scratch an unknown lift aircraft X with a 20 ton lift costs five times as much as the combat power increase. </P>

<P>CH-existing now aircraft fleet + upgrade to 15 ton lift = ability to lift current and future M113A3/LAV APCs at cost inline with combat power gained </P>
<P>Example: $5 million per aircraft for 5 tons of gained lift </P>
<P>$500 million = 100 lift aircraft delivering 200 x 7-ton AIRMECH "Hunter" APC vehicles or 100 "Killer" tank AIRMECH vehicles </P>
<P>X aircraft existing-only-on-paper with 20-ton lift capacity costs x5 to get it tested and in production = required lift for 20-ton medium weight tanks/APCs that are only marginally better than 15-ton light tanks/APCs </P>

<P>$500 million = Just 10 lift aircraft delivering 10 x 20-ton AIRMECH Hunter/Killer vehicles </P>
<P>Example: $50 million per Initial cost per unknown X lift aircraft for just 10 tons of gained lift </P>
<P>In a closed system, with only a Y amount of $$ available for lift aircraft, the same money that could enable the entire fleet of lift aircraft to Air Assault 15 tons will only buy us 1/10 th of the number of lift aircraft. </P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial"><P>IV 	Fight boldly maximizing your unsurpassed MOBILITY and FIREPOWER, remember you have light armor protection for the risks you take (Technotactical and Operational Art) </P>
</B></DIR>
</DIR>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The difference between a 20-ton AIRMECH vehicle and a 10-ton AIRMECH vehicle will not enable the heavier one to survive firepower damages to a degree that it can fight any differently than the lighter vehicle </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><P>V 	Lift aircraft must be able to penetrate "Indian territory" on their own </P>
</B>
<B><P>VI 	Lift aircraft must be able to put in a full day's work on a tank of fuel </P>
</B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>8 hours of performance with maximum payload. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><P> </P><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>VII 	Lift aircraft and full payload self-deployable from CONUS in one day to all world areas </P>
</B>
<B><P>VIII 	<I>AIR</I>MECH Strike! units are PERMANENT combined-arms maneuver units, 1/3 AIR, 1/3 Mech, 1/3 Strike like ACRs </P>
</DIR>
</DIR>

<P>IX 	<I>AIR</I>MECH Strike! BNs move in one lift </P>
</B>
</FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"Keep sending me battalions until I tell you to stop" </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER">Gen Trobaugh, 82d Airborne Division, </FONT><A HREF="http;//www.geocities.com/Pentagon/7963/grenada.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Grenada 1983</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial"> </P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<B><P>X 	See 3 times beyond your horizon: Sensors and Shooters are in the same unit </P>
</B></DIR>
</DIR>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Air/Ground unmanned vehicles, ground sensors and ATV Dragoon Scout Platoon organic to <I>AIR</I>MECHSTRIKE! BN. "Sensor Battery" commanded by MI CPT. BN S-2 is a Combat arms officer (Infantry, Armor, Aviation etc) who has went to Intelligence school. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><P>XI 	The Battalion Commander is the <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE warfighter </P>
</B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Like a Rommel, Abrams, Wood, Gavin or Ridgway., a warfighting leader!</P>

<P>Our intent is to <I>AIR</I>mechanize armor not replace it. The direct fire fight is not going away soon. But it's dominance as the PRINCIPAL means of destroying large enemy mechanized formations we contend is over. Look at Desert Storm--other than the singular battle of 73 Easting, 80% of the enemy tanks killed were destroyed by indirect fires. The Precision Guided Munition, top-attack from extended ranges makes </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/5265/futuretank.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>getting into firing position FIRST</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> the number #1 requirement to victory. </P>

<P>The </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/6747/21centbattleships.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>USS Missouri</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> arrived in Pearl Harbor a few months ago to take its place next to the Arizona as a WWII "Battleship Row" memorial. We spoke with some Naval officers who served on her</P>
<P>during the Gulf War and they indicated that they had little to fear from Exocert or Silkworm anti-ship missiles because of the massive armor plate surrounding the 56,000 ton ship! Despite such sentiments, however, the Navy has no plans to return to "heavy armor" as a design plan for their future surface combatants. The huge sacrifice in cost (force structure) and endurance (power projection) is not justified for a protective feature that is so rarely put to the test if the battle is fought correctly. For naval gunfire support and "insurance" </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/2116/21centbattleships.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>keep 2 of the Iowa class battleships we have in readiness</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>, but within a context of a </FONT><A HREF="http://www.usa.pipeline.com/~albatros/latakia.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>missile-dominated sea fight</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>. The same thing is true for land warfare, the Army and marines just haven't realized it yet. </P>

<P>I know many would say "tell that to the Moms and Dads who have their sons and daughters who are in those vehicles crossing a desert plain." Well emotion aside, we feel strongly that the next generation of armored vehicles needs to be M113A3 size and weight and be married to a vertical lift aircraft that can provide air assault mobility so these vehicles GET INTO MISSILE FIRING POSITION FIRST BEFORE they are even in danger of getting hit by enemy direct-fire. Our "land battleships", the 70-ton M1 Abrams tank and 33-ton M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle will still be needed for a portion of the fight, but the context of the land battle will be shaped by M113A3-sized light Armored Fighting Vehicles (AFVs) which are fully air/ground agile with </FONT><A HREF="http://www.darpa.mil/tto/Programs/ele_hyb.html"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>stealth features</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> like dust skirts and electric drives to evade detection. Such Air-Mobility Vehicles or <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE Vehicles (AMVs) would be initially small AFVs that employ </FONT><A HREF="noefogmswedie.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>EFOGM</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>, HELLFIRE and LOSAT type munitions and a </FONT><A HREF="popguns.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>large caliber cannon</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> to primarily destroy fortifications/buildings with a secondary anti-AFV role. </P>

<P>Anything heavier would continue the WW II technologically handicapped philosophy of mechanized warfare, which was not terrain agile let alone AIR-MOBILE, but bridge and road dependant because it sought only a horizontal envelopment. Sometimes its simply not possible to break through or swing around an alert and entrenched enemy with mobility equal or superior to you---regardless of one's "situational awareness"---you will simply have a computer display saying you are blocked and stuck in a minefield. A tank stuck in a minefield with a computer is still a tank stuck in a minefield. In our mad embrace to adopt </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/7963/war1.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Tofflerian thinking</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> we have forgotten we still live in a PHYSICAL WORLD where MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE counts, and this is not inferior "2d Wave, Industrial age" stuff. Mental is mental, physical is spiritual, and its always been this way. If one considers the failed British XXX Armored Corps break-out to the Arnhem Bridge held by Paratroopers dropped in ahead </FONT><A HREF="airbornetanksnoexcuse.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>without their own light armored vehicles</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> in 1944, "A Bridge too Far", you see a mini-version of the ultra-heavy and ultra-light feast/famine force structure mess the U.S. military is in now when it comes to mechanical advantage/operational maneuver--things that electronic gadgetry alone cannot fix. </P>

<P>The </FONT><A HREF="aes1.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>current U.S. Army Chief of Staff, General Shinseki wants to change this</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>, and get us a force that is air-deliverable and light but can maneuver on its own. And this isn't a pathetically tiny bunch of foot-sloggers from a V-22 tilt-rotor or a pair driving in a sexy, unarmored dune buggy that can get toasted into a flaming wreck by the first burst of enemy small arms fire or artillery/mortar shrapnel because we THINK we can avoid enemy contact via electronic means and the oxymoron military intelligence. Sooner or later you have to stop dancing around the enemy and fight him, and you had better have armor protection to survive his </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/5265/squad.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>automatic weapons</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>, </FONT><A HREF="ttprpg"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>RPGs</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>, </FONT><A HREF="riflehandgrenades.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>rifle grenades</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>--this means a light armored skin. </P>

<P>Today, we do not need to be handicapped by having to take bridges, we have light armored vehicles that can swim across water or be FLOWN OVER OBSTACLES to defeat enemies from </P>
<P>an unexpected direction using VERTICAL ENVELOPEMENT. What we have to do is make a conscious effort to match the right light vehicles to their carrying aircraft, and insure the next generation of BOTH light AFVs and their carrying aircraft can work together to create <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! capabilities. The paradigm that needs to be broken is the assumed dominance of the direct-fire gun fight and its requirement for heavy armoring to survive it, which on a vehicle robs them of air-transport created mobility as well as ground agility for swimming or venturing far from the road net. The mistakes of over-armoring AFVs makes these medium/heavy "land mastadons" road/bridge dependant---Arnhem all over again. </P>

<P>In contrast, a perfect example of terrain-agile light AFVs saving the day was the </FONT><A HREF="m113combat.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Tet offensive in 1968</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>; M113s with ACAV gun-shield protected machine guns were able to rapidly move into Tan Son Nhut airbase to save it from being over-run by several thousand enemy foot Soldiers by overwhelming protected firepower. These same vehicles flushed out the die-hard Viet Cong from Saigon, saving hundreds of American lives that would have been lost in infantry-pure assaults. </P>

<P>If we can make the transition away from the DF gun "crucible" like our Navy brethren, the possibilities are exciting! In the year 2020 or sooner, we could field Army formations with regional self deployment capabilities: </P>

</FONT><B><I><FONT FACE="Arial"><P>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! Inchon</B>: </P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Okinawa to North Korea in four to six hours! Mine warfare and land obstacles are not "show stoppers". An AIRmechanized Brigade forward deployed to Guam would quickly quiet things in a Spratly Island dispute. The </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/5265/ozelotssaveday.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>timely deployment of light AFV equipped forces saves the day in a shooting war</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>. </P>
</FONT><B><I><FONT FACE="Arial">
<P>Air</I>MECHanized DESERT SHIELD/STORM: </P>
</B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Even Diego Garcia could be used to project an AIRmechanized Brigade into SWA: a flexible, mobile area defense not a fatalistic "speed bump" line in the sand "Desert Shield". Assuming the USAF controls the Air.....with their track record, that's a safe bet. But if the Armor community fields another 50-ton "land battleship", they run the risk of being viewed as too expensive, too hard to move and not effective in other than open desert. </P>

<P>The U.S. Army After Next (AAN) team at TRADOC are doing studies on the </FONT><A HREF="nextchinook.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>replacement for the 450 CH-47s</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> we have in the inventory. It would be outstanding to have future Armor thinkers working hand in hand with this emerging design requirement so that the future AGS/FCS etc is completely compatible with the future heavy lift aircraft. Our sources say that this has not occurred. We should not miss this opportunity! We both know that the design requirement for equipment fielded in the year 2010-2020 must be done now, and with the fore thought that     whatever we build we will be stuck with for 30 years after! Our grandchildren will either thank us or curse us in the year 2050! </P>

<P>Consider we have an entire Army equipped with the 70-ton hardware required to win in a Cold War fight against the evil empire. It was very short-sighted not to proceed with the </FONT><A HREF="armored.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>AGS</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>. We are strongly in favor of some light tracked/wheeled armor and have done what can be done to help move some of the Armored Force's thinking along those lines. We see a future with reinforced, digital combined arms Brigades/Regiments/Strike forces/whatever as the forces to reckon with rather than our current Heavy Divisional structures. We do not believe that aviation and FA fires alone, precision mumbo-jumbo notwithstanding, can or will win conflicts of the future-they might </P>
<P>be able to if we were only going to fight on the plains south of Tehran or other such conventional places. We agree to some extent with </FONT><A HREF="http://carlisle-www.army.mil/usawc/Parameters/96spring/peters.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>LTC Ralph Peters (r)</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> here, that the future sites of conflict will see us having to get in amongst the populace to weed out and neutralize the bad guys. You can only do that with </FONT><A HREF="followme.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>guys</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> and </FONT><A HREF="popguns.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>guns on the ground</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> and in more than the "mop up" role currently envisioned by some in USAF circles. If Armor isn't willing to change, its battlefield function is going to be supplanted by other branches and services who are better at political gamesmanship than we. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<B><I><P>Airborne</I>MECHSTRIKE! 82d Airborne Division: first to fight: max force within USAF aircraft</P>
</B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Col Alexander P. Shine writes the following about the Light Advanced Tactical Transport (L-ATT) aircraft planned to replace the C-130 Hercules in </FONT><A HREF="http://www.cdsar.af.mil/apj/apj88/shine.html"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Theater Airlift 2010</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> ; </P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<I><P>"A key issue in determining the L-ATT payload may be the development of the armored family of vehicles (AFV). If the AFV includes light and heavy versions, if the basic light version is some form of armored fighting vehicle, and if it weighs in at not much more than 30 tons, it would make sense to design the ATT to carry this load. However, if light AFVs get much heavier than 30 tons, they will weigh themselves out of routine theater airlift, depending instead on as-required airlift by C-17s." </P>
</I></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>The Fort Knox developers of the U.S. Army's Future Combat Vehicle or Future Combat System (FCV or FCS) long for a bigger aircraft than the current V-22 Osprey or the in-service </FONT><A HREF="nextchinook.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>CH-47D Chinook</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> in order to move their new 15-ton AFV (light tank) around the battlefield. The fact is that their <I>Airborne</I>MECHSTRIKE! FCV/FCS doesn't have to be this size because we can </FONT><A HREF="http://www.qmfound.com/aerial_present.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>airdrop</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> now up to 30 tons with the C-17 and in the near future 40 tons, so it can be a MEDIUM tank. The FCV/FCS planners are operating from the conclusion that the C-130 can only airdrop 17 tons, </P>

<P>when it can actually airdrop 21 tons. The tilt-wing USAF's </FONT><A HREF="http://members.aol.com/SamC130/att.html"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Advanced Tactical Transport</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> (ATT) proposal from Boeing would lift 50 tons. The FCV/FCS developers should work closely with those developing both the </FONT><A HREF="nextchinook.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Chinook</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> and the </FONT><A HREF="nexthercules.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Hercules replacements</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> to insure it maximizes the <I>Airborne</I> and <I>Air Assault</I>  capabilities of these aircraft for AIRmechanized mobility for the U.S. Army 82d Airborne and 101st Air Assault Divisions. </P>
</FONT><FONT SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="http://155.217.58.58/cgi-bin/atdl.dll/fm/17-18/17180156.GIF"></P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The truth is the C-130 for years airdropped the 42,000 pounds completely rigged M551Sheridan light tank. A current USAF Loadmaster writes: </P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<I><P>"I HAVE AIRDROPPED THE M-551 SEVERAL TIMES AT POPE AFB, NC AND AIRLIFTED THE M-551 DURING DESERT STORM. THE VEHICLE WEIGHT(S) WERE IN THE RANGE OF 40,000 LBS WHEN WE LOADED THEN USING 2X12 PLYWOOD PLANK SHORING FROM THE GROUND LOADING RAMPS TO THE FINAL PARKING SPOT ON THE AIRCRAFT. I DON'T UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM WITH THESE WEIGHTS. ON SEVERAL OCCATIONS DURING DESERT STORM I CARRIED 4 PALLETS OF 2000 LBS BOMBS, EACH PALLET WEIGHED OVER 10,000 LBS. LOOK IN T.O. 1C-130A-9, SECT. 2 AND 4." </P>
</I></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>The M8 </FONT><A HREF="armored.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Armored Gun System</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> (AGS) was to be airdropped at 36,000 pounds--not including airdrop platform, parachutes and materials: the C-130 can </FONT><A HREF="http://www.qmfound.com/aerial_present.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>LVAD/LAPES</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> up to 42,000 pounds. The FCV should be TRACKED not wheeled as the FCV/FCS developers show in their briefing slides.  </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/5265/M113A3.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>M113A3</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> Gavin and M8 Ridgways could be obtained to give the XVIII Airborne Corps an <I>Airborne</I>MECHSTRIKE capability NOW, not 10-20 years from now. Major Michael Kazmierski in </P>
<P>his </FONT><A HREF="airbornetoc.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>U.S. Command and General Staff College Thesis</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> has outlined doctrinally why the 82d Airborne Division needs to have AIRmechanized capabilities to remain as America's premier forced-entry and rapid reaction force. </P>

<I><P>http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/2116/airbornetoc.htm</P>
</I></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><I><P>AirAssault</I>MECHSTRIKE! 101st Air Assault Division: max force within Army helicopters</P>
</B><P><BR>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>The billion dollar V-22 Osprey is so tiny even the 3-ton German Wiesel 1 small AFV can't fit inside it, but 2 x Wiesels can fit inside the </FONT><A HREF="http://www.army-technology.com/projects/chinook/index.html"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>CH-47D Chinook</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> to give us an <I>Air</I>AssaultMECHSTRIKE! capability today without having to wait for the FCV. Wiesel 2s with </FONT><A HREF="popguns.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>106mm RRs</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>, could blast buildings and bunkers and others with Javelin or TOW Fire and Forget  ATGMs to take out tanks. The German <I>Fallschirmjaegers</I> are using Wiesels en masse' for amazing operational effects like their Panzer forebears did in 1940 France with light tanks supposedly "inferior" to Allied heavier tanks like the </FONT><A HREF="http://www.web4you.dk/~wpa02127/PROFILES/SOMUAS35/main.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Somua 35</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>. An excellent description of the German Airborne Anti-tank battalion using the Wiesel AFV is by LTC Wolfgang Mettler in the Jan-Feb 1995 issue of <U>Infantry</U> magazine, pages 24-29. The Wiesel 2 can carry 5 infantrymen in the back in addition to its Track Commander and Driver. The Wiesel 2 can also fire a 120mm heavy mortar system and be used as a mobile Air Defense Artillery (ADA) "</FONT><A HREF="http://www.army-technology.com/projects/leflasys/leflasys7.html"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Ozelot</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>" weapon firing Stinger SAMs. </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P>Once a force of 50-200 Wiesel 2s are in service with one Brigade of the 101st Air Assault Division (CH-47D internal carry or UH-60 sling-load), and about 50-200 x M113A3s in the 82d Airborne Division (airdrop), an interim <I>AIR</I>mechanized war fighting capability would be operational until the FCV is fielded. One war fighting enhancement for the Blackhawk would be a second cargo hook kit or a pod to carry the Wiesel 2 AFV close to the fuselage to reduce drag and swinging so it can fly at full flight performance mission profiles. This pod system would be connected to a lightweight plate that connects to the Blackhawk's cargo hook and fuselage for a tight fit. The Blackhawk upon signal of the ground </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/5265/pathfind.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>PATHFINDERS</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> would connect to the pod via connecting rods that </P>

<P>would lock closed as the Blackhawk settles down on top of the pod. The pod would have a rear opening for vehicles like the Wiesel and HMMWV to roll-on/off, and could carry other equipments like F470 Zodiac CRRC boats etc. The pod itself would have bogie wheels and a tow bar for a small vehicle to tow it back for re-use if helicopters flying back cannot retrieve it. </P>
</FONT><FONT SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/1191/bhawkpodsystem.gif" ALT="Force multiplier for Blackhawks"></P>
<P><IMG SRC="/cgi-bin/counter/equipmentshop"></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>The Chief of Staff of the Army, General Eric Shinseki has stated he wants to stand up two Medium Brigades by converting a Light and a Heavy Brigade at Fort Lewis, Washington as soon as possible. The RAND study on "Aeromechanization" cited as a reference for this initiative have failed in their study because they focus only on "stuffing" their road-bound wheeled armored cars inside USAF fixed wing aircraft and even then in a bad way--no airdrop or helicopter transport. This study will correct this by showing how a small AFV sized to move by Army helicopters and cargo 747s from CRAF or on lease for Airborne pre-positioning can give us operational and tactical mobility on the battlefield, not just strategic deployability.  The reduced fuel consumption of a small AFV with 7 to 13 mpg compare to a large wheeled AFV at  3.6 mpg cannot be ignored. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>VIABILITY: How to make future Airborne/Air Assault operations more successful</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"<I>Strategy is the art of making use of time and space,</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> I am less concern about the latter than the former.  </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">Space we can recover, lost time never!"</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">                                      -- Napoleon Bonaparte</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial">
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The following principles for Airborne/Air Assault victory must be always kept in mind to keep vertical envelopment viable and victorious.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial">
<P>Twelve steps for Airborne/Air Assault Victory:</P>
</B>
<P> 1.  <B>Think Airborne/Air Assault Warfare in peacetime</B>, exchange ideas, make improvements, field gear optimized for Airborne/Air Assault</P>

<P> 2. <B>Think Airborne/Air Assault Warfare in peacetime</B>, exchange ideas, make improvements, field gear optimized for Airborne/Air Assault  (this is not a typo)</P>

<P> 3.  <B>Do whatever the enemy does not expect</B>, or is able to handle, use the indirect approach.</P>

<P> 4.  <B>Fly over and drop/land where the enemy ain't</B>. </P>

<P> 5.  <B>Land under a smoke screen.</B> </P>

<P> 6.  <B>Move out quickly under armor protection.</P>
</B>
<P> 7.  <B>Kill/suppress all signs of enemy along the way to and at the drop/landing zone</B>.  Stay under radar protection, altitude and terrain mask, or above man-portable missile range as much as possible.</P>

<P> 8.  <B>Learn, train, equip to land/drop in bad weather</B>.  </P>

<P> 9. <B>Expand your security zone beyond reach of enemy artillery and mortars</B>.</P>

<P>10.  <B>Travel light, sleep smart at night</B>.  Use DROP system so Soldiers move at                           4 to 7 mph on foot. </P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/2116/combatjump.htm</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<P>11.  <B>Take the fight to the enemy jugular and kill his center of cohesion</B>.</P>

<P>12. <B>Use everything you have got to win</P>
<P>Airborne/Air Assault Asymmetric warfare</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">The U.S. Army Science Board/DARPA concludes that the Army needs a Future Ground Combat System equipped force capable of:</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial"><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"...rapid early entry and overwhelming massing of effects on enemy centers of gravity"</P>
</I></FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial">
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">The Army After Next war games conclude:</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<I><P ALIGN="CENTER">"The early entry force must be both the lead element (light enough to get there quickly with limited available lift; robust and highly capable information/RISTA resources to locate enemy forces across intercontinental distances and counter enemy IW; long-range fire capabilities to fix the enemy force) and the more formidable main maneuver force (able to bring overwhelming combat power to bear against an enemy force of considerable size and strength)." </P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P>Recently, critics have cited the Air Force's inability to fly under 15,000 feet  in Kosovo due to the Serbs hiding their Air-defense weapons as proof-positive that aircraft flying below this altitude and </P>
<P>at slow speeds, will not be useful. This is not the kind of flexibility of thought needed to defeat an enemy using asymmetric warfare against us.  In the first few steps, we emphasize that it is important that we stay on top of the world of warfare and have our own asymmetric capabilities.</P>

<P>If the enemy is not using his air-defense weapons and hiding them because we have a predictable  "checklist mentality" towards warfare, then its time to throw our checklist out!  If the first thing that we want is the suppression or destruction of enemy air defenses via low risk air strikes, the enemy simply does not have to oblige us by making himself an easy target.  In situations like this, the main mission of air/delivered ground forces should be to take advantage of the enemy trying to hide to get an entry on the ground. Combined arms, anyone? Once on the ground, Airborne/Air Assault forces with armored fighting vehicle mobility and firepower, backed by rugged foot infantry and C4 ISR digital fires flush the enemy's air defenses into the open for destruction.  In fact, the entire mission of Army ground forces might be to hunt down mobile enemy ADA or WMDs (Weapons of Mass Destruction).  <I>"If you can't raise the bridge, lower the river".  </P>
</I>
<P>In the past, mobile warfare in the enemy's rear areas has not been possible by Airborne/Air Assault forces without high risk because they have not been equipped with an air deliverable AFV.  The idea that only two-dimensional heavy armored forces can fight a breakthrough battle and collapse an enemy from within using AirLand battle (maneuver warfare) is not true.  The 2D armored stampede into the enemy's rear is increasingly questionable in a digital age.  The way to get AFV forces into enemy rear areas is to FLY them in.  </P>

<I><P ALIGN="CENTER">"U.S. forces were hampered by the unavailability of significant in-theater basing. The operational response to this disadvantage was to use stand-off precision strike and stealth attack aircraft to create corridors or "catheters" in perimeter air defenses for ingress of additional forces. Once inserted into the appropriate place, the arriving forces would act as a balloon at the penetrating end, inflated to the size necessary to conduct the desired operation. The result was a three-dimensional volume of air supremacy created in Red airspace -- an "air lodgment" in which Blue forces could operate with impunity to gain battlespace awareness and otherwise prepare for further air-ground operations, and under which Red forces would be essentially unable to pursue any of their own offensive or defensive aims."</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--</I> http://sac.saic.com/dm/docs/annual_report/anr_rep.html</P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial"><P>Targeting</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The next key to success is targeting for SEAD using UAVs and HUMINT,  J-STARS, using FLIR and GPS coordinates for precision.  The process of targeting, reporting and destroying, identify enemy targets, continues unabated after the AMS! Force lands.</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><P>Joint Fires</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Joint fires from the other services using fixed winged attack jets, cruise missiles and naval guns have to be exploited using C4 ISR means to suppress and kill the enemy along the routes in and out of the landing and drop zones.</P>

<P>One of the key items that needs to be renovated is the U.S. Air Force gunship.  The AC-130 family of "Spectre" gunships has served this nation well in peace and war for several decades.  But it is time that it be complimented then replaced by a more survivable gunship to clear air corridors of enemy infantry. The key technology here is an Electrical Optical Counter Measures (EOCM) system, perfected on Army ground vehicles for Desert Storm, but installed for Airborne applications.  This "Spectre 3" gunship would have laser sensors scanning ahead for any optics pointed up into the sky at Airborne/Air Assault forces, upon contact this laser can be directed at that optic to disable its aim point and temporarily blind its operator.  This needs to be followed up by immediate saturation fuel air explosive and rapid fire gun system.  Another option would be incapacitating gas.  The "Spectre 3" should be an aircraft capable of carrying a heavy payload of sensors and weaponry at either low or high altitudes, at either low or high speeds.  </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<B><P>Army Fires</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The U.S. Army has a tremendous suppression weapon in its MLRS/Rocket Launchers, these systems can lay down a "steel rain" on the enemy out to 30 kilometers.  Improved rockets will go out to 50 kilometers.  The ATACMs missile can be fired through these launchers, ranging out to over 100 kilometers.  These fires can be used to SEAD for Army Airborne/Air Assaults if they are within range.  A key weapon being ignored, is the precision ability to take out enemy air defense targets with certainty without having to resort to another service for the mission.  This can be done in a zero-risk manner, not endangering any pilots or any aircraft using U.S. Army truck mounted Enhanced Fiber Optic Guided Missiles (EFOGMs).  When area suppression weapons like MLRS and gunships pulverize a target area, there is always the likelihood that some enemy Soldiers will escape--to finish the job we need a precision means to destroy these air defense weapons, and the way to go is EFOGMs from ground mounted vehicles and even the new "Spectre 3" gunship.</P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial"><P>Smoke Screens</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Every time America goes to war, she relearns the need to use smoke screens.  Sadly, it takes thousands of men dying like on Omaha Beach before a lesson is learned.  If we had stayed on top of our profession we would have realized that as far back as 1943, the U.S. Army has laid smoke screens before dropping Paratroops, this taking place in the Pacific with General Kenney.  When the Army fielded the first turbine powered military helicopter, UH-1 (Huey), it had a smoke screen kit.  This little known feature was used during the Vietnam War but is now forgotten.  It would have saved lives in Somilia.  We need to relearn the art of the air delivered smoke screen, using modern FLIR obscurants mixed into the smoke.  These fine particles will defeat infared guided weapons.  Field artillery can also lay smoke screens by cannons or rockets.</P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial"><P>Better Army Helicopters</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>It is implied that Army helicopters must be equipped with sensors to use the night and bad weather for masking and not continue to fly "vanilla helicopters".  Those forces used to deliver to Airborne/Air Assaults units must be equipped at least partially as good as special operations aircraft are today.  </P>

<P>UH-60 Blackhawks need to be improved with a second cargo hook kit or quick detachable pod system for snug loading of small AFVs without being aerodynamic drag and swinging action of sling-loading.  </P>

<P>It is clear as you can see from above, that we have a lot of work to do in the Airborne/Air Assault community. Let this work begin by re-dedicating ourselves to the visions set before us by men like Gavin and Ridgway and start talking about the future through an Airborne/Air Assault journal, published by the Army War College perhaps and not sit content on the laurels of the past reliving them at the local bars through story and song.</P>
<B>
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</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>DEFINITIONS</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Heavy Large AFV</B>:  A heavier than 20-ton large Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV) that can only be carried sparingly in U.S.A.F. Aircraft, far too heavy to even be possibly carried by civilian cargo aircraft do to center of balance limitations and weak floors. They are also too large to even fit through the side cargo door of the 747 Combi Aircraft. An example would be the 33-ton M2A3 Bradley Fighting Vehicle (BFV) mainstay of U.S. Army infantry units.</P>

<B><P>Large AFV</B>:  A heavier than 10-ton armored fighting vehicle, that cannot fit through the cargo door of the 747 Combi Jet Aircraft or be transported by current U.S. Army Helicopters.  </P>

<B><P>Wheeled Large AFV</B>:  A large AFV that uses wheels for propulsion, the weight of the vehicle is divided by the numbers of its axles.  This weight and pressure is far too great to be carried by the thin floors of 747 Cargo Jet Airliners.  Using a large horse-power engine, their fuel consumption is higher than popular conceptions.  </P>

<B><P>Small AFV</B>:  A less than 10-ton (Ideally 3-4 ton) armored fighting vehicle with the ability to fit through the cargo door of the 747 Combi Jet Airliner and be placed on its floor in large numbers </P>
<P>without causing damage to the floor.  Can be helicopter-transported by current U.S. Army helicopters.  Uses fuel at 7 - 13 mpg rate, comparable to a wheeled truck like the HMMWV.  </P>
<B>
<P>ATV: </B>Un or lightly armored All Terrain Vehicle that uses high power torque or RPM and high wheel floatation to achieve cross country mobility. Primarily as a reconnaissance platform, in this study we acknowledge them as desirable compliments to the mainly AFV equipped Medium Brigades. </P>
<B>
<P>SASO:</B> Stability And Support Operations</P>
<B>
<P>SSC:</B> Small Scale Contingencies</P>

<B><P>MTWs:</B> Major Theater Wars</P>

<B><P>Peacekeeping:</B> SASO</P>

<B><P>Warfighting</B>:  MTWs, SSCs</P>

<B><P>Full-Spectrum</B>:  SASO, SSCs, MTWs</P>

<B><P>FAARP: </B>Forward Arming And Refueling Point</P>
<B>
<P>Airborne: We abide for the most part in this study by the broad interpretation of the meaning of "Airborne" as LTG James Gavin wrote about in his book, "Airborne Warfare" in 1947. This means BOTH Airdrop and Airland capabilities. For some reason its considered by some to be "too HOOAH!" to have the entire U.S. Army an "Airborne Army" but this is exactly what it is and needs to become better at via the Army transformation now underway. The U.S. Army IS an Airborne Army in actual fact if not in name. Noone criticized the speedy C-17 methodology of airlanding Army AFVs and helicopters onto the short runway at Tirana airport in Albania to create TF Hawk. "Airborne" is what "Airborne" does. Even conservative 5-star General Omar Bradley spoke in favor of the Army becoming an "Airborne Army". There is nothing wrong and everything right about letting our men get excited about what they do; in fact without their complete, willing, thinking, seeing participation, we cannot be successful on the 21st Century battlefield. </P>
<P> </P>
<P>M113A3/4 Gavin large tracked AFV</B>:  A  light 11-ton tracked AFV with enhanced engine power, armored protection, swims (with DA approval), easily air-droppable, and available to the Army at </P>
<P>no cost.  A4 is the Mobile Tactical Vehicle Light (MTVL) version. Its necessary to honor this great vehicle with the name of a great warfighting leader so it does not get overlooked by such minimalist names as "APC" or "PC". Much of the hoopla over the armored car comes from its sexy "LAV" name when long before the DDGM LAV arrived to reinvent the armored car badly, the M113 was actually winning battles with its light armored construction and unmatched cross-country mobility. If the CH-47D was up-engined to CH-47F standards, the Gavin could be helicopter transportable. Unofficially named after General James M. Gavin who as a future war theorist and Army Head of Combat Developments in the 1950s wrote extensively about light air-droppable AFVs in his book, "Airborne Warfare" and lead the Army to develop the M113 before retiring. One of the greatest combat leaders of all time. </P>

<B><P>M8 Ridgway Armored Gun System: </B>17-ton light tank which uses M113A3 and some BFV parts with an autoloader 105mm gun turret with laser aiming and shoot-on-the-move capability. Unofficially named after General Mathew T. Ridgway who used tank firepower as infantry assault guns to turn the tide of battle during the dark hours of the Korean war. One of the greatest combat leaders of all time.</P>
<B>
<P>LAV</B>:  8-wheeled, 12-16-ton large AFV that is actually an armored car.  Road bound and unable to be lifted even by Marine CH-53E Super Stallion helicopters routinely.</P>

<B><P>Cobra: </B>A 5-ton small wheeled AFV that can be CH-47D transported and is amphibious, whether its axle weight will preclude 747 transport is uncertain. 85% parts common to U.S. Army HMMWV</P>
<B>
<P>Flyer 21: A Mil-SPEC diesel engined 1.5 ton 4x4 ATV that can be fitted with an armored cab and gunshield creating a small wheeled AFV. The Flyer is unique in that 2 Flyer AFVs can be stacked on top of each other to fit 6 per C-130 or an amazing 50 per 747!. The Flyer-21 can also fit inside the tiny V-22 tilt-rotor for SOF use. </P>

<P>Wiesel</B>:  A 3 or 4-ton family of small AFVs that is tracked and fits into 747s easily and can be internally carried by Army CH-47D Chinook Helicopters.  Has a 7 - 13 mpg fuel use rate.</P>

<B><P>Scimitar</B>: 8-ton family of small AFVs, can be carried under CH-47Ds, amphibious with prep</P>

<B><P>RSTA: </B>Reconnasissance Surveillance Target Acquisition, A Squadron of reconnaissance troops that operate ahead of the main body to detect and report enemy forces, terrain and weather conditions. They need an AFV with a mobility differential superior to that of the main body and this means flying at 100mph+ using Army helicopters.</P>
<B>
<P>OH-58D Kiowa Warrior scout/attack helicopter: </B>FLIR sensor equipped rotor mast head, laser target designator, HELLFIRE ATGMs, 2.75" hydra-70 rocket pods, .50 caliber heavy machine gun pods, Stinger anti-air missiles</P>
<B>
<P>UH-60L Blackhawk transport helicopter: </B>Able to sling load up to 4.5 ton small AFVs</P>
<B>
<P>CH-47D Chinook transport helicopter: </B>Able to lift 10 ton AFVs externally slung or two small AFVs inside.</P>
<B>
<P>C-5C Galaxy: </B>Specially modified USAF C-5B Galaxy fixed wing jet transport to transport 3 x CH-47D Chinook type helicopters, 225,000 pound total payload possible. Can LVAD, LAPES AFVs over rear ramp, side door 73 Paratroopers deliver.</P>

<B><P>C-17 Globemaster III: </B>3,000 foot runway STOL capable USAF fixed wing jet transport can move 167,000 pound payload. Can LVAD, LAPES AFVs over rear ramp, side door 54-154 Paratroopers deliver.</P>
<B>
<P>C-130 Hercules: </B>3,000 foot runway STOL capable USAF fixed-wing turboprop transport can move 45,000 pound payload; 2 - 3 small 3 - 4 ton AFVs, or one 8-ton or 11-ton or 16-ton AFV. Can LVAD, LAPES AFVs over rear ramp, side door 64-80 Paratroopers deliver.</P>
<B>
<P>CRAF</B> (Civilian Reserve Air Fleet):  Civilian airliners in daily use that can be called to active military service, collected and used to move U.S. Forces to world troubled spots.</P>

<B><P>2D Force Structure</B>:  A ground axis only unit that cannot fly to gain positional advantage over the enemy once it is delivered into the area of operations. </P>

<B><P>3D Force Structure</B>:  An Air and/or ground axis unit that can fly to gain positional advantage over the enemy once it is delivered into the area of operations.</P>

<B><P>Gold Cycle</B>: Unit on 18-hour response time to crisis</P>

<B><P>Red Cycle</B>: Unit preparing to go on Gold Cycle; certification at Combat Maneuver Training Center like NTC or JRTC</P>

<B><P>White Cycle</B>: Unit recovering from Gold cycle, Soldiers attending service schools, block leave etc.</P>

<B><P>Strategic Airland Mobility</B>:  The ability to deploy by U.S. Air Force C-17 Aircraft sorties, realizing TRANSCOM will use equivalents aircraft if C-17 are not available.  CRAF or leased 747s per the Medium Brigade's O and O are the optimum way to move the force in terms of costs and availability.</P>

<B><P>Strategic/Tactical Airdrop Mobility</B>:  The ability to parachute the force and its vehicles, equipment from the rear ramp and side jump doors of U.S. Air Force aircraft.  The potential of civilian 747s to be modified with side jump doors to allow Paratroopers to exit has not been fully explored and is beyond the scope of this report. This is the common U.S. Army definition of "Airborne".</P>

<B><P>Tactical Air Assault Mobility</B>:  The ability to be moved over the battlefield by current generation U.S. Army helicopters.  </P>

<B><P>Class IX Maintenance</B>:  Consumable repair parts used to keep AFVs running.  The best Class IX using item is an AFV that does not require constant repair and/or is already in the U.S. Army system.  The heavier the AFV is per ton=more maintenance.  The more tires or road wheels used by the AFV = more maintenance.</P>
<B>
<P>Air or Land Bridge Secure LOCs</B>:  Line of communications for re-supply and personnel exchange must be secure from enemy interference.  A ground LOC using a main supply route </P>
<P>(MSR) is easily ambushed and mined because it is obvious to the enemy.   An Air LOC can come from any direction, moves 3 times faster and is harder to interfere with.</P>

<B><P>Daily supplies needed STONs</B>:  The amount of Short-tons (STONs) needed daily to keep the medium brigade functioning.</P>

<B><P>Acquisition Costs</B>:  If you already own it, this is the best acquisition cost, which is zero or if you have to buy it or it is already being made, this is the next most costly option.  If it doesn't exist and has to be designed, this is the most expensive.</P>

<B><P>Protection Survivability</B>:  The larger the AFV size = easier to spot target and destroy (bad).  Thicker AFV armour = 7.62 mm small arms and up  (good)</P>

<B><P>Infantry Carrying</B>:  Troop carrying capacity by C-17 per C-17 footprint.  Example: When a C-17 lands and 5x LAV-25s roll out, each one carrying 4 dismounting infantrymen; their capacity is just 20 men.  If 12 Wiesel roll out of a C-17, with 6 dismounting infantrymen per vehicle; their capacity is 72 men.  Its not a comparison between AFVs, its what can "stuff" inside a C-17.</P>

<B><P>Ground mobility</B>:  Low ground pressure = good cross country mobility. Tighter turning radius = good.  Ability to break vegetation ahead = broken terrain mobility. Ability to run over glass, debris, wires = urban terrain mobility. Faster road speed = good. Narrow vehicle width = ability to move along long narrow trails through trees and narrow streets.</P>
<P>  </P>
<B><P>AFV Firepower</B> :  Maximum weapons effect per C-17 footprint</P>

<B><P>Battlespace Dominance</B>:  3 dimensional  control from the air is far greater than 2 dimensional control from line of sight only.</P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P>FACTS</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>* 25 x Wiesel small AFVs in the 3 - 4 ton class can fit through the side cargo door and inside Cargo 747s without damage to the floor.</P>

<P>* Heavy axle weight wheeled vehicles cannot be carried inside civilian cargo aircraft with weak floors, this means large wheeled AFVs and Army trucks are precluded.  </P>

<P>* 12 small AFVs can fit inside a U.S. Air Force C-17.</P>

<P>* 5 large light AFVs can generally fit inside a C-17, but cannot fit through side cargo door on a Cargo 747.</P>

<P>* The small tracked AFV generally burns fuels at a rate of 7-13 miles per gallon (MPG).  At 40 mph this means just 4 gallons per hour on roads.</P>

<P>* The large tracked AFV generally burns fuels at a rate of 3 miles per gallon (MPG).  At 40 mph this means 12 gallons per hour on roads.</P>

<P>* The large wheeled AFV generally burns fuels at a rate of 3.6 miles per gallon (MPG). At 40 mph this means 11 gallons per hour on roads.</P>

<P>* The OH-58D helicopter generally burns fuels at a rate of 27 gallons per hour.</P>
<P>At 100 mph, this means 4 miles per gallon.</P>

<P>*The UH-60L helicopter generally burns fuels at a rate of 140 gallons per hour.</P>
<P>At 100 mph, this means 0.7 miles per gallon.</P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<P>*The 11-ton M113A3 costs $0 because it is already in U.S. Army service.  </P>

<P>*The basic 3-ton HMMWV 4x4 truck costs $50,000 each, armored HMMWVs about $100,000.</P>

<P>* The 1.5 ton Flyer 21 ATV/AFV costs $100,000 each.</P>

<P>*The 4 ton Wiesel-2 costs $400,000 each.  The 3-ton Wiesel-1 costs $200,000 each.</P>

<P>*The 14-16 ton LAV costs $800,000 each. </P>
</DIR>
</DIR>

<P>*The 8- ton Scimitar small AFV costs $950,000 each.</P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
<P>ASSUMPTIONS</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
</B><P>* General Consensus of Senior Army officers polled by AMS-SG is that Medium Brigades will have some Army helicopter support with them at all times during real world SASOs, SSCs, MTWs. Helicopters like CH-53Es may even come from amphibious ships once they arrive. </P>

<P>* Cargo 747 jet aircraft could be leased and always available on alert status near a medium brigade in Gold Cycle to move its small AFVs, helicopters and Soldiers.</P>

<P>* Airborne, Air-Assault helicopter delivery means are desirable capabilities for the Medium Brigade vehicle platform to be exploited by Commanders METT-T dependant.  </P>

<P>*When we say "Wiesel" we may also mean a Flyer 21 small AFV or an AM-General 5-ton Cobra small 4x4 wheeled AFV if the latter can be proven that its axle weight allows it to be 747 transportable.</P>

<P>*When we say "Gavin" M113A3/4 force we also imply a part of this large AFV force could also be the United Defense M8 "Ridgway" Armored Gun System with a 105mm fire-on-the-move gun turret rather than placing a heavy gun system on the Gavin.</P>

<P>*Its highly desirable to have small unarmored and/or lightly armored wheeled ATVs working in concert with small AFVs in the RSTA troop to effect effective stealthy reconnaissance as light tracked tanks and 4x4 jeeps did in WWII. However the scope of this report is to get a small AFV first with helicopter transportation assets into the Medium Brigade MTOE to enable 3-D battlespace dominance. After this is achieved, supplementary ATVs should be obtained to bolster the RSTA squadron. The Flyer 21 large ATV or with armor, small AFV appears to be the best in this under 2-ton class of vehicles. Small one-man ATVs are already in U.S. military service.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
<P>OPTIONS</P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>

<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>

<P>+heavy helicopter squadron of 8 x OH-58Ds and 6 x CH-47Ds</P>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

<P>H	100% small AFV</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P>NOTIONAL MEDIUM BRIGADE MTOE</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>We realize that we do not know what the exact TRADOC MTOE for the Medium Brigade is, so we have created a simple large, notional one to use as a way to make comparisons. This Medium Brigade would consist of:</P>

<P>*Medium Brigade Headquarters</P>
<P>*Combat Maneuver Regiment (CMR)</P>
<P>*Direct Sustainment Regiment (DSR)</P>
<B>
</B><P>We do not offer a Brigade headquarters MTOE, only a CMR and DSR MTOE for this study. We compute logistical factors pertaining to the CMR only.</P>
<B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>CMR</P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>3 x Maneuver Battalions of 180 AFVs</P>
</B>
<P>Each Battalion:</P>

<P>BN HQs: 5  x C4 ISR AFVs</P>
<P>Co A: 18 AFVs</P>
<P>	Co B: 18 AFVs</P>
<P>	Co C: 18 AFVs</P>

<P>Each company:</P>
<P>	Co HQs: 2 x C4 ISR AFVs</P>
<P>	1st PLT: 4 x infantry AFVs</P>
<P>	2d PLT:  4 x infantry AFVs</P>
<P>	3d PLT:  4 x infantry AFVs</P>
<P>	Weapons Plt: 2 x AT AFVs</P>
<P>			 3 x AGS AFVs</P>
<B>
<P>1 x RSTA Squadron of 20 AFVs</P>

</B><P>Squadron HQ: 2 x C4 ISR AFVs</P>
<P>Troop A: 6 x RSTA AFVs</P>
<P>Troop B: 6 x RSTA AFVs</P>
<P>Troop C: 6 x RSTA AFVs</P>

<B><P>DSR</P>

<P>1 x Strike Battalion</P>
</B><P>Target acquisition battery with DF radar, UAVs</P>
<P>120mm Mortar AFV company (attached to CMRs)</P>

<P>HIMARS (MLRS) rocket FMTV truck battery</P>
<P>EFOGM missile HMMWV truck company</P>
<P>LOSAT HMMWV truck anti-tank company</P>
<P>155mm Lightweight howitzer battery/FMTV trucks</P>
<P>Avenger FAAD HMMWV Air Defense Artillery company</P>
<P>Patriot PAC-3 or THAAD missile battery</P>
<B>
<P>1 x Aviation Squadron</P>
</B><P>8 x OH-58D Kiowa Warrior scout/attack helicopters</P>
<P>16 x UH-60L Blackhawk transport helicopters </P>
<B>
<P>1 x Logistics Battalion</P>

<P>TBD</P>

<P>3D</P>
</B><P>The 3-Dimensional capable Medium Brigade would have a robust Aviation Squadron of:</P>

<P>8 x OH-58D Kiowa Warrior scout/attack helicopters</P>
<P>16 x UH-60L Blackhawk transport helicopters </P>
<B>
<P>Options A, B, C, D, E are 3-Dimensional force packages.  </P>

<P>2D</P>

</B><P>The 2-Dimensional only Medium brigade would not have a habitually assigned and capabilities planned for Aviation "slice".</P>
<B>
<P>Options F, G and H are 2-Dimensional force packages. </P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P>ATTRIBUTES EXPLORED</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Using the 200 AFV model as a base of comparison, the following attributes will be explored. </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>Strategic Airland Mobility</P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"The  professional Soldier likes his wars, clean, short, and decisive"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--Jeoffrey Parker, British Military Historian. </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">"..it is essential to get some capable offensive early entry forces in within days to prevent the enemy from having the time to "set" and gain the early advantage on us."</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--U.S. Army/DARPA report on FGCS</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">http://www.darpa.mil/darpatech99/Presentations/Scripts/TTO/freeman.txt</P>
</FONT><FONT SIZE=2><P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The mission profile is that of a follow-on force after an airhead is seized by an Airborne unit. If civilian 747s are used a hard surface 10,000 foot runway would be required. If USAF C-17s are used, 3,000 foot dirt assault zones are possible. The benefits of Airborne 747 pre-positioning is that the aircraft are already loaded and ready to fly away, greatly reducing the need to assemble personnel and minimizing the need to wait for USAF transport aircraft to collect from daily peacetime missions. USAF aircraft would be concentrated on flying those oversized items of the DSR that cannot fly by 747 cargo aircraft. 50 x CRAF cargo 747s are available (see appendix B)  </P>

<P>The winning option in this category is the all-small AFV force because all of it can fly away by<B> </B>pre-positioned 747. Using 747s for mobility also frees USAF airlift to handle other crisises that may be taking place, facilitating the DOD's requirement to be able to fight 2 MTWs at the same time.    </P>

<P> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>This force package can be completely pre-loaded inside leased cargo 747s and kept on strip alert by the Medium Brigade on Gold readiness cycle. The aviation Squadron can also be stored inside cargo 747s. The drivers and aviators seated in the upper passenger deck of the 747. This frees USAF aircraft to carry forced-entry units and the follow-on force oversized FMTV and HMMWV based elements of the DSR. Entire force can land on strategic runway secured by 82d Airborne division or nearby regional Airborne Task Force forced-entry parachute assault.   The entire force is capable of combat operations within 24 hours of landing.</P>
<B>
</B><P>200 Wiesels = 8 x 747s </P>
<P>8 x OH-58D, 16 x UH-60L =  8 x 747s</P>

<P>AFV crews/Aviators in 747 upper deck seats</P>
<P>_______________________________________</P>

<P>16 x 747s total<B> </P>

<P> </P><DIR>
<DIR>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel family does not have a Mobile Gun System variant, the Scimitar family does, the 90mm gun being most desirable. The OH-58D/UH-60L Aviation Squadron cannot lift the Scimitar-90 MGS AFVs . The entire force is capable of combat operations within 24 hours of landing.</P>
<B><P> </P>
</B><P>173 x Wiesel = 7 x 747s</P>
<P>27 x Scimitar 90mm Mobile Gun Systems = 3 x 747s</P>
<P>8 x OH-58D, 16 x UH-60L =  8 x 747s</P>

<P>AFV crews/Aviators in 747 upper deck seats</P>
<P>_______________________________________</P>

<P>18 x 747s total</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron with 8 x OH-58Ds and 6 x CH-47D Chinooks</P>
</DIR>
</DIR>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The OH-58D/UH-60L Aviation cannot lift the Scimitar-90 AGS AFVs . The 16 x UH-60Ls would be replaced by 6 x CH-47Ds moved by 2 x C-5C Galaxy aircraft. The 8-ton Scimitar is unproven as being 747 cargo aircraft transportable. (?).  Perhaps with wood shoring it is feasible. The entire force is capable of combat operations within 24 hours of landing.</P>
<P> </P>
<P>200 x Scimitar AFV = 20 x 747s</P>

<P>8 x OH-58D =  1 x 747</P>
<P>AFV crews/Aviators in 747 upper deck seats</P>

<P>6 x CH-47D = 2 x C-5Cs</P>
<P>_______________________________________</P>

<P>21 x 747s </P>
<P>2 x USAF C-5Cs</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The M113A3 Gavin superb AFV that it is, still cannot fly by 747. The 20 Wiesels of the RSTA Squadron can go by 747, allowing it to be pre-loaded and ready to immediately airland after the airfield is secured by the 82d Airborne Division or regional ABNCT as the advance party of the main M113A3 Gavin main body which would arrive by USAF aircraft. The RSTA force is capable of combat operations within 24 hours of landing.</P>

<P>180 M113A3 Gavin large AFVs = 36 x C-17 sorties</P>
<P>20 Wiesel RSTA small AFVs = 1 x 747 sortie</P>
<P>8 x OH-58D, 16 x UH-60L =  8 x 747 sorties</P>

<P>AFV crews/Aviators in 747 upper deck seats</P>
<P>_______________________________________</P>

<P>9 x 747s total<B> </P>
</B><P>36 x USAF C-17 sorties</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The LAV cannot fly by 747 but the RSTA troop can, and could fly ahead of the main body and start collecting information as soon as a suitable runway is secured. The RSTA force is capable of combat operations within 24 hours of landing.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>180 LAV large AFVs = 36 x C-17 sorties</P>

<P>20 Wiesel RSTA small AFVs = 1 x 747 sortie</P>
<P>8 x OH-58D, 16 x UH-60L =  8 x 747 sorties</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>AFV crews/Aviators in 747 upper deck seats</P>
<P>_______________________________________</P>

<P>9 x 747s total<B> </P>
</B><P>36 x USAF C-17 sorties</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
</B><P>Without a helicopter element, the all M113A3 Gavin force goes completely by USAF aircraft.</P>
<B>
</B><P>200 M113A3 large AFVs = 40 x C-17 sorties</P>

<P>AFV crews and infantry squads sit on the 54 bench seats on the left/right of the C-17.</P>
<P>____________________________________________________</P>

<P>40 x USAF C-17 sorties</P>
<I>
</I></FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Without a helicopter element, the all LAV armored car force goes completely by USAF aircraft.</P>
<B>
</B><P>200 LAV armored car large AFVs = 40 x C-17 sorties</P>

<P>LAV crews and infantry squads sit on the 54 bench seats on the left/right of the C-17.</P>
<P>__________________________________________________________________________</P>

<P>40 x USAF C-17 sorties</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>By being 747 transportable, the small AFV force can still be pre-loaded in leased 747s allowing immediate operational deployment, though in this option it doesn't have a helicopter element to move it once in theatre. 12 x Wiesels can fit per C-17 compared to just 5 large AFVs per C-17.</P>
<B>
</B><P>200 small Wiesel AFVs = 8 x 747s or 17 x C-17 sorties</P>

<P>AFV crews and infantry squads sit in the upper deck seats of the 747 or on the 54 bench seats on the left/right of the C-17.</P>
<P>____________________________________________________</P>

<P>8 x 747 sorties or 17 x USAF C-17 sorties</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
<P>Strategic/Tactical Airdrop Mobility</P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"Battles are sometimes won by Generals, wars are nearly always won by Sergeants, and Privates"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">-- F.E. Adcock, British Scholar</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">"The concept of the Strategic Meeting Engagement compresses the deployment to the battle, the movement to contact (an element of the tactical offensive), and the meeting engagement into a single, integrated operation conducted across strategic distances from CONUS. In this concept, the friendly force essentially skips over the movement to contact and goes directly into a meeting engagement. That is, the maneuver of the friendly force begins in CONUS and segues into combat in a single, seamless operation. There is no "initial" or "preparatory" phase in which combat power is built up in or near the intended theater of operations; we will not enjoy again the luxury of a buildup such as was afforded us prior to Operation Desert Storm. The compression of timelines is significant. In the emerging RMA, it is clear that the premium will be on time; if friendly forces can be inserted into a disputed area before enemy forces can get there, then by definition the friendly operational aim will be met. At the same time, an early entry force must have sufficient combat power to defend a disputed area, or to begin liberating it immediately in the event that they do not arrive first and are forced to confront a dug-in opponent."</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--</I> http://sac.saic.com/dm/docs/annual_report/anr_rep.html</P>
<I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
</I><P>When we mean "tactical" we do not rule out "strategic" airdrop, but to imply a delivery of combat forces directly into battle after primarily USAF aircraft deliver them. This option is intended for the 82d Airborne Division and the regional Airborne Task Forces to deter possible anti-access strategies (deny ports/airfields,canals) an asymmetric foe could use against us. This is why small AFVs for at least the RSTA are critical  because they can get to the battlefield sooner in dominant numbers than all other large AFV platforms to provide overmatching firepower/mobility/shock action for our early-entry Paratroopers. While pre-positioning Medium Brigade equipment inside cargo 747s limits them to airlanding in the follow-on echelon only if a suitable runway is obtained, there is a possibility that leased 747s could be modified in the side door area with deflectors and jump doors/platforms to facilitate personnel parachute operations. This would give the Army Airborne a "surge" capability to get combat infantry mass on the drop zones quickly and frees USAF aircraft to do what only they can do, which is Low Velocity Airdrop AFVs by cargo parachutes over the rear ramp of C-17s and other USAF aircraft.</P>

<P>In terms of who LVADs the best, the small AFV is the best because its small weight requires less parachutes and the less parachutes required, the more reliable and safe the delivery. The worse option is the high silhouette armored car because it has trouble tipping off the end of the rear ramp without hitting the aircraft tail which has often contracted in flight due to the cold. LAVs on test evaluation to the 82d Airborne division had to have their tires deflated to successfully airdrop from USAF C-130 aircraft. In contrast, the large tracked AFV is compact and at under 20 tons easily airdropped thanks to the decades of expertise residing in the Army Rigger community coming from routine airdrop of the M551 Sheridan Light tank. So in terms of USAF airdrop, being a large AFV is not a detriment unless you are too large to airdrop. In terms of firepower/armor protection you can airdrop more capable large AFVs than small ones to gain a benefit from their increased need for air drop items. We advocate that this capability be taken advantage of by U.S. Army Airborne forces as long as it doesn't mean that helicopter Air Assault forces get left without an AFV platform they can use. This study shows several ways this can be achieved.</P>

<P>The point of all of this, is the national command authorities will require and history has proven this out, Airborne forces to fly from the continental United States and airdrop directly into battle to take down enemies in small scale contingency operations, not taking the time and losing the initiative by building up combat power at an Intermediate Staging Base (ISB). Operation URGENT FURY, the invasion of Grenada's airlanding operations show that while an individual aircraft can carry slightly more payload than one that airdrops, it has to sit in a traffic pattern and wait to land one at a time, then have ramp space to off-load while an airdrop capable force can deliver its cargo in seconds in one pass over the drop zone, getting greater combat power to the ground and reducing aircraft exposure time. The superiority of airdrop over airland was shown a few years later in Panama and was poised ready en route to Haiti, resulting in a bloodless victory.</P>

<P>The helicopter squadron would have to wait for a suitable airfield to be airlanded on unless the distances to the objective are within timely self-deployment range.</P>

<P>The beauty of the fully AFV mobile and armor protected Airborne force is it can land anywhere it wants and fight from there, not just "seize and hold" awaiting follow on forces as the initiative in our grasp evaporates into enemy hands. The AFV mobile Airborne can move out rapidly from the DZs and seize an airfield for follow on forces to airland and/or move out and take assault objectives while the enemy is stunned and unready.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel airdrops remarkably well, test video from Germany shows a Wiesel 1 being pulled from the rear ramp of a C-160 Transall aircraft from an altitude of just 400 feet and descending under canopy for 6 seconds after the drogue chutes cut away to deploy the main cargo parachutes. Total elapsed time from air to ground: 13 seconds. Effects of wind drift, minimal. The U.S. Army Airborne and Special Operations Test Board of TEXCOM has certified the Wiesel for U.S. Army Airborne operations.</P>

<P>Since the Wiesel roughly weighs as much as a cargo HMMWV, its not expensive to airdrop since it requires the same number of parachutes, and is actually easier to rig because its sturdier and doesn't require lumber reinforcing like the HMMWV does. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The same attributes as above except a small number of Assault Gun Scimitars would have to be certified for airdrop, and their heavier weight will require more parachutes, but not a problem when one considers 11-ton FMTV trucks are routinely airdropped by the Army Airborne.</P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>By being 8-ton AFVs, the Scimitar based Airborne force would require more USAF aircraft to airdrop, it may just be possible to LVAD 2 x Scimitars from a C-130 from a weight perspective but it would be close to the aircraft's maximum capacity and volume for the airdrop platforms may mitigate against it. Certainly one Scimitar followed by its crew off the tail gate of the C-130 is feasible.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel is easy to airdrop. And so is the M113A3 Gavin, which has been airdropped for years and has its own airdrop manual. The problem has been the M113A3 has been owned by the heavy forces other than a few used by the recently disbanded 3d Battalion/73d Armor (Airborne) as Command Post vehicles for their M551 Sheridan light tank force. The 11.5 ton M113A3 is actually easier to rig for airdrop than 11-ton trucks because again, like the sturdy Wiesel its a low silhouette, sturdy box requiring no dismantling to reduce its height or extensive lumber to protect itself from the drop. You simply place the tied-down M113A3 on honeycomb shock absorbers on the airdrop platform, strap it down and attach extraction and descent parachutes. The AFVs drop </P>
<P>with organic heavy machine guns and ammunition inside and are quickly de-rigged and placed into action by their crews jumping immediately afterwards over the tail gate or after leaving a separate personnel drop zone.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel RSTA troop can airdrop. Whether the LAV can be routinely airdropped is uncertain. How one is to get an air compressor to reinflate tire or if the LAV is Central Tire Inflation system (CTIS) equipped and this is reliable is problematical. The Army's HMMWVs with CTIS have been reported as being faulty and how often do Army drivers use CTIS in the real world is unclear. Whether one wants to be trying to inflate tires as bullets are making holes in them on the open drop zone is another imponderable. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Without Army helicopters, a M113A3 Infantry/AT/M8 Ridgway Assault Gun force that airdrops is still a 3-Dimensional force capable of vertical envelopment, at least one time. With digitization and GPS mapping means, planning an Airborne operation anywhere in the world should be just as quick and responsive as planning a helicopter Air Assault, perhaps more so. The Russians have known this for years. Having organic AFVs allows the Airborne to drop away from enemy air defenses and avoid predictable direct assaults on defended runways which foot mobile troops endure. For these short movements from offset DZs to the objective, Paratroops can even ride on top of the M8 Ridgway light tanks for a quick delivery, not unlike how the M551 Sheridans were used in Panama or the Russians are doing now in combat in Chechnya. So the initial assault echelon need not be all AFV mechanized, but follow on echelons in AFVs could exploit Airborne surprise and shatter the cohesion of an enemy force from the inside out and gain quick victories in SSCs. In MTWs, the AFV mobile Operational Maneuver Group (OMG) can attain war winning results working in concert with heavier land forces placing pressure on the enemy from its front and from the inside.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The disastrous nature of an all-wheeled armored car force is that none of it may be airdroppable, resulting in the Airborne having no AFV shock action and firepower in the first few minutes were it is needed the most. AFVs must be deliverable with parachute assaults so they can quickly destroy enemy air defense weapons still posing as a threat to further air-deliveries and this is the bare minimum to securing the airhead. To fully exploit the potential of AFVs for Airborne operations, they must enable rapid movements towards assault objectives and if the wheeled armored car has to be airlanded or after its on the ground is restricted to the road net, it may not be living up to the full potential of what we can do today with AFV technology.</P>
<B>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>H	100% small AFV</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Without helicopters, the all-small AFV is even more airdrop deployable than Option 1, which was the original intent and purpose for their design.</P>

<P> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>Tactical Air Assault Mobility</P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"In war, nothing is as difficult as maneuvering into a position of advantage" </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">-- Sun Tzu</P>
</I>
<P>The winning option in this aspect is the all-Wiesel force structure since it can be moved by the most common UH-60L Blackhawk helicopter, and if CH-47Ds are available, INSIDE for even more aggressive flight profiles. Air Assault units today sling-load their heavy armored HMMWVs for road limited firepower but the advent of the small tracked AFV would open up possibilities for aggressive insertion of <I>AIR</I>MECHSTRIKE! Mounted forces AWAY from enemy defenses and achieving surprise and shock action from a mobile, firepower and armor protected force hitting the enemy at an unexpected time/place. Having positional dominance to see thee nemy first to report him or shoot him IS the key to victory on the 21st century battlefield, and the "overmatch" capability the Army seeks in all of the spectrum of conflicts, SASOs, SSCs, MTWs.</P>

<P>The robust helicopter squadron of 8x OH-58Ds and 16 x UH-60Ls is configured to work in the majority of the temperature and altitude situations that the Medium Brigade will be in. This mission profile is below 95 degrees F and 4000 feet in</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"> </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>altitude above sea level. The UH-60Ls can sling-load in one lift the majority of the RSTA troop, escorted by the OH-58Ds out to 100 kilometers, traveling at 80 mph inbound, and 140 mph on the return leg. Normal mission profile would be for the RSTA to stay in place on the</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"> </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>ground as the main body advances to it,</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"> </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>though extraction and repositioning by helicopter is a possibility. RSTA small AFVs would be self-sufficient as much as possibly for the duration of their mission via extra Jerry cans of JP-8 fuel strapped to the outside and if resupplied forward, done clandestinely at night using night vision goggles. Normal expectation would be to be resupplied by the main body upon link up.</P>

<P>The UH-60L can lift the Wiesel 1 or 2 small AFV with its entire scout team or infantry squad inside using a 3/4 tank of fuel while carrying full combat equipment; 2 x M60D Medium Machine Guns, infared, chaff countermeasures. A second sling hook would allow the Wiesel to be carried at two points, reducing spinning/oscillating during flight. Implied in this proposal is that a technology insertion of automatic zero/zero landing systems be supplied to the Brigade Support Area and the Aviation Squadron to enable all-weather operations. Another implied "tech insertion" would be a smoke screen generator system retrofit kit to designated UH-60Ls to mask the landing zones prior to the RSTA or main body insertion.</P>

<P>Implied in the Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP) of the Air Assault aspect is that Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD) be achieved by using C4 ISR means to plan routes and landing zones where the enemy is not located or able to defend, employing AFV mobility to effect stand-off insertions from enemy Air Defense Weapons, and as extra insurance, employing sudden, surprise fires from joint service and Army platforms to suppress/kill the enemy during the air movement and landing. The Medium Brigade with Strike Battalion HIMARS MLRS for area fires and EFOGM missile batteries can effectively SEAD out to 30 kilometers, the OH-58Ds can SEAD all the way to and from the Named Area of Interest (NAI) for the RSTA troop to conduct its reconnaissance. </P>

<P>Another "force multiplier" would be having 3 aircrews per aircraft to effect 24 hour surge operations capability. "Red", "White" and "Blue" crews would enable the robust Aviation squadron to lift an entire Medium Brigade battalion if its vehicles are small AFVs sized to be helicopter transportable. However, even if the main body of the CMR is in larger AFVs, the Aviation Squadron can airlift the RSTA or other parts in small AFVs to wherever they can achieve the greatest battlefield effect, and/or retain a latent foot-mobile infantry Air Assault capability as a Quick Reaction Force (QRF) up to battalion in a day size.  In SASOs, where the U.S. wants to avoid a fight to remain a neutral party, the ability to fly out of trouble instead of being forced into </P>
<P>an "Alamo" situation could be key to maintaining the peace and low U.S, casualties necessary for the American public to support the mission. </P>
<B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel 1 or 2 can be helicopter sling loaded underneath the UH-60L Blackhawk helicopter, a "tech insertion" of a second sling hook would allow the Wiesel to be carried at two points, reducing spinning/oscillating during flight.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron or heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel 1 or 2 can be helicopter sling loaded underneath the UH-60L Blackhawk helicopter as well as the CH-47D Chinook which will be required to transport the 8-ton Scimitar Assault Guns. The Scimitar is too wide to fit inside the CH-47D, but the Wiesel 1 or 2 can be internally carried, an aggressive nap of the earth flight profile now possible when flying across the forward line of troops.  </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Scimitar can only be externally carried by the CH-47D, but could be slung under at two points, reducing spinning/oscillating during flight.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Only the RSTA's Wiesels could be carried by UH-60L Blackhawks. However upgraded CH-47Fs could carry the M113A3 Gavins in the future.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Only the Wiesel could be carried by UH-60L Blackhawks. Even upgraded CH-47Fs could not carry the LAV in the future.</P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>No Air Assault capability; however upgraded CH-47Fs could carry the M113A3 Gavins in the future.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>No Air Assault capability; even upgraded CH-47Fs couldn't carry LAVs in the future.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>No Air Assault capability; no helicopters in this option. However, as soon as Army helicopters become available Air Assault becomes an option with this force structure.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
Class IX Maintenance</P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"If men make war in slavish obedience to rules, they will fail</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> </I>-- U.S. Grant, Union  Army Commander, 1864-5</P>

<P>One of the "nice to haves" (not a written-in-stone requirement) is one AFV type performing all Medium Brigade Combat Team missions if it is feasible, which it is not. To paraphrase an Army  Combat developer,  "should we sub-optimize the entire Brigade just because we are unwilling to optimize one platform?". </P>

<P>That platform type most at risk of sub-optimization is the Recon or RSTA troop AFV. </P>

<P>Should the unenterprising logistician's desire to have to order just one vehicles type's repair parts make a reconnaissance unit try to sneak around the forward edge of the battlefield in an AFV sized to carry a 9-man infantry squad? How stealthy can that be? It isn't, and the RSTA troop in its oversized "mobile home" is going to get into shooting contact with the enemy and become decisively engaged. Men's lives are at risk here. The Medium Brigade O & O states the intent is a RSTA troop that "finds/reports" not "finds/fights", to do this it has to stay undetected and be able to get away. This means a smaller size AFV than the main body's AFVs.</P>

<P>The next point to consider is what if we optimize the RSTA AFV by being a different type and by its smaller size (less road wheels, tires etc) it simply doesn't break as often as large AFVs so the repair parts concern becomes moot? This reality is driven by the DESIGN of the RSTA AFV platform chosen. </P>

<P>What if the RSTA platform is BASED ON AN EXISTING U.S. ARMY VEHICLE LIKE THE HMMWV (Re: the AM General Cobra) that is also a part of the Medium Brigade force structure? Logically how can we count this as another vehicle type? Everybody with common sense from the Chief of Staff, General Shinseki on down realize the Medium Brigades will be a "hybrid" force of various vehicle types, from HMMWVs to AFVs to POL fuel trucks  There will be other type vehicles like HMMWVs and FMTV trucks in the Medium Brigade force structure that will need repair parts. Will we limit ourselves to just one vehicle type when we could easily have the benefits of 2 but logistically not have to support a new one if  that model is already based on an existing type? </P>

<P>What if the main Medium Brigade units are based on the already in Army service M113A3 Gavins? Have we "shot our bolt" then, and are unable to obtain a new AFV type? In this case, the RSTA AFV could be a "new and different type" with capabilities not now possessed---like 747 and helicopter transportability of the small AFV---the "one new family of AFVs" being just the RSTA part of the medium brigades.    </P>

<P>With all of these factors considered, the winner in this category is the M113A3 Gavin family because its already in U.S. Army service, with countless repair parts available to include around</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"> </FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>the world by dozens of NATO and other allies.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>This one-family fits all choice would work because for jobs requiring more volume like infantry carrying, 2 Wiesels could be used, since its easier to do this than to cut a larger AFV in half to make it a smaller Recon RSTA platform! The repair parts fears are prevented by the large buy of common AFVs, and money saved because you can buy 2 small Wiesels for the cost of one large LAV armored car.</P>
<B><DIR>
<DIR>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Same attributes as above, except to get a 90mm gun in a helicopter transportable package, the Scimitar-90 is obtained to equip the weapons platoons. This does increase the type of repair parts needed but the Army has small numbers of FOX NBC recon armored cars, so why do we have computers if we cannot track/maintain multiple vehicles? </P>
<B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The same attributes of the all-Wiesel option except in 8-ton sizing. By being heavier, the vehicle should be slightly more maintenance intensive than the 3-4 ton small AFV.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The next best combination! Only because the RSTA Wiesel small AFVs would be new and require parts being introduced to the supply system.</P>
<B><DIR>
<DIR>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Two new AFVs being introduced to the Army supply system.</P>
<B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The winner of course, the M113A3, already in the Army supply system with parts galore</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>A new family of AFV parts requiring integration into Army supply system. As a large AFV, it will require more maintenance than a small AFV but as marines have experienced dry rot on their LAV tires after pre-positioned ship storage, the wheeled tire panacea may not be the </P>
<P>"maintenance vacation" many are hoping for. The damage tires would receive in combat would be far worse.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>A new family of AFV parts requiring integration into Army supply system. As a small AFV, it will require less maintenance than a large AFV.</P>
<B>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>Air or Land Bridge Secure LOCs</P>
<P>_______________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"Better to have it and not need it, then to need it and not have it" </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">-- Old Soldier's Proverb</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P>The 3-D force options can fly their supplies in from the ISB, creating their own Army "Air bridge" and the 2-D cannot. The 2-D force options must clear ground MSRs to continue their own existence and dating back to Vietnam this is not assured against a determined asymmetric foe. JRTC experiences are a vivid reminder. There is no doubt that its easier to work amongst your own branch and units to get things done than to reach out and ask for help from "outsiders". This is why Army Aviation must be ORGANIC to the Medium Brigade Combat Team not an ad hoc arrangement which would only insure strangers trying to work together. "Combining arms" also implies logistical arrangements, too. The force option that can do Air or Land bridge LOCs are the best.</P>

<P>The beauty with the 3-D options is that they can be "FARPed" (Forward Arming and Refueling Points) by the helicopters, bypassing ground MSRs:</P>

<P>They can drop 55 gallon flexible drums of fuel and have an electric sump pump suck</P>
<P>the fuel into the AFVs.  "FAT Hawk" also known as "FAT CALF"--a UH-60L with extra fuel tanks to refuel others is doable for topping off 2 x UH-60Ls or 6 x OH-58D Kiowa Warriors. This is a LOT of fuel very quickly disseminated.</P>

<P>FM 1-113 Appendix E</P>

<P>http://155.217.58.58/cgi-bin/atdl.dll/fm/1-113/AE.HTM</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The all-Wiesel force sips fuel, this is very good. It can resupply itself by ground or air. Logistically, this is the most secure force structure to secure LOCs. One refueling and extra fuel cans or bags and the force can operate for several days. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The same attributes above except  27 x Scimitar Assault Gun AFVs will require more refueling than the Wiesel AFVs.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The heavier small AFVs will require more fuel and to transport them, larger CH-47Ds are substituted for UH-60L Blackhawk helicopters.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P>The larger AFV force will require more refuelings, but the increased firepower will help defend LZs or MSRs if utilized for resupply.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 14-16 ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The LAV armored car force has large 131 gallon fuel tanks and could utilize its high road speeds to create higher fuel usage rates by erratic driving behavior. If this force structure wants to secure its own ground MSRs it will be hard pressed to seize and hold roads from asymmetric enemies who know that they are essentially road bound in closed terrain. This force is at the greatest disadvantage unless its in the firm arid soil regions of the world. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Probably the best equipped of the 2-D force options to seize and control ground MSRs, the all tracked AFV force can go cross country and avoid road ambushes in the first place, but its fuel trucks cannot. Perhaps with innovative TTP, the enemy can be located and engaged from an unexpected flank using tracked AFV mobility, other than this, the 2-D force will have to fight for every inch of the road against mines and ambushes.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>This is the most at risk force option; without air resupply means the wheeled armored car force is little different from its resupply fuel trucks other than its armored to last small arms fire and can shoot back. But how long will this last once the ambush has begun? How long before a RPG or ATGM slams into the fuel trucks and the LAVs themselves? In closed terrain, it would be a toss up at best against a worthy foe if this force can even secure its own MSRs.  </P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>H	100% small AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The same attributes as the large tracked AFV option except the small AFV force requires less resupply. This force lacks heavy weaponry to slug it out and take ground MSRs like the larger AFVs can. However, the moment helicopters become available, this force can be redeployed and repositioned to areas where logistics are more secure if ground routes are blocked.</P>

<P>In the next section we detail how much of this fuel has to be delivered daily per force option.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P>Daily supplies needed STONs</P>
<P>_______________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"The largest item to be moved is the fuel </I>..."</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> --Colonel Joe Rodriguez, TRADOC Medium Brigade Transformation Axis Director, Army Times magazine, November 22, 1999</P>
<I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">"In the long run, luck is giving only to the efficient</I>" </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">-- Von Moltke, German Field Marshall</P>
<I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
</I><P>The amount of fuel to be delivered to the Medium brigade <B>IS</B> based directly on the vehicle weight because the heavier the vehicle, the larger the engine needed to propel it translates into larger amounts of fuel needed. By going to smaller, lighter AFVs, the Medium Brigade can more quickly move to crisis areas by a given number/type of CRAF/leased 747s and/or USAF aircraft and once there burn less amounts of fuel than heavier AFVs, in fact the Wiesel 2 with its 13 MPG rate, requires one-fourth the fuel requirements of its larger AFV brothers! 20 Wiesel 2s</P>
<P>shipped in a single 747 can also carry 55 gallon flexible drums containing enough fuel for a tank a day for 7 days!</P>

<P>However, one must look at this fuel cost in terms of movement from point A to B. For our study we use all the candidate AFVs moving at realistic top speeds of 40 mph on roads (minimum friction) to compare with helicopter realistic speeds in the air, to arrive at a daily fuel usage for an 8 hour time period.  Using the 8 hour time period as the common yardstick we can see clearly the fuel costs involved with different force package options and the benefits gained. To empty the LAV's very large fuel tanks in one 8 hour period, the worse-case road speed was increased to 60 mph as this is one of the bragging rights of the wheeled armored car and a likely behavior. Roughly all AFVs surveyed can go about 300 miles in 8 hours at full road speed on one tank of fuel, the differences being some burn up more fuel to do it and some have larger fuel tanks to compensate.  Others like the Wiesel burn less fuel and require smaller fuel tanks.</P>

<P>The Medium Brigade would arrive with its tanks half-full upon landing at the ISB to account for expansion in flight. Upon landing, they are topped off from the wet wing of a C-17 or FAARP site's fuel blivets.  The standard is the Medium brigade deploys with 3 days worth of vital supplies, which can also be pre-loaded inside leased 747s on strip alert for the Gold cycle brigade. </P>

<P>The fuel beyond the 3-day deployment package would be delivered by the "Air bridge" to the ISB by USAF C-17s until pipelines from Army LOTS craft or local supplies used, this is the "wholesale" end. Then, the fuel would be shuttled forward by Army "Air bridge" helicopters or "land bridge" trucks, the "retail" end. Fuel costs for the Army might be ZERO if another service were to provide CH-53D/E type helicopter lift especially if faced with having no role at all to play in the operation. Rangers flew on marine CH-46 helicopters for one hastily executed operation in Grenada, so the precedent for this is there. </P>
<B>
</B><P>The benefits of having a robust Aviation Squadron is the ability to keep the Medium Brigade's vehicles topped off or half fill without having to lose combat power clearing and securing ground MSRs from mines and ambushes. The Red, White and Blue triple crewing of the robust Aviation Squadron helicopters facilitates this approach. The experiences of any BlueFor unit going through JRTC at Fort Polk, LA against an OPFOR using asymmetric TTP vividly illustrates this often futile effort. We must not give our enemies an easy chance to create U.S. casualties and effect a 4th Generation war victory by attacking the will of the American people directly. When roadside ambushes became too costly to thwart, the Israeli Defense Forces turned to helicopter lines of resupply/communication to keep its forces viable in the southern Lebanon Security zone. </P>

<P>For this study, ammunition, food (MREs) and water are not computed as they remain essentially the same regardless of vehicle platform chosen, realizing of course that if an AFV platform shoots 105mm shells its going to take more to deliver these than one that shoots 7.62mm, but since we want the biggest and best weaponry regardless of what vehicle is selected, we will call the log foot print of these things "even" and focus instead of which vehicle can deliver the most firepower while using the least amount of fuel. In other words, for firepower we have a "blank check" here with the platform vehicle's capabilities to carry this as the driving force.   </P>
<B>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Wiesel AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph = 20.9 gallons to fill up tank daily</P>
<P>200 x Wiesels @ 20.9 gallons each = 4,180 gallons </P>

<P>OH-58D 8 hours @ 100 mph =  216 gallons </P>
<P>8 x OH-58Ds for 8 hours = 1,728 gallons</P>
<B>
</B><P>UH-60L 8 hours @ 100 mph = 1,120 gallons</P>
<P>16 x UH-60Ls for 8 hours = 17, 920 gallons</P>
<B>
<P>______________________________________________________</P>
<P>DAILY TOTAL = 23, 828 gallons or 166, 796536 pounds of fuel or</P>

<P>1 x 747 or C-17 fuel sorties to the ISB</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar large AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P> </P>
</B><P>Wiesel AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph = 20.9 gallons to fill up tank daily</P>
<P>173 x Wiesels @ 20.9 gallons each = 3,615 gallons </P>

<P>Scimitar AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph = 93 gallons to fill tank up daily</P>
<P>27 x Scimitar-90 MGS for 8 hours =  1, 511 gallons</P>

<P>OH-58D 8 hours @ 100 mph =  216 gallons </P>
<P>8 x OH-58Ds for 8 hours = 1,728 gallons</P>

<P>UH-60L 8 hours @ 100 mph = 1,120 gallons</P>
<P>16 x UH-60Ls for 8 hours = 17, 920 gallons</P>
<B><P>______________________________________________________</P>
<P>DAILY TOTAL =  24, 774 gallons or 173, 418 pounds of fuel or</P>

<P>1.25 x 747 or C-17 fuel sorties to the ISB</P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Scimitar AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph = 93 gallons to fill up tank daily</P>
<P>200 x Scimitars @  93 gallons each = 18, 600 gallons </P>

<P>OH-58D 8 hours @ 100 mph =  216 gallons </P>
<P>8 x OH-58Ds for 8 hours = 1, 728 gallons</P>
<B>
</B><P>CH-47D 8 hours @ 100 mph = 3, 200 gallons</P>
<P>6 x CH-47Ds for 8 hours = 19, 200 gallons</P>
<B>
<P>______________________________________________________</P>
<P>DAILY TOTAL =  39, 528 gallons or  276, 696 pounds of fuel or</P>

<P>2 x 747 or C-17 fuel sorties to the ISB</P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P> </P><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Gavin AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph = 95 gallons to fill up tank daily</P>
<P>180 x Gavins @ 95 gallons each =  17, 100 gallons </P>

<P>Wiesel AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph = 20.9 gallons to fill tank up daily</P>
<P>20 x Wiesel RSTA AFVs for 8 hours = 438 gallons</P>

<P>OH-58D 8 hours @ 100 mph =  216 gallons </P>
<P>8 x OH-58Ds for 8 hours = 1,728 gallons</P>
<B>
</B><P>UH-60L 8 hours @ 100 mph = 1,120 gallons</P>
<P>16 x UH-60Ls for 8 hours = 17, 920 gallons</P>
<B>
<P>______________________________________________________</P>
<P>DAILY TOTAL =  37, 186 gallons or 260, 828 pounds of fuel or</P>

<P>2 x 747 or C-17 fuel sorties to the ISB</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>LAV armored car 8 hours @ 60 mph = 131 gallons to fill up tank daily</P>
<P>180 x LAVs @ 131 gallons each =  23, 580 gallons </P>

<P>Wiesel RSTA AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph = 20.9 gallons to fill tank up daily</P>
<P>20 x Wiesel RSTA for 8 hours = 438 gallons</P>

<P>OH-58D 8 hours @ 100 mph =  216 gallons </P>
<P>8 x OH-58Ds for 8 hours = 1,728 gallons</P>
<B>
</B><P>UH-60L 8 hours @ 100 mph = 1,120 gallons</P>
<P>16 x UH-60Ls for 8 hours = 17, 920 gallons</P>
<B>
<P>______________________________________________________</P>
<P>DAILY TOTAL =  43, 666 gallons or 305,662 pounds of fuel or</P>

<P>2 x 747 or C-17 fuel sorties to the ISB</P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Gavin AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph = 95 gallons to fill up tank daily</P>
<P>200 x Gavins @ 95 gallons each =  19, 000 gallons </P>

<B><P>______________________________________________________</P>
<P>DAILY TOTAL =  19,000 gallons or  133,000 pounds of fuel or</P>

<P> 1 x 747 or C-17 fuel sorties to the ISB</P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P> </P>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>LAV armored car 8 hours @ 60 mph =  131 gallons to fill up tank daily</P>
<P>200 x LAVs @  131 gallons each =  26, 200 gallons </P>

<B><P>______________________________________________________</P>
<P>DAILY TOTAL =  26, 200 gallons or  183,400 pounds of fuel or</P>

<P>2 x 747 or C-17 fuel sorties to the ISB</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>H	100% small AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Wiesel small AFV 8 hours @ 40 mph =  20.9 gallons to fill up tank daily</P>
<P>200 x Wiesels @  gallons each =   4, 180 gallons </P>

<B><P>______________________________________________________</P>
<P>DAILY TOTAL = 4, 180 gallons or  pounds of fuel or</P>

<P>0.20th x 747 or C-17 or one C-130 fuel sortie to the ISB!</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>Acquisition Costs</P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The obvious winner is the M113A3 family of AFVs already in U.S. Army service, NSN 2350-01-219-7577. The newest M113A3s were built in 1992, currently A2 models are being converted at Anniston Army Depot.in Alabama. Conversion has also been done in Korea, Mainz Germany and at Red River Army Depot in Texas. Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and Below (FBCB2) C4 ISR computer equipped M113A3 type AFVs are being fielded to the 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized) beginning in the year 2000.</P>

<P>An Army Division today has 862 AFVs, 330 are M113 types, 207 are M1 MBTs and 196 are M2 BFVs or about 50% of all the Division's AFVs. Thus, an Army Heavy Division is already half "Medium" weight! All that is required to make the entire Division Medium is change the 403 heavy AFVs to M113A3 type large  and Wiesel type small AFVs  Why reinvent the wheel is half the Division is already "Medium"? In fact, if you keep one Brigade as is with heavy AFVs, you need only re-equip 2/3ds of the M1s/M2s with M113A3s and RSTA small AFVs or about 250 total, and our study uses 200 AFVs as the figure for just one large Brigade!. </P>

<P>If the Army is to spend its money wisely, it should avoid buying a whole new automotive system unless by its own virtue it gives revolutionary capabilities, like civilian 747 and helicopter transportability like the small AFV can provide. Army money should be used for "tech insertions" of weaponry, stealth materials, sensors, C4 ISR and urban war attachments like forklift or boom arm capsules to prevail in urban conflicts not "reinventing the wheel". </P>

<P>Watch what happens though with Operations and Maintenance (O/M) when comparing the expensive LAV to the frugal Wiesel 2:</P>

<P>Wiesel AFV $800, 000 versus $400,000 each...</P>

<P>131 gallons versus 21 gallons to be filled up completely...</P>

<P>If fuel is $1 a gallon.....</P>

<P>If both vehicles travel 300 miles in a day, it costs $131/day O/M for a LAV, $21/day O/M for a Wiesel 2....</P>

<P>If they did this for 365 days in a year....</P>

<P>$47, 815/year O/M for a LAV, $7,100/year O/M for a Wiesel 2 =</P>

<P>Savings of $40,000/year O/M costs to the Army.....this is just ONE LAV compared to ONE Wiesel 2...</P>

<P>THUS.......</P>

<P>To get a 200 AFV Medium Brigade, we can get it at $80 million for Wiesel 2s versus $160 million for LAVs.....  </P>

<P>If we just look at LAV FUEL USAGE ALONE, a fleet of 200 LAVs burns enough FUEL in ONE YEAR TO BUY 20 x Wiesel 2s!</P>

<P>In 10 year's time, a fleet of 200 x LAVs BURNS UP IN FUEL WHAT IT WOULD COST TO BUY 200 x Wiesel 2s!</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>200 x Wiesel 2s @ $400,000 each = $80 million dollars </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>173 x Wiesel 2s @ $400,000 each = $69.2 million dollars</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P> </B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>27 x Scimitar-90s @ $950,000 each =  $22.05 million dollars</P>
<P>__________________________________________________</P>
<P>TOTAL                                               $91.25 million dollars </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>200 x Scimitars @ $950,000 each = $190 million dollars </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>20 x Wiesel 2s @ $400,000 each = $8 million dollars or 20 x Wiesel 1s @$200,00 each = $4 million dollars</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P>180 x LAVs @ $800,000 each = $144 million dollars</P>
<P>20 x Wiesel 2s @ $400,000 each = $8 million dollars or 20 x Wiesel 1s @$200,00 each = $4 million dollars</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Total                                            $152 million dollars or $148 million</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>200 x M113A3s @ $0 dollars = $0 million dollars</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>200 x LAVs @ $800,000 each = $160 million dollars</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>200 x Wiesel 2s @ $400,000 each = $80 million dollars</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
Protection and Survivability</P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"There is no room in war for delicate machinery"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER">--Sir Archibal Wavell, Field Marshall, British Army, WWII</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<I><P ALIGN="CENTER">"For combat vehicles today, the most critical element driving the weight and size of any vehicle is accommodation of people." </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER">U.S. Army/DARPA report on FCGS</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">http://www.darpa.mil/darpatech99/Presentations/Scripts/TTO/freeman.txt</P>

<P>The winner here is the M113A3/4 Gavin and Wiesel for RSTA combination because the Gavin can have applique' armor proof up to 30mm autocannon and RPGs added without mobility loss (equivalent to M2A2 BFV's armor protection level) and the Wiesel RSTA troop can be flown ahead or driven ahead of the main body to act as a security screen. Protective shield kits are available for the M113A3 to protect the Track commander manning the gun, NSN 2510-00-121-8990 and 2510-01-006-4587. The M1132A3 and Wiesel's infantry can stand up and look out of the top troop hatch with weapons ready for counter-ambush vigilance since a turreted AFV is not deemed safe by the Army to have troops in the line of turret traverse. Wheeled large AFVs are the losers here because their high silhouette makes them easy to detect and target, and they cannot have much armor added without mobility loss. Wheeled AFVs have a hard time going cross country except in firm soil deserts and are essentially road bound. Once enemy fire does start hitting their tires, they can soon be burned down to their rims and completely immobile for total catastrophic kills. In SASOs wheeled large AFVs running over broken glass, wire, debris and getting stuck trying to negotiate over barricaded cars could be quite embarrassing, in SSCs and MTWs, fatal. If the tracked AFV runs into trouble, it can pivot steer in place to get out whereas the wheeled AFV without the German dual driver, bi-directional capability has to turn around while receiving hits from enemy fire.    </P>
<B>
</B><P>It is implied that a "tech insertion" of camouflage webbing strips like Marconi's recently type classified for U.S. Army use be applied to ALL VEHICLES in the Medium brigade to render them invisible to radar, FLIR and visual detection (if juxtaposed to vegetation).</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Wiesel AFVs are the smallest and most difficult to detect. A mine blast would however destroy the vehicle. By being heli-portable the Wiesel can be placed in positions where it controls the outcome of combat or avoid battle entirely. But its small width makes less likely to run over a mine, and easier to clear a path ahead, a path for infantry equates into a path for the Wiesel. In fact, the ground pressure on the Wiesel is lower than a man and will in some cases not set off an anti-tank mine.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Same as above, except the larger 8-ton Scimitars can be more thickly armored and are better able to absorb mine blasts.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Same as above, except the larger 8-ton Scimitars can be more thickly armored and are better able to absorb mine blasts.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The M113A3 and/or M8 AGS are the most survivable platforms in terms of on an individual basis than all others in the running for the Medium Brigade AFV. This is because they can have add on modular armor fitted and as technology improves, so does armor protection, without loss of mobility thanks to extra power available and tracked propulsion means. This armor can be added after deployment by the crews themselves.   </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P>The LAV armored car with applique' armor is a staff study bragging point, its rarely if ever seen actually on armored cars because it would smother what little cross country mobility they have. The large armored car with its desire to have volume to carry a large infantry squad and have clearance for its wheels ends up being a very huge silhouette easily targeted and hit by the enemy. It may be heavier than small tracked AFVs, but this isn't in the form of thicker armor protection, but weight for the vehicle's construction. The only thing an armored car can do well is take a mine blast by sacrificing the wheel/axle IF its hull is angled to deflect the blast away. However its doubtful that wheeled armored cars can even push mine rollers and plows to PREVENT mine run-overs in the first place.</P>

<P>At least in this option there is a RSTA looking out ahead for the LAV main body to make first contact with the enemy or his weapons.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>This is the best protected of all AFV candidates with applique armors being actually fieldable without loss of mobility. Large AFVs can be armored up to 30mm autocannon and RPGs while still staying "light" for a Medium Brigade force deployment O&O concept. Can push mine rollers/plows to prevent mine run-over incidents. . Resupplying itself x-country with designated large AFVs to avoid roads entirely is a possibility and "paradigm buster". Armored resupply is a must in urban warfare.</P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Without mine rollers, plows or an Air-mobile RSTA, this 2-D force will be hard pressed to avoid  deadly road mines and ambushes. Without the German 2 driver, bi-directional capability, the LAV armored car will have to fight through a road ambush flanked by no-go terrain or perish. If you want a road recon force to escort fuel/ammo trucks with tracked AFVs waiting to pounce on enemies ahead, the wheeled armored car is useful as first-contacters that can run over a mine not defeated by prior mine roller/plow teams in tracked AFVs. But to make entire Brigades based on armored cars is a Russian-style armored-hordes macro-level mistake ignoring small technotactical detail realities. Can this force resupply itself in an urban fight with wire, broken glass, molotov cocktails, abandoned cars that pose severe threats to soft flimsy tires? What will happen when artillery begins to shred and set on fire the armored car's tires?</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The small AFV can avoid road ambushes by cross country travel. By burning up so little fuel its resupply needs are small in comparison to large AFV forces and could be easily resupplied by direct USAF airdrop. Small AFVs could escort logistics trucks but its unclear if they are large enough to push current mine rollers/plows. Resupplying itself x-country with designated small AFVs to avoid roads entirely is a possibility and paradigm buster. Armored resupply is a must in urban warfare.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
Infantry Carrying </P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"The Soldier is the primary and most powerful mechanism of war</I>"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--Jose Vilabla, Spanish General and historian</P>

<P>On the ground, at first glance, large AFVs dominate over small AFVs in that they have more room to carry infantry, however---in the constraints of a C-17 if you can get more small AFVs in the space that large AFVs could be carried, the small AFV can win. The efficiency is how many infantrymen can be delivered per vehicle volume and only if it can exploit this by delivering more combat power per C-17.   </P>

<P>In this case, the Wiesel 2 which can carry 7 men inside yet takes up half the space of a large AFV like the LAV wins. By fitting 12 Wiesel 2s per C-17 you get 84 men mobile in AFVs, whereas only 5 x LAVs with 10 men equals only 50 men mobile in AFVs after the aircraft lands. Only the M113A4 (MTVL) stretch version, has the volume to carry a full 9-man infantry squad AND a 25mm autocannon BFV turret. In the case of the LAV, only 4 men can be carried with a 25mm turret. </P>

<P>If you have no C-17s, and only 747s, the infantry carrying capacity of large AFVs is moot because they cannot get to the area of operations, only the small AFV by way of Airborne Pre-positioned lease or CRAF 747s can get to the fight. Infantry are vital in SASOs in that they can go to ground and get at the truth of who is friend or foe to keep the peace, so they cannot have their numbers reduced due to volume hogging platforms which require a non-dismounting crew to operate the vehicle every time another vehicle is added to the force structure.  <B> </P>

</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel 2 can carry 7 men. Upon dismounting, just the driver can remain, giving a 6 man infantry squad, which incidentally is exactly what was the TOE for the early model BFVs. 2 x Wiesel 2s just like we do for the BFV can carry the full rifle squad, plus medics and Artillery Forward observers, especially when one considers the Platoon Leader's Wiesel 2 is empty. TOE for the BFV platoon is that a Medium Machine Gun squad deploys in the Platoon leader's AFV.</P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar large AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P>Same as above except  27 x Scimitar Assault Guns are in the force structure, which infantry can ride on top of temporarily if required.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Scimitar infantry carrying variant can carry 7 men. Upon dismounting, just the driver can remain, giving a 6 man infantry squad.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel 2 can carry 7 men. Upon dismounting, just the driver can remain, giving a 6 man infantry</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The M113A3 Gavin can carry 13 men. Upon dismounting, just the driver can remain, giving a 12 man infantry squad. If 27 x M8 Ridgway Armored Gun Systems are procured, they can carry infantry on top temporarily for short missions. The Wiesel 2 can carry 7 men. Upon dismounting, just the driver can remain, giving a 6 man infantry squad. The RSTA Wiesel 1 can carry 4 men. Upon dismounting, 3 men as scouts.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The M113A3 Gavin can carry 13 men. Upon dismounting, just the driver can remain, giving a 12 man infantry squad. If 27 x M8 Ridgway Armored Gun Systems are procured, they can carry infantry on top temporarily for short missions. RSTA scouts could strap smaller folding All Terrain "Mountain" Bikes to the outsides of their Gavins and when their "mother" vehicle goes into terrain defilade, use these smaller vehicles to recon ahead. Perhaps a trailer with ATVs towed behind the Gavin would allow scouts to use the smaller vehicles to recon ahead.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The LAV can carry 7-13 men depending on variant. Upon dismounting, the driver, gunner and vehicle commander remain, giving only a 4 man infantry squad. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel 2 can carry 7 men. Upon dismounting, just the driver can remain, giving a 6 man infantry. The Wiesel 1 can carry 4 men. Upon dismounting, 3 men as scouts.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P> </P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
</I></FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>Ground mobility</P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"There is nothing so pleasing as to be shot at by one's enemy without result"</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--Sir Winston Churchill</P>

<P>
The idea that one LARGE 14-20-ton wheeled armored car designed to carry a large number of infantry Soldiers or a gun system, road-bound and unable to fly by CRAF/leased 747s or Army helicopters is going to perform all the missions like that of forward reconnaissance requiring SMALL sized, able to fly-by-Army helicopter vehicles, in the Medium Brigades is erroneous. </P>
<P>                                           
The Medium Brigade is going to have all sorts of different vehicles in its structure, HMMWVs, FMTVs, HEMMTT fuel trucks etc. and its unreasonable that a SMALL Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV) for Reconnaissance roles using the NATO AirMECH! Helicopter Mobility model that is just as easy to maintain as a HMMWV not be a part of the new Medium Brigade force structure. </P>
<P>
The large, heavy wheeled, armored car has been a disastrous mistake in U.S. Army service in the past. The best success has come when "Mechanized Cavalry" has had a combination of fully cross-country capable light wheeled All Terrain Vehicles (ATVs or jeeps) and light tanks (tracked AFVs) for gun system firepower/overwatch backing up maximum terrain agility and dismounting scouts. We cannot doctrinally "paper over" the fact that large, wheeled armored cars like the LAV are road bound in most situations and too large for survivable, effective reconnaissance resulting in decisive engagement and destruction by the enemy. To gain reconnaissance, the Cavalry force must get into dominant positions FIRST, then be able to fight to keep the "recon" and avoid decisive engagement and survive to report back.</P>
<P>
Today, we can use <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! using the NATO model of helicopters FLYING OVER enemy forces and obstacles natural/manmade to gain the "high ground" first, be it a mobility corridor or a position which to direct by C4 ISR means destructive fires. Recon or recon, Surveillance, Target Acquisition (RSTA) must use smaller vehicles than the main body of infantry, assault gun and anti-tank carriers in order to be 3-dimensional by AIR, and have a superior mobility differential with the enemy to gain reconnaissance. </P>

<P>If Gen Shinseki wants a single type vehicle (we do not think this is true, he wants what's BEST)   a "panacea" (solution to everything), removing his caveat "if the technology is there" and running with 14-20-ton wheeled armored cars all the way, this is what you arrive at: </P>

<P>1. Some WARFIGHTING and peacekeeping improvements (USAF transportability, C4 ISR called for firepower etc.) over heavy AFVs</P>
<P>2. Heavy units to become Medium</P>
<P>3. Light units to become Medium</P>
<P>4. Medium units will have a SINGLE FAMILY of 14-20-ton wheeled armored cars to solve every problem</P>

<P>In WARFIGHTING, wheeled armored cars are road bound except in firm soil arid areas, vulnerable to enemy fire and the dirty battlefield. 14-20 ton armored cars cannot fly by Army helicopters. An all-wheeled Army BDE would be a road bound, 2 dimensional force at best. In closed terrain a 1 and a half-dimensional force stuck to roads. One 20-ton vehicle size does not fit all mission profiles.</P>

<P>We combine arms in war to account for strengths/weaknesses to come up with a stronger whole, why not vehicle types? The Medium wheeled mindset seems unable to understand this. It wants the 14-20 ton wheeled armored car (LAV-III) as the panacea to everything, and it can't fit the bill. You could say, "it'll be OK for peacekeeping." But look at the assumptions above!! We are not planning on using Medium Brigades just for peacekeeping!</P>

<P>
The all-wheeled BDE in WARFIGHTING is going to be severely handicapped and no amount of C4 ISR wizardry and cries for help; CAS, supporting arms, PGM are going to save it if it it </P>

<P>rumbles down the road into a close-range massed RPG ambush and/or enemy tanks in a meeting engagements. How will its wheels hold up with bursting artillery landing all around it? LAV-infantry carriers, killed. LAV-AT, killed. LAV-AG, killed. LAV-RSTA, killed. All versions from the same chassis easily killed because they have mobility equal or inferior to what the enemy has. If the LAV wheeled armored car is so great, why DOES THE Mc Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAAV) have TRACKS? </P>

<P>An all LAV wheeled force will become burned out wrecks littering the roads like we had in the Battle of the Bulge in WWII with our trucks/jeeps. For example look at the heavy armored cars U.S. forces used in Europe, it sounds like a description of today's LAV!!!!:</P>

<P>"Mechanized Cavalry" by Lou D Master's thesis</P>
<P>U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, ARTER-DARBY AWARD</P>
<P>For Excellence in Military History Writing 1995</P>

<P>http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/9517/page75.html</P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<I><P>"The last significant change made in Army mechanized cavalry after the North African Campaign was the fielding of new equipment. This resulted in the replacement of M3 White armored car by the M8 Grey Hound. The M8 was a large, 6X6 wheeled vehicle, mounting a 37-mm antitank in an open turret. It was originally designed by the Tank Destroyer Force as a 37-mm antitank gun motor carriage, but was adopted by cavalry due to its availability and the significant short comings of the M3 White Armored Car.(76) The M8, however, was not a great vehicle, merely an improvement over what was previously on hand. Before the M8 was committed to combat in any numbers, FM 2-20 warned that the 'armor of the vehicle provides a fair degree of protection against small arms, while the 37-mm antitank gun permits mobile defense against lightly armored vehicles,[however] the vehicle is not designed for offensive combat. The car has only fair mobility across country. Mobility is limited in heavily wooded areas and on broken terrain. The larger turning radius and limited mobility across country make the car susceptible to ambush on roads and in defiles.'...."</P>
</I></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>Look at this armored car in action where its road-bound limitations forces U.S. personnel into grave danger....</P>

<P>http://www.3ad.org/wwii/rose2.html</P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<P>"<I>General Rose directed operations from a jeep (or known in WWII as a "peep"), at the cutting edge of the Spearhead. He traveled with the forward elements of his command, up with the tankers and the blitz doughs.</P>

<P>...General Rose went up front and that's where he was on the dark evening of 30 March 1945 when he and two others rounded a bend in the road and ran into a German tank. The young German tank commander (excited), ordered the 3 men to surrender. Looking at General Rose's pistol, he excitedly began to bark out orders and pointing to the General's weapon. General Rose moved his right hand so that he could drop his weapon to the earth but then the German tank commander shot him in the head. The others escaped unharmed and told the story of General Rose's murder</I>."</P>
</DIR>
</DIR>

<P>In contrast, where U.S. recon units used a combination of jeeps and light tracked tanks working together, the results were excellent.</P>
<I><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>"By contrast, the cavalry squadron proved to be a superior combat organization. Its major positive characteristic was that of organic combined arms at the squadron level. It suffered from the limitations of its equipment, but made up for this through versatility of tactical technique. The ability to execute a dismounted attack supported by organic tanks and indirect fire from mortars and assault guns, and then change the mission in minutes to a mounted pursuit at 30 miles an hour for extended distances, was unmatched by any battalion size organization in the Army. It was a flexibility that extended itself to the group and often permitted the squadrons to achieve successes in difficult tactical situations. </P>

<P>The key to the squadron's combined arms success, other than organization, was command and control. Command and control in cavalry squadrons was enhanced by the proliferation of radios through all levels such that every tactical vehicle mounted at least one. It was complimented by the 100% mobility of all assets. In addition, initiative and leadership resulting from training the platoons to operate independently and respond to radio directions, permitted the unit to disperse and concentrate at will. This characteristic, combined with its combined arms attributes, gave the cavalry squadron combat power out of proportion to its actual size and weapons capabilities. This permitted the squadron, doctrine to the contrary, to execute the traditional missions of cavalry as well as reconnaissance. </P>

<P>The armored car posed a different problem for cavalry. In terms of mobility, combat commanders could not agree on the capabilities of the armored car. In the European theater Lieutenant Colonel Jeff Collins, commander of the 125th CRS, decried the M8 armored car as an unsafe killer saying, "The M8 Armored Car is unquestionably a hazard to life, with its wide turning radius, particularly on narrow European road nets"....</P>

<P>The tactical role of the armored car was support of the reconnaissance jeeps. Given this role, and its capabilities, cavalry leaders were not opposed to replacing the armored car with the light tank. </P>

<P>The basic organization of the reconnaissance units was found to be fundamentally sound. Combat did show, however, that company/troop and battalion/squadron level organizations often operated as complete units contrary to the expectations of doctrine which emphasized independent platoon operation. Battle experience indicated the reliability and effectiveness of the jeep and the assault gun. It also indicated the inferiority of the M3 armored car, and the adequacy of the light tank."</P>
</DIR>
</DIR>

</I><P>
Did we see the materials and money strapped Germans in WWII go to Army-wide all wheeled </P>
<P>armored car forces? They had some of the finest 8x8 armored cars of all time, the Panzerspahwagan Sd Kfz 231 and 234/2 Puma yet they restricted them specialized units to do road recon in Europe and general recon in the desert.</P>

<P>http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/3620/231_8.htm</P>

<P>The German Army in WWII fielded the fabulous Panzerspahwagan Sd Kfz 231 and 234/2 8x8 armored cars. However, if these were not primarily road bound except in the desert, then why did they have 2 Drivers and were able to run in either direction in an instant?</P>

<P>The point is that an armored car has to move forward to TURN, a tracked AFV can pivot steer/turn in place. Since a wheeled armored car is road bound in closed terrain, it would make sense than to instead of trying to Y turn (turn and back up, turn and back up, turn and back up) like Austin Powers in the middle of a firefight like our M8 "Greyhound" armored cars had to do, to make it be ambidextrous so to speak and go either direction with 2 drivers. If this wasn't true, then why did the Germans go to the time/expense of giving their armored cars 6 forward and 6 reverse gears in the middle of a shooting war to have this arrangement? </P>

<P>If it were not true, then why did the post-war German Recon vehicle, the.. </P>

<P>Sphapanzer LUCHS</P>
<P>http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/land/row/luchs.htm</P>
<P>
...still employ the 2 driver, 2 direction capability? You can even see the 2 drivers in the photo above.</P>

<P>Don't you think after 6 years of total war they knew something of what they were doing?</P>

<P>AND......</P>

<P>If wheeled armored cars were so great, why didn't the Germans go "all wheeled" in the 1960s when they clearly had/have the world's best armored cars?  Instead they fielded the superb Marder tracked IFV.</P>

<P>When they were upgrading their Airborne, they could have saved weight/size and gone to wheels, but didn't. Or could they? Maybe you don't save weight/size when you ARMOR A WHEELED VEHICLE compared to a tracked one. Look at the wheels versus tracks U.S. Army study here:</P>

<P>http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/2116/wheeledbooboo.htm</P>

<P>Again, they fielded the "Mini-M113" like Wiesel tracked AFV that fits inside CH-53G helicopters and is easily airdropped from fixed wing C-160 type aircraft... </P>
<P>
Did anyone bother to ask the GERMANS about wheeled armored cars? Are there any studies of the German armored car experiences in our data bases?</P>
<P>
How can we be aware of what our enemies are doing when we haven't even acknowledge the keys which they have succeeded in past combat? The Russians used AirMECH! Delivered light tanks and infantry carriers to win in Czechoslovakia, the Ogaden in Somalia and in the first phase of the war in Afghanistan. </P>

<P>RECENT AMERICAN EXPERIENCE WITH ARMORED CARS?</P>
<P>
Does the McLAV have 2 drivers and instant change of direction capability?</P>

<P>NO</P>

<P>A conventional armored car like the McLAV, LAV-III, Pandur if it gets ambushed with no-go terrain on the left and right shoulder of the road would have to slow Y turn or back up in slow reverse to drive out of the ambush, or simply stay in place and get toasted by RPGs. It would be trapped. Just like BTRs have been for decades!</P>

<P>Will Central Tire Inflation Systems and "run flats" make wheeled armored cars go x-country to such a degree that they are all terrain capable to get out of this ambush situation? Will this make them impervious to enemy fire?</P>

<P>NO</P>

<P>Look what happened to run flats in Somalia. They didn't run at all after their rubber wheels were burned off to their rims. How many burned out Russian BTRs must we see in Grozny before we realize wheels are extremely vulnerable to enemy fire?</P>

<P>Has the Mc LAV been in and survived extensive combat?</P>

<P>NO</P>

<P>The LAVs hit in the Gulf war were literally vaporized along with 11 men. Don't hear much about that these days. We were told to get every ounce of pyro and ammo out of the LAV body (huge fuel tank, there) and strap it to the outside rear, leaving only ready 25mm ammo in the turret. What does that tell you about that vehicle's survivability? Fortunately the Mc only does low-risk max PR missions these days.</P>

<P>Has the Mc LAVs received applique armor? We are not talking about armor kits being available, HAVE THEY BEEN FIELDED?</P>

<P>NO</P>

<P>It would kill what little mobility the armored car has.</P>

<P>Has the so-called biggest supporter of wheeled armored cars in the U.S., the Mc gone or even wants to go "all wheels"?</P>

<P>NO</P>

<P>Read the following quote from a McLAV crewman:</P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<P>"<I>Having been a Driver, Gunner, and Vehicle Commander on the Marine Corps LAV-25, I can say that the LAV does have mobility restrictions vis-a-vis tracked vehicles. Whenever I was up in the turret, as either a Gunner or VC, I would do mental terrain exercises, simply running hypothetical tactical scenarios on the terrain we were in (i.e., where would I move if we were engaged here, etc.) <BR>
</P>
<P>I have to say, I found that there was a lot of terrain in Northern VA that could be considered chokepoints for the LAV, which a tracked vehicle could traverse with ease. Areas where we were driving in which we could NOT leave the road net. Primarily heavily-wooded, or exceedingly hilly terrain. Also, some obstacles which a tank could take in stride, we would have to go around. <BR>
<BR>
In Northern Australia, we were further handicapped by the abysmall maintenance that had been performed on our MPS LAV's. The tires were thoroughly dry-rotted, which resulted in orders that we were NOT to leave the road. I saw tires punctured under </P>
<P>circumstances which, if the tires were in good repair, would never have happened. <BR>
The LAV is a good hog, but you DO have to watch where you're taking it. And good maintenance is a MUST." </P>
</I></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>Where are the wheels on the new AAAV?</P>

<P>Are we going to have the entire U.S. Army only able to peacekeep and warfight in the open, firm soil arid desert areas? When a closed terrain fight comes up, what are we going to do, say "We can't do this"????</P>

<B><P><IMG SRC="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Base/1374/m113-2.jpg"><IMG SRC="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Base/1374/m113a4.jpg" WIDTH=172 HEIGHT=147>OPTION 1: Only workable Panacea: Light tracked AFVs</P>
</B>
<P>If you want a Medium vehicle "panacea", only light tracks fits the bill of working in ALL TERRAINS, in ALL SITUATIONS. This is why the M113 Gavin is the greatest selling AFV of all time, bar none. You want one vehicle to do it all, the M113A3/4 is capable of fulfilling ALL Medium BDE missions;</P>

<P>*Infantry carrier</P>
<P>*Anti-tank</P>
<P>*Assault Gun</P>
<P>*Recon Surveillance Target Acquisition (RSTA though not ideal size) </P>

<P>
Though to make the RSTA fly by Army helicopters you go with a "Mini-M113" which frankly is what the German Wiesel 1/2 is. Even a UH-60L Blackhawk can carry the 3/4-ton Wiesel. </P>

<P>Only the M113A3/4 family is of zero/low cost such that Army money can be spent on SPECIALIZED MISSION VEHICLES FOR MOUT, without whom we will not be able to prevail without heavy casualties:</P>

<P>*Battering ram</P>
<P>*Boom ladder/assault capsule</P>
<P>*High-angle fire assault demolition gun</P>
<P>*fire fighting pumper </P>

<P>The wise force planner must limit the roles of wheeled armored cars and MIX tracked and wheeled AFVs or else you court disaster...and you waste precious Army funds on "reinventing the wheel", literally-----and gaining no capabilities we don't have already with existing tracked and wheeled armored cars! </P>

<B><P>OPTION 2: Limit wheeled armored cars within the Medium BDE: wheeled/tracked synergism</P>
</B>
<P>The support wheeled trucks (HMMWVS, FMTVs) of the BDE are going to need a Main Supply Route (MSR) to travel along. They are unfortunately road bound in closed terrains. These convoys need protection, wheeled armored cars can do this. Ahead of these wheeled  convoys, wheeled armored cars can recon ahead and report back if there is trouble ahead, running away to survive. We did this in Vietnam.</P>

<P>The tracked AFVs upon hearing the trouble can then go OFF ROAD and hit the enemy ambush in the flanks/rear or even be heli-lifted into a strike position. Did this in Vietnam, except the AirMECH! capability would be new.</P>

<P>
THE MEETING ENGAGEMENT: KILLER OF THE 9TH MOTORIZED INFANTRY DIVISION</P>
<I><P ALIGN="CENTER">"Fortunate is the General staff which sees war fought the way it intends"</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--Richard Watt, Military Historian</P>

<P>If the medium BDE slams into enemy armor it needs Assault gun versions to fight its way free with a tank killing gun, a 90mm-105mm gun that the wheeled armored car has a real hard time carrying even if it can. The Assault Gun has to fire support in MOUT and the close fight. This gun has to be on a light tracked AFV. The official U.S. Army report on the 9th Motorized Infantry "High-Technology Test Bed" Division states on pages 35 through 37 describe the Joint Readiness Exercise BORDER STAR '85 at Fort Bliss, TX, from 18 March to 6 April 1985:</P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<P>"The results of the motorized brigade’s operations against the well-trained and professionally-led Armored Cavalry Regiment clearly reflected the motorized brigade’s potential…."  </P>

<P>"Problem areas that arose during BORDER STAR offered more significant concerns.  The major vulnerability of the motorized force was its lack of a kinetic energy gun capable of delivering high rates of fire to destroy armor at ranges of 2000 meters and less.  That shortcoming left the motorized units dangerously weak during meeting engagements or surprise armor attacks at close ranges."  </P>

<P>"Other problems included a need for improved battalion and brigade tactical command posts, preferably fully tracked for unrestricted mobility.  An over-dependence on Army attack helicopters as primary anti-armor systems was evident.  At BORDER STAR Army aviation assets were frequently grounded by high gusting winds, hot weather, and high altitudes.  Ground maneuver units depending on attack helicopters were destroyed when the helicopters could not fly." </P>
</DIR>
</DIR>

<P>It is significant that even with all of its advanced capabilities, the motorized brigade could only claim "equal terms" against an armor brigade, and that depended on long range supporting fires and high mobility to avoid engagement.  Failure resulted in destruction.  Without armored fighting vehicles, especially the AGS, the division O&O concept did not work.  </P>

<P>Pages 38 and 39 describe the effort at operational readiness (as opposed to a test unit).  The result was a HMMWV-equipped interim division without the Fast Attack Vehicle (FAV), Armored Gun System (AGS), Mk-19 Grenade Machinegun (which was encountering production delays), etc.  The interim AGS was to be a HMMWV-TOW, and surrogate FAVs were also replaced by HMMWVs.  As DA and TRADOC began to become uncertain about the overall capabilities of the motorized division, it was decided to conduct an instrumented evaluation.  The recommendation to the Army leadership was to send a CAB(H) [combined arms battalion (heavy)] to Fort Hood, TX, to oppose a regimental-sized force from an armor division.  The fully instrumented evaluation would then be followed by a full rotation through NTC to confirm the data.  "The decision from HQDA, however, was that such an undertaking was too expensive, and the motorized division lost an opportunity to prove its capabilities beyond a doubt."  </P>

<P>The O&O concept was based on yet to be developed systems and was developed using surrogates.  Surrogates were employed in accordance with their ideal, or theoretical, capabilities.  Now, however, the division was to be equipped with interim vehicles, which would have to operate until replaced by objective systems.  To put it bluntly, a battalion of HMMWV-TOWs and HMMWV with .50 cal MGs or 40mm GMGs was to be pitted against an armor brigade.  The exercise was never conducted.  </P>

<P>But the main Medium brigade fighting force itself should be LIGHT TRACKED and capable of full 2-D x-country movement, or at the very least the armored car main body's RSTA parts 3-D by flying over any obstacles/enemies by Army helicopters to effect Recon/Security positional dominance.     
<P>
<IMG SRC="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/1191/airmechflight.gif">
<P>
At least the 101st Air Assault Division should be entirely equipped with the helicopter-transportable Wiesel 2 family of light tracked AFVs to do 3-D AirMECHSTRIKE! maneuver using its helicopter fleet.  </P>

<P>So if you MUST HAVE wheeled armored cars, they must be in a force that is primarily composed of light tracked AFVs to carry the infantry, the assault gun and the RSTA. </P>

<B><P>OPTION 3: Limited the number of wheeled Medium BDEs within the U.S. Army</P>
</B>
<P>You go "all wheels" in the Medium BDE and reserve it just for peacekeeping and arid firm soil conflicts, this would be ok except:</P>

<P>How many BDEs like this?</P>

<P>Will this be enough units to shoulder long-term assignments like Bosnias/Kosovos?</P>

<P>We obviously cannot turn the entire the Army into this type force. We'd end up having to keep the Lights and Heavies and this is something Gen Shinseki doesn't seem to want. So the Light/Heavy "feast/famine" is still not solved. </P>

<P>What could happen if all the vehicles in the force are the same and equal in mobility, and there is essentially no cavalry?</P>
<DIR>
<DIR>

<P>"<I>Cavalry's absence from the Korean War is noteworthy in that at least one distinguished military professional, General James M. Gavin, blames the absence of cavalry for the defeats the U.S. Army suffered in the first year of the war. The inability of U.S. forces to stop or even delay significantly the attack of the North Koreans south to Pusan is attributed by Gavin to the lack of cavalry. He maintains that a cavalry task force should have been given the delay mission that ultimately fell to the unfortunate Task Force Smith and later the 24th Infantry Division.(11) He also maintains that the surprise and success of the Chinese counterattack against the X Corps in the winter of 1950 were due to the failure to deploy and employ cavalry. Cavalry regiments and squadrons would have provided security forward and to the flanks of the American main body, and delayed the Chinese once the attack was discovered.(12) The failures that befell the Army when it operated without cavalry in Korea demonstrate the impact of cavalry on operations."</P>
</DIR>
</DIR>

</I><P>Even when the terrain isn't "No GO" wheels can't keep up with tanks over rough terrain. If you look at everything that's been written about new APC's and AFVs in the last thirty years, you see that everyone insists that any infantry carrier must be able to keep up with tanks. "Tankers" do not like the idea of being separated from their infantry, even more so their forward reconnaissance (eyes/ears). An entire Medium BDE based one just one type wheeled armored car will be more often than not at a severe mobility disadvantage working with more x-country mobile tank formations, and be unable post out ahead adequate Recon/Security for its own survival.</P>

<P>The 9th Motorized infantry experiment failed in the 1980s because of a lack of an effective TRACKED AGS to thwart enemies in meeting engagements, even the WWII Mechanized Cavalry had light tanks and assault guns to perform this task! Without TRACKED assault guns we doom  the whole Medium Brigade concept.</P>

<P>The U.S. Army is not able to do peacekeeping missions like a non-superpower, non-threatening neutral Canada. Our position as the last super power makes us a target for all kinds of people wanting to make a  point. We must have the capability for acting strongly when confronted by violence. Our Soldiers must not be barbecued because they are road bound and a huge wheeled target without effective forward Reconnaissance/Security. They must have light tracked AFVs in helicopter transportable sizes at least for the RSTA units of the medium brigade, and optimally other tracked AFVs for the Assault Gun and infantry carrier missions</FONT><FONT SIZE=2>.</P>

</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The Wiesel's small size allows it to go through forested areas better than any other AFV. It can almost go where any man can walk, providing transport of food, ammo, water so the individual Soldier can fight light on his feet at 4-7 mph and have more firepower at his disposal. It can be helicopter transported.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Same as above except an 8-ton Scimitar Assault Gun of 30-90mm augments this terrain agile force's firepower.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Same attributes as Wiesel force above but heavier, able to swim with preparation, longer chassis length to negotiate wider ditches but more costly. Might be able to push mini mine rollers/plows, flails.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>This force mix can do it all; fly by helicopter, go off-road, swim, fight in MOUT, rumble over/through barricades, obstacles, rubble, advance in the face of enemy fire, carry specialized MOUT, countermine implements...carry turreted 120mm mortars, 90-105mm assault guns without mobility loss to blast its way through enemy opposition. Like all tracked AFVs, this force can pivot turn in place.  </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>An at risk force with serious vulnerabilities to enemy fires and natural obstacles that can instantly rob it of mobility. The force may simply get stuck in the mud. Having a small AFV RSTA in tracks will help immensely by preventing enemy "surprises", but once the battle is joined, the wheeled force simply cannot fight for long to regain freedom of action/maneuver. The open firm soil desert is the only place here the wheeled armored car can fight an enemy tracked AFV force even, which our NTC training center replicates. How well does this force do in closed terrains? Take it to JRTC at Fort Polk, Louisiana and you will see it dying almost as fast as the armored HMMWV does on the terrain restricted roads.  </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The only 2-D force with a hope of surviving against an asymmetric foe, requires heavier firepower and implements to overcome enemy resistance that cannot be avoided by 3-D air movement since the latter is unavailable.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>A force that is fragile to enemy attack, essentially blind beyond its own line of sight in all terrains except the open desert. If such a force is fielded serious limitations in how its deployed must be used to avoid an asymmetric disaster in closed terrains. Best answer is not to field such a weak </P>
<P>force in the first place. Think Somalia's armored HMMWVs except slightly better protected and armed before dying by mobility kill attacks to its tires then RPGs to finish them off.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> </P>

<P>Better off than the wheeled large AFV force in that it can be fully 2-Dimensional by boldly maneuvering off roads, avoiding mines and ambushes. Will require engineering support and some back up heavy firepower for MOUT.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>AFV Firepower </P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"If there is one thing you can count on in war, it is that there is nothing you can count on in war" </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">-- Richard M. Watt, Military Historian</P>
</I>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">"<I>The early entry force must be both the lead element (light enough to get there quickly with limited available lift; robust and highly capable information/RISTA resources to locate enemy forces across intercontinental distances and counter enemy IW; long-range fire capabilities to fix the enemy force) and the more formidable main maneuver force (able to bring overwhelming combat power to bear against an enemy force of considerable size and strength)." </P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--http://sac.saic.com/dm/docs/annual_report/anr_rep.html</P>

<P>The winner here is the all-M113A3/4 force because larger and more capable weaponry can be placed on a light tracked AFV than a high silhouette wheeled AFV without detrimental mobility loss. Cannons up to 105mm, fire/forget ATGMs like Javelin or TOW and its follow-on are easily dropped into the M113A3/4 body while still retaining residual troop carrying capacity in the back or increased ammunition load. </P>

<P>However, true firepower is that which can hit the enemy first, and the RSTA troop operating ahead of the main M113A3/4 body can hit the enemy first to target and delay or simply report via C4 ISR means so supporting arms can start hitting/killing the enemy. </P>

<P>The RSTA variants should be equipped with FLIR, image intensifiers and Electro Optical Counter Measure (EOCM) weapons to detect enemy optical targeting and to be able if authorized to direct energy at these systems, which could be just a sniper---to temporarily blind their operators and smudge their aiming reticles. BFV Stingray variants with EOCMs were deployed successfully for Desert Storm and have proven this technology, which now needs to be fielded on a lighter, more rapidly deployable AFV platform. In force-on-force war games, BFV Stingrays took on opponents 13 times their size and killed them all without a single loss of a vehicle. It is naive to think that Third world countries are not fielding directed energy weapons for future use against U.S. forces, the best defense is a RSTA troop that makes first contact and defeats them first.</P>

<P>Because of these realities, the combined M113A3/4 and Wiesel force option is rated the best in terms of firepower.</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><P>   </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Wiesel 2s can carry 120mm heavy mortars and ASP-30mm autocannon class weaponry. Javelin fire/forget firing pedestals would be easy to field. Larger weaponry requiring a turret or revolving mount are possibilities but not available now "off the shelf". A bunker-busting TOW ATGM might work with the Wiesel's TOW variants as an assault gun substitute.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar large AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>To make up for a lack of heavy Assault Gun option for the Wiesel in this option we field 27 x Scimitars with 90mm assault guns.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>In this option, we make the entire force Scimitar variants and insure Assault Guns, Anti-Tank and infantry fire support turrets are included in the force. The Scimitar was singularly effective in the Falklands war, winning battles and reducing British casualties dramatically. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The best force firepower option because Heavy force level weaponry turrets can be applied to the M113A3 family or be fielded on the M8 Ridgway Armored Gun System. In fact the current BFV turret with 25mm chain gun, and TOW II ATGM launcher can drop into the MTVL variant of the M113A3 and still transport several infantrymen! You get heavy force firepower PLUS 3-D AirMECHSTRIKE! RSTA capabilities all in a rapidly deployable by AIR package. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>A host of weaponry turrets can be fitted to the LAV to make it lethal IF it can get into firing position to use them. In the open desert, this works well, but the minute the wheeled armored car gets hit by enemy fire its mobility begins to degrade first to run flats, then if the rubber is on fire, to the wheel rims. How many of 8 tires must be intact is problematical, the key point is that the LAV is fighting for survival at this point, not mission accomplishment. The tracked AFV on the other hand can take enemy fire and still press on with the mission. The RSTA small AFV element in this option can help to keep the LAVs out of enemy detection/range to effect stand-off attacks using 120mm mortars and top-attack Javelin ATGMs to protect them from close-in firefights. At some point, the enemy will bee encountered in a close-in meeting engagement despite the best efforts of the RSTA troop to prevent this and one has to ask if the firepower on such a fragile wheeled platform will be enough to win the fight?</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The only 2-D force that has a fighting chance because it can have heavy firepower and has persistent mobility mans.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>A nightmarish thought except in open deserts where distances can be used as armor protection. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P>Must use cross-country agility to the maximum since firepower is limited by its small sized AFVs.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
<P> </P>
<P>
Battlespace Dominance</P>
<P>________________________________________________</P>
</B></FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"To conquer the command of the air means victory:  to be beaten in the air means defeat" </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">-- Giulio Douhet, Italian Pioneer Air Warfare Theoretician </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">"Eventually, airborne reconnaissance, missile defense, and other assets would begin to orbit inside the lodgment. Enemy counter-air and other operations would be completely denied. Depending upon the nature of the battle ongoing underneath the air lodgment, Army air maneuver units from the JTF could be introduced, operating under the command of the JTF Commander, or the Joint Land or Air Component Commander. The size and duration of the air lodgments would be based on theater objectives, but could exist in two configurations. In one, the lodgment would rapidly appear, expand to enable execution of discreet missions, and then, just as rapidly, collapse and vanish. The second configuration would be more permanent -- a single lodgment would be created and maintained for the duration of operations. Ultimately, the size and duration of any air lodgment will be contingent upon Blue’s ability to sustain such an operation over a large area at a significant distance from CONUS"</P>
</I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">-- http://sac.saic.com/dm/docs/annual_report/anr_rep.html</P>

<P>Much has been written about C4 ISR means enabling less capable forces to accomplish the mission. However, one thing the 2-D folks have right is a healthy skepticism towards things other than under their direct control. Its just that too many are putting faith in joint fires as their new "security blanket" to make up for the loss of 50 tons of armored protection they used to have with the 70-ton M1 Abrams heavy tank with a 14-20 ton AFV. Calling on the radio for fire support be it computerized request or secure voice doesn't guarantee the help will arrive in time. The best means are what is already available on the scene--by making Army helicopters organic to the Medium Brigade it guarantees 3 times the situational awareness and line of sight than what can be ascertained from the open hatch of an AFV. An Air/Ground force that trains and lives together is the best combination as the XXIst Army Air Force proved in WWII protecting General Patton's flanks as he stormed across Europe in WWII. The fires the Medium Brigade should resort to first are the "home fires" of Army rocket, tube and missile artillery and the OH-58D Scout/attack helicopters flying "top cover" overhead. The 2-D force yields the essential low-altitude  air to the enemy by default, this is a flight regime the USAF has few if any aircraft with performance characteristics to operate in. Unless we want enemy attack helicopters roaming free and shooting our armored cars, we had best insure there is a U.S. Army attack helicopter presence in the air in control.</P>

<P>3-D AirMECHSTRIKE! Capable forces can:</P>

<P> 1. Keep the enemy out of artillery range of the ISB by targeting/destroying them with RSTA units</P>
<P> 2. Control the low level air space over the Brigade area of operations</P>
<P> 3. protect the force from WMD attack via dispersed, mobile units and anti-missile defense   systems deployed by USAF aircraft made available by 747 transport of the Medium Brigade's small AFVs and helicopters</P>
<P> 4. Maintain their own AIR or ground "bridges" of resupply/communications</P>
<P> 5. Suppress/kill any rogue threats seeking to gain psychological victories by creating American casualties    </P>
<P> 6. Take the fight to the enemy---can land anywhere in the enemy's rear areas and then decisively maneuver from there using AFV mobility, firepower and shock action</P>
<P> 7. Keep the peace with a large, terrain agile, well armed infantry force that can rapidly deploy as Quick Reaction Forces to meet the threat, be it squelching a riot or destroying a weapons supply house</P>
<P> 8. Survive enemy artillery and mortar fires via AFV armored protection/mobility</P>
<P> 9. Operate for days without resupply exploiting the low fuel requirements of their AFVs and by        being self-sufficient using fuel cans and austere living techniques</P>
<P>10. Act as the "tip of the spear" force for MTWs, SSCs upon deployment</P>
<P>11. Sees the battlefield out to 100-300 kilometers, and controls it</P>
<P>12. Able to locate, target and destroy enemy ADA weapons in support of an air strike campaign</P>
<P>13. Fly rapidly to scene of natural/man-made disasters and restore order--does not require runways or cleared roads after initial deployment </P>
<P>14. Operate successfully without heavy casualties in MOUT; can surround the outskirts of a city area to capture fleeing enemy leaders by helicopter or fixed wing aircraft insertion, can punch its way through enemy security screens and destroy the enemy's center of cohesion without heavy friendly or non-combatant casualties</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><P>A 	100% small 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV</P>
<P>+ helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The premier small AFV, the Wiesel as a 3-D maneuver capable machine fitted with EOCM, mast mounted sensors can be positioned on key terrain to look out and report all signs of enemy at least 100 kilometers ahead of the main body. Unlike foot mobile HUMINT recon units, if enemy contact is made, the Wiesel RSTA can drive/fight its way out and continue the mission. HUMINT foot mobile units would have to abandon the Named Area of Interest to the enemy in order to survive by immediate extraction or Evasion and Recovery techniques. </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>B 	75% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV, 25% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV </P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Same as above except, the Scimitar Assault Guns could be used to support RSTA and/or blast enemies hiding in urban cover.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>C 	100% 8-ton Scimitar small AFV</P>
<P>+heavy helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Same attributes as above except in heavier 8-ton platforms.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>D 	75% 11-ton Gavin large AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel small AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P>The RSTA troop has the same attributes as the Wiesel force has above. The large tracked AFV can do it all---its large enough to push mine rollers/plows, survive a mine hit, and have MOUT warfare attachments fitted; battering rams, forklift or hydraulic boom capsules to place fireteams at selected floors of buildings. Large telescoping mast sensor arrays can be carried. The larger implements not practical for a small AFV that has to be helicopter transported can be easily supported on the large, stable TRACKED AFV platform. In the case of the M113A3 Gavin, infantry fight with their heads out, situationally aware behind weapons and gunshields in urban war, able to fire high angle shells into elevated structures. Variants to put out structure fires can be fielded. By being a zero cost item, the M113A3 as the platform of choice can accept Army monies going into these necessary implements to dominate the urban as well as the open rolling terrain battlefield. </P>

<P>Taken together, this force option commands the greatest battlespace of all the choices.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4><DIR>
<DIR>

<P>E 	75% 16-ton LAV large wheeled AFV, 25% 3-4 ton Wiesel AFV for RSTA</P></DIR>
</DIR>

<P>+helicopter squadron</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The problem here is that while the LAV is large sized, it doesn't lend itself to being a stable, survivable platform in MOUT, it is simply too easy to stop/kill with its soft rubber tires. The wheeled armored car simply cannot control urban battlespace in a fight. That's strike one. Strike 2, is in rural closed terrain settings, its stuck to the road nets. Strike 3, it cannot fly by Army helicopters though in this option the Wiesel RSTA bails them out with an advance security screen. The LAV finally strikes out when forced to act and fight on the intelligence the RSTA provides, in a deliberate attack or meeting engagement it either dies by quick mobility kills to its vulnerable tires or has to flee for its life, in either case yielding battlespace control to the enemy.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>F	100% large tracked AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The same attributes as above in the M113A3/Wiesel option but without a flying RSTA. Of the 2-D options, this is the most powerful.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>G	100% large wheeled AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>The worse choice of all options, a fragile force without any forward RSTA screen that can fly ahead and thwart enemy attacks. What the wheeled RSTA endures will soon be experienced by the main body, no better equipped to handle it than the RSTA was. The only hope is to go to ground, dig in and have dismounted infantry shape the fight, since packing the infantry into these thinly armored, road bound cars looking for a place to dismount after the battle is joined would be a death sentence for everyone involved.  </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=4>
<P>H	100% small AFV</P>

</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>Similar attributes as the large tracked AFV force but without the large size to field the required specialty implements to dominate in MOUT. Would have to wait for helicopter augmentation to gain 3-D maneuver dominance capabilities or get combat engineer augmentation if remaining as a 2-D force.</P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><P> </P>
</B><P> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>DECISION MATRIX</P>

<P>See separate MATRIX sheet under this page or the hyperlink below:</P>
<P>
<a href="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/2116/decisionmatrix.htm">http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Quarters/2116/decisionmatrix.htm</a>
<P>
Choices:</P>
<P>
1. Make Medium Brigade platform AFVs all small AFVs; convert 82d and101st Airborne/Air Assault Divisions to the small AFVs</P>

<P>2. Make just the RSTA part of Medium Brigades small AFVs; the majority of the Brigade would be large AFVs. Convert 82d and/or 101st Airborne/Air Assault Divisions to a family of variant small AFVs used by the RSTA. However, 82d Airborne could paradrop the larger AFV or the small AFV.</P>

<P>3. Accept fatal 2-Dimensionally limited large AFVs as the one-size-fits-all-missions platform vehicle for the Medium Brigades, use the small AFV concept for the 82d and/or101st Airborne/Air Assault Divisions, though a large AFV could be paradropped by the 82d Airborne to create a one-time 3-D force capability using USAF aircraft </P>
</B></FONT><FONT FACE="Arial">
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial"><P> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>The BEST Army at the LOWEST cost?</P>
</B><P>___________________________________________</P>
</FONT><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER">"With two thousand years of examples behind us, we have no excuse when fighting, for not fighting well"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"> -- T.E. Lawrence of Arabia</P>
</I><B>
</B><P>It is clear after careful analysis that the best combination of all attributes is the fully x-country agile Large tracked AFV, M113A3/4 Gavin and the small tracked AFV Wiesel 1-2 option, not the road-bound, unable to move over wire, rubble, tires easily shredded and burned wheeled LAV armored car which cannot fly by 747 or easily airdrop from C-130 aircraft and has just a 3.6 mpg fuel rate at a cost of $800,000 per vehicle. What is newest and most costly option is not the BEST in this situation. Army money would be better spent on "tech insertions" of existing medium AFVs and a prudent buy of new AFVs, not "reinventing the wheel". The large AFV/small AFV hybrid Brigade Combat Team would be able to have a large part of its force already loaded on leased cargo 747s for a revolutionary "Airborne pre-positioning" capability and can move its robust helicopter squadron of 8 x OH-58D gunship/scout and 16 x UH-60L transport helicopters by 747 cargo aircraft, freeing up scarce USAF aircraft to carry oversized, heavy axle weight loads like HIMARS FMTV trucks, EFOGM HMMWVs and/or a heavy company team all easily within the first 72 hours of notification by the National Command Authorities.  </P>

<P>About 50% of a current Army Heavy Division is already "Medium" with the M113A3 Family of large Armored Fighting Vehicles at 11.5 tons. </P>

<P>All that needs to be changed is the 70-ton M1 and 33-ton M2 heavy AFVs with M113A3 large AFVs and for the RSTA, Wiesel small AFVs. The Army already owns thousands of M113A2s that can be converted, and there are many National Guard M113A3s that were turned in after receiving M2 BFVs. The only new AFV type that need be purchased is the small AFV.</P>

<P>Thus the transformation of the entire U.S. Army to a rapidly-deployable, 3-dimensional, all-terrain agile, low logistics (M113A3 3.0 mpg, Wiesel 7-13 mpg, 1 x C-17 load supplies the daily requirements for the robust helicopter squadron) persuasive in peace, dominant in war force could proceed as follows at the lowest, affordable cost yet with the GREATEST combat power and flexibility:</P>

<P>1. 2 Heavy Divisions in the active force and the 2 heavy Divisions based on National Guard Enhanced Readiness Brigades (7th, 24th) stay "Heavy" as they are now, except they receive a 3-D capable RSTA Squadron in small AFVs to be AirMECHSTRIKE! Maneuvered using existing Army helicopter units. Recommend one active Army Heavy Division on the East/West coast near as possible to sealift ships/ports.</P>

<P>2. The remaining 6 Heavy Divisions convert to "Medium" which would be 2 Brigades converting to digitized, enhanced M113A3 large AFVs, and one Brigade staying as is, "Heavy". Each Division would receive a RSTA squadron in small digitized AFVs. These Divisions would be considered AIRLAND capable Medium Divisions. </P>

<P>This means 8 x Brigades worth of M1/M2s would be unmanned. One Brigade set would go to NTC and another to JRTC so visiting BlueFor heavy AFV units could draw these AFVs and use them for war games rather than rail shipping their own AFVs, saving the Army $$$. These AFVs would also enable OPFOR to better replicate the threat with modern AFVs to provide more realistic training to the Army. </P>

<P>The final 6 x Brigades worth of unmanned M1/M2s would stay with their Divisions as go-to-war sets already loaded onto railway cars, ready to have fuel tanks topped off and ammo uploaded. The Heavy Brigade in each Division would train on its current set of heavy AFVs, but go to war with the pre-rail loaded heavy AFVs or fly to Army APA pre-positioned ship or land pre-positioned heavy AFV Brigade sets. However, the Heavy brigade battalion in Gold readiness cycle would be ready to supply USAF C-17 fly-away Heavy AFV Company Teams to support the Medium Brigades in event SASOs/SSCs require their augmentation. </P>

<P>The Medium Brigades in M113A3s would be a family of variants based on the common chassis, except for the RSTA which would be in small AFVs for helicopter transportability by UH-60L Blackhawks and better stealth. The RSTA and robust helicopter squadron would be flown to the scene by Army leased 747s during SASOs, and for SSCs and MTWs, CRAF 747s, freeing up USAF aircraft to fly in other combat arms weaponry and/or a Heavy AFV Company Team or Teams.  </P>

<P>Each "infantry-centric" Platoon would have 3x M113A3 Gavins without a turret to carry full 9-11 man infantry squads and 1 x M113A4 stretch variant with a surplus M2 BFV turret with 25mm chain gun, 7.62mm medium machine gun and TOW heavy ATGM launchers. This will insure a minimum loss of infantry-boots-on-the-ground power while still giving the platoon its own base-of-fire and shoot-on-the move in case of meeting engagements with enemy armor. 90-105mm Assault Gun variant M113A3s or M8 Ridgways would either be in a seperate Assault Gun Battalion, Company attached to the infantry or organic in a weapons Platoon in the infantry Company to blast buildings, bunkers and ward off meeting engagement attacks.    </P>

<P>3. The 4 x Light infantry/Airborne/Air Assault Divisions convert to "Medium" using small AFVs for their RSTA Squadrons (first unit to be stood up) and large M113A3s for 2 of their Brigades with one of their Brigades remaining "light" for initial forced entry DZ/LZ seizure operations with the intent that their Medium Brigades also deploy by forced entry means thereafter to attain 3-D AirMECHSTRIKE! Operational maneuver. The only exception would be the 101st Air Assault Division which would be equipped with 2 Brigades of small AFVs to be helicopter Air Assault mobile. It would also be desirable/possible to equip the 82d Airborne Division completely with small AFVs to enable to have have BOTH airdrop and Air Assault capabilities, the latter when helicopters arrive after the initial airdrop. The Flyer 21 AFV/ATV with its unique stacking capability so 6 per C-130 or 50 per 747 can be air-delivered should be used to move the 1/3 foot mobile Brigade portion of the Divisions after lodgment has been secured and follow on maneuver is underway. At this point no part of the U.S. Army would be restricted to less than 2 mph foot slogging, but would be fully terrain agile in mountains and urban areas and mobile war capable in open areas.    </P>

<P>The 82d Airborne Division would be trained and equipped to airdrop all 3 of its Brigades, force an entry, secure an air lodgment even against enemy anti-access tactics and accept airlanded reinforcements (Medium Brigades and/or Heavy Company Teams) from the Army's 12 Divisions. The Army's 747s on lease could be based at Fort Campbell, Kentucky to expeditite the delivery of 101st Air Assault Division small AFVs and helicopters onto airfields/runways secured by the 82d Airborne by offset DZ assault using their newly acquired AFV AirborneMECHSTRIKE! Capabilities to avoid enemy air defenses. Once deployed, the 101st would have the helicopters and small AFVs to effect large scale AirAssaultMECHSTRIKE! operational maneuvers to defeat enemies by 3-D vertical infiltration and collapsing them from within by destruction of their centers of gravity/cohesion not just 2-D frontalist attrition.   </P>

<P>The 10th Mountain Division and 25th Light infantry Divisions would convert to Medium Airland capable Divisions. </P>

<B><P>4. Initial Medium Brigades, Fort Lewis, Washington: the beginning</P>
</B>
<P>The Medium <I>Air</I>MECHSTRIKE! BDEs are geared to "stuff" in cargo 747s but can be efficiently transported by USAF C-130s and C-17s. Initially by airlanding but a test bed for the 82d Airborne to be airdropped. Airland only, they are the test bed for "Medium" BDEs converted over from Heavy and Light BDEs. On the ground, this force of infantry, AFVs, light tanks and Scout/attack helicopters backed by EFOGMs, LOSATs, HIMARS, 105-155mm tube artillery is the leanest, meanest force on the block. </P>

<P>5. Seperate Brigades: closed/open terrain TTPs</P>

<P>These Seperate Brigade fighting organizations would be stood up as soon as possible in addition to the 2 Medium Brigades being stood up at Fort Lewis, WA.</P>

<B><P>11th ACR, Fort Irwin, Ca: Open terrain, desert Tactics, Techniques, Procedures</P>
</B>
<P>Establish the M8 Ridgway </FONT><A HREF="lighttanks.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>light tank</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> battalion, retaining M113A3-based infantry battalion with M1064A3 120mm mortars and M113A3 Gavin scout platoon, have the 11th ACR at NTC use these vehicles for a war-time function, not just force-on-force MILES war games. This will give us quickly </FONT><A HREF="technotactical.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>technotactical</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> insights how best to deploy this force in OPEN desert terrains. This would be our rapid-deployment AIRBORNEmechstrike force for the U.S. Army in desert areas.</P>
<P> </P>
<B><P>2d ACR, Fort Polk, La: Parachute airdrop forced-entry </P>
</B>
<P>Establish a Medium ACR with M8 Ridgways and M113A3 Gavins, </FONT><A HREF="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/5265/dragoons.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Dragoon ATVs</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> ALL AIRDROPPABLE to support XVIII Airborne Corps, using the 2d ACR "STRIKE FORCE" at Fort Polk, LA. This force would perfect closed-terrain technotactical details for the entire Army. This would create the <I>Airborne</I>MECHSTRIKE! capability for the U.S. Army for the Atlantic/European/Middle east regions.</P>
<P> </P>
<P>Convert the 2d ACR from HMMWVs to M8 light tanks and M113A3 light AFVs and put on jump status.</P>

<B><P>3d BDE of 3d Infantry Division/XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort Benning, Ga: Urban warfare</P>
</B>
<P>Establish as the Medium Urban War Brigade with an M8 tank battalion, an M113A3 mech Infantry battalion with specialized assault ladder/battering ram/fire fighting vehicles, an M2 Bradley Infantry battalion (high angle 25mm cannon good in city fights) ,  turreted 120mm mortar on a M113A3 to achieve high-angle fire capabilities, M58 Wolf smoke screen M113A3 company, Scout Company with ATVs, M119 105mm tube artillery battalion, HMMWV </FONT><A HREF="noefogmswedie.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>EFOGM Company</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> for surgical precision strike, HIMARS MLRS 227mm rocket company, UAV company, and an attack/transport aviation battalion. This rapid deployment force would focus on </FONT><A HREF="urbanarmor.htm"><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>URBAN BATTLEFIELD TTPs</FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2> since infantry can use the M8 light tank as a moving shield since the M1's turbine engine is too hot to follow closely behind. This would be our force of choice for an urban </P>
<P>fight since it can use state-of-the-art McKenna MOUT facilities and co-train with Army 75th Rangers on urban war TTP. </P>
</FONT><FONT SIZE=2><P ALIGN="CENTER"><IMG SRC="http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/Base/1374/wiesel.jpg"></P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2><P>101st Air Assault division, Fort Campbell, Kentucky: <I>AirAssault</I>MECHSTRIKE! in XVIII Airborne Corps</P>
</B>
<P>Establish an <I>AirAssault</I>MECHSTRIKE!  Medium brigade in the 101st Air Assault Division as soon as possible using the combat-proven German Airborne Wiesel 2 family of light tracked, armored vehicles, as Infantry and weapons carriers to create </FONT><A HREF="airmechanized.htm"><I><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>Air Assault</I></FONT></A><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>MECHSTRIKE! capabilities for the U.S. Army. EFOGMs and a trailer-mounted MLRS (T-MARS) would be fielded to support AirMECHSTRIKE! maneuver forward of the FLOT. The 101st <I>AirAssault</I>MECHSTRIKE! Brigade would be a contingency asset like the 82d Airborne's M113A3 Gavins anywhere in the world in 18 hours. </P>

<P>Concurrently, they should have established a need for light mobility support (light AVLB, fixed and float bridging, armored earth moving, etc.). </P>

<P>Overlay a modern command and control architecture over this light mirror image of conventional forces, and you have an interesting capability for rapid deployment based on existing (proven) doctrine. Much better than having all your "sheets flapping in the wind" with no doctrinal basis except for a technology "dream list".</P>

<P>6. For SASOs and SSCs, Medium Divisions be they Airborne, Air Assault or Airlanding capable would be sufficient because they have organic heavy AFV Brigades to draw on, and are combined arms organizations warfought with the finest situational awareness and organic and joint fires that current digitized C4 ISR means can provide. They also have highly trained and equipped dismounting infantry in sufficient numbers to dominate the fight in any clime or terrain type.  </P>

<P>For MTWs, the Heavy Divisions and uncommitted Heavy Brigades would rapidly deploy by fast sealift or pre-po APA sets and airlift of personnel. In the future, Wing-In-Ground (WIG) effect aircraft that can economically and rapidly deliver huge payloads could replace the currently vulnerable to space satellite targeting and anti-ship missile destruction, surface ship method of strategic delivery. The loss of U.S. control of the cross ocean Panama canal makes the urgency of making the U.S. Army fly by aircraft  a matter of national security.      </P>

<P>7. "Technology Insertions" are already underway to upgrade the CH-47D helicopter fleet to "F" standards which will enable the M113A3 family to be AirMECH! maneuvered across the battlefield. A second sling hook kit exists that can retrofit to UH-60L Blackhawks to better stabilize small AFVs underslung to effect greater flying agility. A series of urban war attachments need to be fielded to the 3d Infantry Division's AFVs located at Fort Benning to develop tactics, techniques and procedures using the world-class McKenna MOUT site there. </P>

<P>It will take decades before we field a JTR to replace the CH-47D Chinook fleet and the FCGS, FCV, FCS or whatever you want to call the future tank to replace the M1 Abrams 70-ton heavy tank that would fit together. We cannot wait, and the world will not wait for us to get a 3-D AirMECHSTRIKE! Capability decades too late. We need it now and we can have it now if we have the courage to TRY. Our NATO allies already have the non-digitized AirMECH! model operational, we could better it with digitization to create AirMECHSTRIKE! Capable forces. </P>

<P>Lieutenant General James M. Gavin wrote this in 1947 in his book, "Airborne warfare" and it holds true today for the U.S. Army as it transforms itself into a strategically deployable, dominant force that has overmatch capabilities in all types of combat and terrains:</P>

<I><P ALIGN="CENTER">"The entire Airborne-Armored problem must be reviewed in the light of the capabilities of modern shaped-charge weapon and rocket weapons. The same is true of our communications equipment, trucks, reconnaissance vehicles, artillery, food, and in fact, everything that must be flown. </P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">Organizations created to fight the last war better are not going to win the next. Nor is building an airplane around the ground weapons that won the last war an assurance that we will win the next. Keeping foremost in our minds the functional purposes of our means of ground combat, these means must be developed and produced so that they can be delivered to the battlefield in sufficient quantity to gain the decision.</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">The nation that in the future has the best trained and equipped airborne forces has the best chance of survival. Indeed, more than this, only by having such security forces can any nation survive. For as long as these means of waging modern war are available to us they are available to aggressor nations. And modern Airborne forces of aggressor nations cannot be fought successfully with the weapons that fought past wars. Not if they are to be engaged at parity and beaten.</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">Airborne troops are our best national security and the world's most promising hope for international security. </I><B>  </P>
</B><I><P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">"The knowledge of the existence of a well trained Airborne Army, capable of moving anywhere in the globe on short notice, available to an international security body such as the United Nations, is our best guarantee of lasting peace. And the nation or nations that control the AIR will control the peace"</P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER"></P>
<P ALIGN="CENTER">--LTG James M. Gavin, Airborne warfare, 1947</P>
</I>
<P>The path to transform the U.S. Army to a strategically rapidly deployable by AIR, 3-D dominant maneuver capable force at the lowest cost has been set, all we have to do is execute and refine the details and the future will be victorious for the forces of freedom.</FONT><FONT SIZE=2> </P>
</FONT><B><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
<P> </P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=5><P>APPENDIX A:  Boeing 747 Data</P>
</FONT><FONT FACE="Arial" SIZE=2>
</B><P>Extracted from Boeing information page: </P>

<P>http://www.boeing.com/bck_html/Boe747F-Facts.html<BR>
<BR>
<B>Boeing 747 Combi: Two Airplanes in One</B><BR>
<BR>
Since its introduction in 1975, the Boeing 747 Combi, with its unique features, has helped airlines around the world meet their long-range passenger and cargo requirements.<BR>
<BR>
The Combi is equipped with a large (134-by-120-inch or 3.4-by-3.0-m) cargo door behind the left wing, plus equipment that allows passenger seats to be removed and cargo tracks to be installed, giving airlines the option of carrying containerized or palletized cargo on the main deck behind the passengers. This flexibility enables airlines to adapt the interior configuration to meet variations in seasonal markets and charter demands.<BR>
<BR>
The first of the versatile Combis went into service with Sabena Belgian World Airlines in early 1974. This was a standard 747-100 passenger airplane modified by installation of a side cargo door so Sabena could carry combination passenger-cargo loads on the North Atlantic route during off-peak travel seasons. The first true 747-200 Combi off the production line was delivered to Air Canada in February 1975.<BR>
<BR>
Swissair was the first customer for the -300 Combi option and KLM was first for the -400 Combi. The stretched upper deck of the 747-300 and -400 Combis can accommodate 44 more passengers than the standard 747-200B Combi.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Cargo Handling</B><BR>
<BR>
The large side cargo door on the main deck permits cargo loading in the aft section at the same time passengers are boarded in the forward section. A locked partition separates the passenger compartment from the cargo area, which is accessible only by the crew.<BR>
<BR>
Roller trays on the 747's aft floor facilitate loading of 8-foot-wide containers or pallets up to 20 feet long. The Combi main deck can accommodate any container or pallet used in the aviation industry today in lengths up to 20 feet (6.1 m).<BR>
<BR>
The Combi can handle large volume shipments such as automobiles, small boats, heavy machinery, drilling equipment and even <B>small aircraft or helicopters</B>. Environmental control in the cargo area allows transportation of live animals, perishable foods and cut flowers/vegetables while maintaining separate environmental control of the passenger cabin.<BR>
<BR>
The versatile Boeing 747 Combi satisfies a variety of requirements. The conversion possibilities in the -300 and -400 range from a 410-all-passenger configuration to a 7-pallet/266-passenger configuration. An airline can offer more frequent 747 service earlier to both the passenger and cargo markets.<BR>
<BR>
One reason for the Combi's popularity is that it can be scheduled through the airport with the same turnaround time as any other passenger 747. Cargo operations do not interfere with passenger service because main deck cargo loading occurs in an area of the airplane where </P>
<P>there is normally no activity. This simultaneous passenger and cargo loading/unloading operation is possible because of the stability allowed by the fore and aft arrangement of the wing and body landing gear.</P>
<P> <BR>
The side-cargo-door-equipped 747 Combi is one of four types of superjets that can carry cargo on the main deck. The others are the 747C convertible passenger-cargo aircraft and the 747 Freighter, both of which are equipped with hinged noses for straight-in freight loading, and some 747 ex-passenger aircraft converted to all-freight configuration through installation of a main-deck side cargo door and a strengthened cargo floor.<BR>
<BR>
The 747-400 Combi incorporates additional fire protection and the improved features of the 747-400 airplane. These include a two-crew digital flight deck, advanced engines, wingtip extension with winglet and new interiors. Because of these improvements, the 747-400 Combi is now the only 747 Combi in production.<BR>
<BR>
<B>747-400 Combi General Characteristics</B><BR>
<BR>
Wing Span: 211 feet 5 inches (64.44 m) <BR>
</P>
<P>Length: 231 feet 10 inches (70.66 m) <BR>
</P>
<P>Fuselage Width (external): 21 feet 4 inches (6.5 m) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Engines: </P>

<P>Pratt & Whitney PW4056</B> <BR>
56,750 pounds maximum rated thrust to<BR>
92 degrees Fahrenheit <BR>
</P>
<B><P>General Electric</B><BR>
CF6-80C2B1F <BR>
57,900 pounds maximum rated thrust to<BR>
90 degrees Fahrenheit <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Rolls Royce RB 211-524G</B> <BR>
58,000 pounds maximum rated thrust to<BR>
86 degrees Fahrenheit <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Maximum Taxi Weight</B> <BR>
to 878,000 pounds (398,260 kg) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Maximum Takeoff Gross Weight</B> <BR>
to 875,000 pounds (396,900 kg) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Side Cargo Door</B> <BR>
11 feet 2 inches (3.4 m) wide, 10 feet (3.0<BR>
m) high <BR>
<BR>
One thing about the 747 is clear: the more things appear to stay the same with this magnificent giant, the more things change. Today's 747 looks like the first Boeing 747. It's big with graceful </P>
<P>lines. Its characteristic fuselage hump draws it forward, giving the illusion of movement when the aircraft is still. It dwarfs the people who design and build it. It looms over service vehicles that approach it. Even other commercial airliners, in comparison, look small.<BR>
<BR>
It's still the largest commercial airplane in the world, with approximately 6 million parts. And, like the first 747, today's airplane still is a product that, at its core, answers customer needs.<BR>
<BR>
But today's 747 is an entirely different airplane from 747 No. 1. After all, a product that has accumulated 17.9 billion miles (28.8 billion km) of airborne experience, in an industry that has changed profoundly, is bound to evolve.<BR>
<BR>
<B>747 Legacy</B><BR>
<BR>
The venerable Boeing 747 has changed the face of aviation forever. The airplane, from the beginning, has relied on 1,101 domestic and international suppliers. With 79 percent of its sales outside the United States -- nearly $98.3 billion in today's dollars -- it has contributed to the positive ledger of the U.S. balance of trade.<BR>
<BR>
But perhaps its most poignant legacy is that the Boeing 747 has brought great quantities of people together for commerce, peace and relief. The 747 has carried enough passengers to equal one-fourth of the world's population.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Today's 747-400</B><BR>
<BR>
The FAA certified today's version of the 747, the -400, on Jan. 10, 1989; Northwest Airlines put the airplane into service 30 days later.<BR>
<BR>
The airplane is available in three maximum takeoff gross weights up to 875,000 pounds (396,893 kg). It typically carries 420 passengers in a three-class arrangement and has a range of more than 8,000 miles (12,800 km).<BR>
<BR>
In appearance, it's very similar to its 25-year-old predecessor, the first 747. Except for a slightly larger wingspan and 6-foot-high (1.8-m high) winglets at the wingtips, and the added 23 feet (7 m) of upper deck, the 747-400 and the 747-100 could be twins. But inside, the two airplanes are separated by 20 years of technology, which translates into added value for the airlines.<BR>
<BR>
On the flight deck, digital avionics have replaced the 747-100's analog systems. Programmable displays and simpler cockpit procedures have reduced crew workload so only two officers are necessary. And the 971 lights, gauges and switches of the first 747 have been reduced to 365.<BR>
<BR>
Cost-effective technologies incorporated into the airplane improve airline economics, reliability, maintainability and schedule performance.<BR>
<BR>
Advanced engines are the Pratt & Whitney PW4000, the General Electric CF6-80C2 and the Rolls-Royce RB211-524G, rated in the 56,000-pound-thrust category.<BR>
<BR>
Boeing now offers four versions of the 747-400: the all-passenger version; the Freighter; a Domestic version for short, high-density routes; and the Combi -- which simultaneously carries passengers and cargo on the main deck.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Passenger 747s</B><BR>
<BR>
Pan Am launched the 747 program in 1966 with an order for 25 of the huge 747-100s. The -200B developed from that, capable of lifting even more. Powered by four Pratt & Whitney JT9D engines of 47,000 pounds thrust each, range was pegged at 6,600 miles (10,600 km) with a "standard" load of 374 passengers. The 747-100B offered a 710,000-pound (319,500 kg) maximum takeoff weight. Altogether, Boeing delivered 167 of the 747-100s, nine -100Bs and 225 new 747-200s in all-passenger configurations.<BR>
<BR>
The next major external change to the 747 came with the 747-300, with its extended upper deck. Capable of carrying 10 percent more passengers, its improved engines reduced fuel burn by 25 percent per passenger. Boeing delivered 56 passenger-only 747-300s, beginning in 1983.<BR>
<BR>
In 1989, Boeing introduced the -400, now the only 747 type available.<BR>
<BR>
<B>747 Freighters</B><BR>
<BR>
Boeing has been the world leader in civilian air cargo since the 707 Freighter was introduced 30 years ago. From the beginning, the 747 was designed to serve as an all-cargo transport. The first 747 Freighter could easily carry 100 tons (90,000 kg) across the Atlantic Ocean or across the United States. Its operating cost was 35 percent less per ton mile than 707s configured as freighters. Starting in 1972, Boeing delivered 73 of the 747-200 Freighters.<BR>
<BR>
Boeing first offered all the advances of the 747-400 in an all-cargo configuration in 1989. The -400 Freighter can carry 26 more tons (23,590 kg) of cargo or fly 1,200 nmi farther than its predecessors. The first 747-400 Freighter was delivered to Cargolux on Nov. 17, 1993.<BR>
<BR>
In addition, 52 existing 747s have been converted into freighters after serving many productive years as passenger planes.<BR>
<BR>
The Boeing 747 provides 31 percent of the world's freighter fleet capability and has provided decades of U.S. Air Force airlift service, including bulk and oversized cargo delivery during Operation Desert Storm.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Passenger/Freighter Mixes</B><BR>
<BR>
The 747-200 Convertible responded to airlines' needs for a flexible, large airplane that could carry passengers or cargo, or combinations of both. The Convertible was certified by the FAA on April 24, 1973. Boeing delivered 13 versatile 747-200Cs.<BR>
<BR>
The "Combination" 747s began service in March 1975. They were passenger airplanes with a large side cargo door on the main deck. This allowed airlines to make better utilization of their routes during different parts of the year. Boeing delivered 78 new -200 Combis, 21 later -300 Combis and, through June 1993, 35 of the -400 Combis.<BR>
<BR>
<B>747s With Special Assignments</B><BR>
<BR>
Perhaps the most radical alteration to the 747's external appearance is the 747 Special Performance, or SP. Designed to fly higher, faster and farther than any 747 model of its time, the fuselage was shortened by 48 feet (14.6 m). The SP was designed for 331 passengers over distances up to 6,800 miles (10,900 km). The FAA certified the 747SP on Feb. 4, 1976, and Boeing delivered 45.<BR>
<BR>
Boeing developed the -400 Domestic version of the 747 so the carriers of Japan could modernize short-range, high-density 747 networks.<BR>
<BR>
Domestics typically carry 569 passengers in a two-class configuration. And they do so at 15 percent better fuel efficiency per seat than the earlier version introduced in 1973 -- the 747-100 Short Range.<BR>
<BR>
Boeing has designed or modified 15 of the big 747s for special purposes. Among them are two -200 models delivered as presidential airplanes -- Air Force Ones -- and four -200s, designated E-4s, delivered to the U.S. Air Force as airborne emergency command and control posts. Another 747 was modified to ferry the U.S. space shuttle between California and Florida. Other 747s have been demonstrated as tankers able to refuel other airplanes in flight. <BR>
<BR>
In addition, Boeing completed modifications to 19 existing 747-100s to Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) configurations in 1990. If called into service by the Air Force, the all-passenger planes can be converted to freighters in less than 48 hours.<BR>
<BR>
The original 747, Line No. 1, was donated by Boeing to Seattle's Museum of Flight. On lease to Boeing, it often is used as a flying testbed for aeronautical developments.<BR>
</P>
<B><P>Chronology of the Boeing 747</B><BR>
<BR>
Spring 1963 <BR>
Boeing engineering group forms to develop a large airplane to meet passenger and cargo growth predicted for the 1970s. </P>
<P><BR>
March 1966 <BR>
Boeing Board of Directors decides to proceed on 747 program. <BR>
</P>
<P>April 13, 1966 <BR>
Pan Am announces a $525 million order for 25 Boeing 747s, effectively launching the 747 program. <BR>
</P>
<P>June 1966 <BR>
Boeing purchases 780 acres adjacent to Paine Field in Everett, Wash., to build the 747 production plant. <BR>
</P>
<P>September 1966 <BR>
Airline orders for 747 reach $1.8 billion. <BR>
</P>
<P>Jan. 3, 1967 <BR>
First production workers arrive at the Everett plant. <BR>
</P>
<P>Nov. 21, 1967 <BR>
First 747 nose section arrives in Everett from Boeing<BR>
plant in Wichita, Kan. <BR>
</P>
<P>Mid-June, 1968 <BR>
Pratt & Whitney's new JT9D engine, developed for the<BR>
747, is tested on the wings of a Boeing B-52. <BR>
</P>
<P>Sept. 30, 1968 <BR>
First 747 rolls out of the factory. <BR>
</P>
<P>Feb. 9, 1969 <BR>
First flight of the 747. <BR>
</P>
<P>June 1969 <BR>
First 747 participates in Paris Air show. <BR>
</P>
<P>Dec. 30, 1969 <BR>
Boeing 747 certified by U.S. Federal Aviation Administration for commercial service. <BR>
</P>
<P>Jan. 21, 1970 <BR>
747 commercial service begun by Pan Am on New<BR>
York-London route. <BR>
</P>
<P>July 16, 1970 <BR>
Millionth passenger carried on a 747. <BR>
</P>
<P>January 1971 <BR>
747 flies 71 million miles in first year. <BR>
</P>
<P>Feb. 11, 1971 <BR>
Delivery of 100th Boeing 747. <BR>
</P>
<P>December 1971 <BR>
First 747-200 Freighter rolls out. <BR>
</P>
<P>September 1972 <BR>
747s log 1 million flight hours. <BR>
</P>
<P>Oct. 7, 1973 <BR>
First 747SR (for Short Range) enters service with<BR>
Japan Airlines between Tokyo and Naha, Okinawa. <BR>
</P>
<P>November 1974 <BR>
250th 747 rolls out. <BR>
</P>
<P>May 1975 <BR>
Roll out of the first 747SP (for Special Performance). <BR>
</P>
<P>July 4, 1975 <BR>
First flight of 747SP. Attains top speed of Mach .92. <BR>
</P>
<P>October 1975 <BR>
747 fleet carries 100 millionth passenger. <BR>
</P>
<P>Feb. 18, 1977 <BR>
A specially equipped 747 carries the U.S. space shuttle for the first time. <BR>
</P>
<P>Nov. 19, 1980 <BR>
500th 747 rolls out. <BR>
</P>
<P>March 28, 1983 <BR>
747-300 enters commercial service with Swissair. <BR>
</P>
<P>October 1985 <BR>
Boeing announces the 12th version of its jumbo jet family, the advanced-technology 747-400. <BR>
</P>
<P>June 5, 1986 <BR>
U.S. Air Force orders two specially equipped 747-200s to transport the president of the United States. <BR>
</P>
<P>Jan. 26, 1988 <BR>
First 747-400 rolls out on the same day that the first 737-400 rolls out. <BR>
</P>
<P>April 29, 1988 <BR>
First flight of the advanced-technology 747-400. <BR>
</P>
<P>March 28, 1990 <BR>
First 747 flies into temporary retirement at Seattle's Museum of Flight. <BR>
</P>
<P>August 1990 <BR>
The first of two presidential 747s is delivered to the Air Force. <BR>
</P>
<P>Aug. 1990 - March 1991 <BR>
A fleet of 747s participate in Operation Desert Storm, carrying 644,000 troops and 220,000 tons of equipment to and from the Middle East as part of a United Nations effort to restore peace in the region. <BR>
</P>
<P>Feb. 5. 1992 <BR>
The first 747 flies out of retirement as part of a program to flight test the engines for the 777, Boeing's newest jetliner. <BR>
</P>
<P>Dec. 1992 - Jan. 1993 <BR>
A fleet of 747s participate in Operation Restore Hope, transporting 13,609 troops on a United Nations mission to end unrest in Somalia. <BR>
</P>
<P>May 4, 1993 <BR>
First flight of the 747-400 Freighter, the newest member of the Boeing 747 family. <BR>
</P>
<P>Sept. 10, 1993 <BR>
1,000th Boeing 747 rolls out. <BR>
</P>
<P>Oct. 12, 1993 <BR>
1000th Boeing 747, a 747-400, delivers to Singapore<BR>
Airlines. <BR>
</P>
<P>Nov. 17, 1993 <BR>
First 747-400 Freighter delivers to Cargolux. <BR>
<BR>
There are 6 million parts in the 747. Three million parts are fasteners, and about half of those are rivets. Airline cargo handlers use the 747's lower-lobe baggage and cargo handling system to load or unload 85,000 pounds (38,500 kg) of baggage -- the equivalent of 3,400 pieces of luggage -- in less than seven minutes.  The wing area of the 747-400 is 5,600 square feet (524.9 square meters), an area large enough to hold 45 medium-sized automobiles. The diameter of the 747 engine nose cowl is 8 feet 6 inches (2.6 m). Four World War I vintage JN4-D "Jenny" aircraft could be lined up on each of the Boeing 747 wings. One wing of the 747 weighs 28,000 pounds (12,700 kg), 10 times the weight of Boeing's first airplane, the 1916 B&W. </P>
<P><BR>
More than 15,000 hours of wind-tunnel testing were completed on the first 747. <BR>
The 747 flight test program leading to certification for commercial service in December 1969 employed five airplanes, lasted 10 months and required more than 1,500 hours of flying. <BR>
</P>
<P>Seventy-five thousand engineering drawings were used to produce the first 747. <BR>
There are 15 models of the 747. These include all-passenger versions, passenger and cargo configurations and all-cargo models. The newest model, the 747-400 Freighter, rolled out in February 1993 and delivered later that year. </P>
<P><BR>
The 747-400 contains the greatest passenger interior volume of any commercial airliner at 31,285 cubic feet (876 cubic meters), the equivalent of more than three 1,500 square foot houses. The 747 has sixteen 49-inch main landing gear tires and two nose landing gear tires.</P>
<P> <BR>
The 747 has been in service since Jan. 21, 1970, carrying more than 1.8 billion passengers more than 24.7 billion miles.  The tail height of a 747, at 63 feet 8 inches (19.41 m), is equivalent to that of a six-story building.  The Wright Brothers' first flight at Kitty Hawk could have been performed within the 150-foot (45-m) economy section of a 747-400. Engine thrust on the 747-400 has grown from 43,500 (19,730 kg) to approximately 60,600 pounds (27,490 kg) per new generation engine. By comparison, total takeoff thrust of the four-engine 707-120 was 54,000 pounds (24,300 kg). The first 747 had a design range of 5,290 miles (8,510 km). The -400 has a design range of 8,290 miles (13,340 km).</P>
<P> <BR>
The 747-400 consumes 8 percent to 13 percent less fuel than the 747-300, depending on engine selection. This is an improvement of up to 17 percent over the first 747s. The difference between the maximum takeoff gross weight (MTOGW) of the first 747 and the -400 is 165,000 pounds (78,840 kg). This is more than the MTOGW of the 737-400. There are 365 lights, gauges and switches in the 747-400 flight deck, down from 971 on earlier 747 models. That's fewer indicators for a four-engine airplane than on some twin-engine jets. The 747-400 can carry more than 57,000 gallons of fuel (215,745 L). This makes it possible for the airplane to fly extremely long </P>
<P>routes, such as between San Francisco and Sydney. <BR>
</P>
<P>The 3,300 gallons (12,490 liters) of fuel carried in a tank in the horizontal (tail) stabilizer can take the 747-400 an extra 400 miles.  How much weight does an additional 6-foot (1.8 m) wingtip extension and winglet add to the 747-400 wing? NONE! A weight savings of approximately 5,000 pounds (2,270 k) was achieved in the wing by using new aluminum alloys, which offset the weight increase of the wingtip extension and winglet.  Redesigned "flexible" cabin interiors not only improve passenger conveniences and appeal, but allow airlines to rearrange seats and class configuration overnight (in 8 hours). They also permit 48-hour conversion times for changes in galley and lavatory locations. According to one 747 operator, no less than five and a half tons of food supplies and more than 50,000 inflight service items are needed on a typical international flight. </P>

<P>Engine noise from today's 747-400 is half what it was on the original airplanes delivered in 1970. <BR>
<BR>
The Boeing 747-400 incorporates evolving technology into the world's most modern and fuel-efficient airliner in commercial operation.<BR>
<BR>
With the same fuselage dimensions as the 747-300, the -400 delivers more range, better fuel economy and lower operating costs. Its range capability of 8,290 statute miles (13,340 km) is 1,150 statute miles (1,850 km) more than the 747-300. It consumes 8 percent to 13 percent less fuel than the -300 model, an improvement of up to 17 percent per seat over the older 747s currently in service.<BR>
<BR>
The first -400 was delivered in January 1989 to lead-off customer Northwest Airlines.<BR>
<BR>
The 747-400 embodies advances in aerodynamics, structural materials, avionics and interior design.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Aerodynamics and Structural Materials</B><BR>
<BR>
The most noticeable aerodynamic improvement, designed to reduce fuel burn and extend the 747-400's range, is the 6-foot longer wing with a 6-foot-high winglet angled upward and slightly outward. The winglet provides the effect of having an even greater wingspan without outgrowing the standard airport slot. The wingtip extension and winglet offers a fuel mileage improvement of about 3 percent. <BR>
<BR>
Graphite-epoxy materials, currently used on Boeing 737-300, 757 and 767 airplanes, have resulted in a durable and lightweight winglet. The composite and aluminum winglet saves 60 pounds (27 kg) per airplane compared to an all-aluminum structure.<BR>
<BR>
The wing-to-body fairing has been recontoured for drag improvement. Additional efficiency is incorporated in newly designed nacelles and struts for the advanced engines, the General Electric CF6-80C2, Pratt & Whitney PW4000 or the Rolls-Royce RB211-524G, which provide a minimum 56,000<BR>
pounds of thrust.<BR>
<BR>
An optional 3,300 U.S. gallon (12,490 L) fuel tank in the horizontal tail boosts the -400's range up to an additional 403 statute miles (350 nautical miles or 650 km), for long fuel capacity limited routes. The 747-400's 8,290 statute mile (7,200 nautical mile) range makes possible non-stop<BR>
service with typical full (420) passenger, three-class payload on such routes as London-Tokyo, </P>
<P>Singapore-London and Los Angeles-Sydney.<BR>
<BR>
Use of advanced materials allows considerable structural weight reductions throughout the 747-400. Metal flooring previously used in the passenger cabin has been replaced by light, tough graphite composite floor panels.<BR>
<BR>
Structural carbon brakes, offered on the 757 and 767, are standard on the 747-400. Technical advantages include improved energy absorption characteristics and wear resistance. Estimated weight savings, using the new brakes, on the -400's 16 main landing gear wheels is 1,800 pounds (816 kg).<BR>
<BR>
Higher strength aluminum alloys with improved fatigue life, introduced on the 757 and 767, are now incorporated in the 747-400's wing skins, stringers and lower-spar chords, achieving a weight savings of approximately 4,200 pounds (1,900 kg).<BR>
<BR>
<B>Flight Deck</B><BR>
<BR>
The 747-400 flight deck provides even more flexibility than the successful 757/767 design. The 747-300 three-crew member analog cockpit with electro-mechanical instruments was transformed into a fully digital, two-crew flight deck with cathode ray tube (CRT) displays.<BR>
<BR>
Six 8-by-8-inch (200-by-200-mm) CRTs display airplane flight control, navigation, engine and crew alerting functions. The larger CRTs allow more information to be displayed with fewer instruments. Flight deck lights, gauges and switches have been reduced from 971 (in the 747-300) to 365 on the -400. Flight crew work load is designed to be one-half to one-third that of former 747 models.<BR>
<BR>
Automatic or manual display switching is used as backup in the event of an individual CRT failure. The engine indicating and crew alerting system (EICAS) can call up the status or schematics of various systems at any time on one of the CRTs.<BR>
<BR>
Crews can now obtain an update of the aircraft's mechanical condition while in flight. Previously the information was only available to maintenance workers when the airplane was parked.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Interior Design</B><BR>
<BR>
Interiors of the 747-400 have been redesigned to improve passenger convenience and appeal. Ceiling and sidewall panels have been recontoured with new, lighter weight materials that provide an open, airy look. Passenger stowage capacity has grown to 15.9 cubic feet (0.45 cubic meters) in each 60-inch (152 cm) outboard stowage bin or 2.95 cubic feet (0.082 cubic meters) per passenger.<BR>
<BR>
New laminate materials are designed to meet Boeing fireworthiness goals. A new thermoplastic blend reduces smoke and toxicity levels in the event of fire, and upper-deck ceiling panels are made of improved polyester and phenolic sheet molding materials instead of polyester. <BR>
<BR>
Interior flexibility permits airline operators to relocate class dividers and galley and lavatory modules more quickly to serve market requirements. Lavatory installation is simplified by a vacuum waste system and additional locations for galleys and lavatories are available. These "quick change features" allow major rearrangement within 48 hours, while seats and compartments can be changed overnight.<BR>
<BR>
A revised 747-400 air distribution system increases the main deck cabin air distribution zones from three to five, and ventilation rates can be regulated based on passenger density in each zone.<BR>
<BR>
For the first time on any airliner, an optional overhead cabin crew rest area uses space in the rear of the fuselage above the aft lavatories. This area, which can be configured for eight bunks and two seats, provides privacy as well as comfort for off-duty flight attendants. By using this compartment, 10 more profit seats are available on the main deck of the aircraft.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Increased Range and Flexibility</B><BR>
<BR>
An 875,000-pound (396,890 kg) maximum takeoff weight option is being offered, a 75,000-pound (34,020 kg) increase over the baseline -400. This provides an increased range over the 747-300 of 1,000 nautical miles (1,150 statute miles or 1,850 km) with the additional tail fuel.<BR>
<BR>
A new 1,450-horsepower auxiliary power unit (APU) provides an estimated 35 percent to 40 percent reduction in fuel consumption, better air pressurization performance on hot days, higher electrical output and reduced noise levels over the prior APU. These units, mounted in the rear fuselage of 747s, supply pressurized air for air conditioning and engine starting while the airplane is on the ground plus electrical power to operate lights and other requirements during stops. The new APU also can be retrofitted to earlier 747s.<BR>
<BR>
In early 1989 airline customers were offered even more flexibility in the 747 family with the introduction of the 747-400 Combi. The Combi is "two airplanes in one," carrying passengers forward and cargo aft on the main deck. Because cargo and passengers can be loaded simultaneously, the Combi adapts easily to meet changing passenger and cargo traffic demands. KLM was the first to purchase the 747-400 Combi.<BR>
<BR>
The 747-400 high-capacity (569 passengers) Domestic went into commercial service with Japan Airlines in the fall of 1991. This model incorporates structural improvements to accommodate the increased takeoff and landing cycles encountered in short-range intra-Japan operations.<BR>
<BR>
An all-cargo version was added to this family when Air France announced an order for four 747-400 Freighters in Sept. 1989. Cargolux took delivery of the first Freighter in Nov. 1993.<BR>
<B><BR>
Performance Summary<BR>
</B><BR>
<B>Passengers</B> <BR>
420 (21 first, 77 business, 322 economy class) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Cargo</B> <BR>
6,025 cubic feet (170.8 cubic meters) all containers or 5,332 cubic feet (151.0 cubic meters) 5 pallets, 14 LD-1 containers + bulk</P>
<P> <BR>
<B>Engines (four)</B> <BR>
Pratt & Whitney PW4056 <BR>
General Electric CF6-80C2 BIF <BR>
Rolls Royce RB211-524G <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Thrust (pounds)</B> <BR>
56,000 nominal <BR>
Fuel Capacity <BR>
53,765 to 57,285 gallons (203,520 to 216,850<BR>
L) (varies by engine type) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Maximum Takeoff Weight</B> <BR>
800,000 pounds (362,880 kg) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Options</B> <BR>
833,000 pounds (377,840 kg) <BR>
850,000 pounds (385,560 kg) <BR>
875,000 pounds (396,890 kg) <BR>
<B><BR>
Design Range</B> <BR>
8,290 statute miles (13,340 km) <BR>
<BR>
<B>Basic Specifications</B><BR>
<B><BR>
Wing Span <BR>
</B>211 feet 5 inches (64.44 m) </P>
<P><BR>
<B>Overall Length</B> <BR>
231 feet 10.25 inches (70.66 m) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Tail Height</B> <BR>
63 feet 8 inches (19.41 m) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Body Width</B> <BR>
<BR>
<B>Outside</B> <BR>
21 feet 4 inches (6.5 m) <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Inside</B> <BR>
20 feet (6.1 m) <BR>
<BR>
<B>The 747-400 Freighter: Largest Commercial Cargo Transport in Scheduled Service</B><BR>
<BR>
Boeing's new-technology 747-400 Freighter is the all-cargo transport member of the 747-400 family. It can carry more cargo farther than any other commercial jet freighter, with the lowest operating cost per ton-mile.<BR>
<BR>
All of the advances introduced in the new 747-400 passenger version are available in the all-cargo configuration.<BR>
<BR>
The -400 Freighter can carry 124 tons (113,000 kg) of cargo more than 4,400 nautical miles. An additional 26 tons of payload or 1,200-nautical-mile range is possible compared to Boeing's 747-200 Freighter. And the new model burns 10 percent to 16 percent less fuel than the<BR>
earlier model, thanks to more fuel-efficient engines and larger wings.<BR>
<BR>
Advanced materials allow considerable structural weight reductions, improved damage tolerance and fatigue resistance throughout both the freighter and passenger models of the 747-400. <BR>
<BR>
The two-crew flight deck and reduced maintenance costs for avionics and engines provide further savings in direct operating costs.<BR>
<B><BR>
Cargo-Handling Improvements<BR>
<BR>
</B>The 747-400F has the same upper deck as the -200F. However, the upper deck floor was revised to make room for two additional 10-foot-high (3 m) pallets on the main deck.<BR>
<BR>
By relocating the upper deck access ladder and revising guide rails and tie-down equipment, an additional pallet position was created in the nose of the aircraft. These changes resulted in 774 cubic feet (21.9 cubic meters) more cargo space on the main deck than on the -200F.<BR>
<BR>
Two additional LD-1 or LD-3 containers will fit into the aft lower hold and, depending on the pallet and container mix, two additional containers in the forward lower hold -- adding up to 700 cubic feet (19.8 cubic meters) of additional containerized cargo volume in the lower hold.<BR>
<BR>
The -400 Freighter's improved powered cargo-handling system makes for smooth, fast loading and unloading.<BR>
<BR>
Five airlines have ordered a total of 18 747-400 Freighters: Asiana, Cargolux, Cathay Pacific, KLM Royal Dutch Airline and Singapore Airlines.<BR>
<BR>
Cargolux Airlines was the first to put the advanced freighter into service in November 1993, followed by Cathay Pacific, Singapore Airlines and Asiana. Eleven of the new freighters are currently in service.<BR>
<BR>
<B>747-400 Freighter's Heritage</B><BR>
<BR>
Boeing has been the world leader in civilian air cargo since the 707 Freighter was introduced more than 30 years ago. From its beginning in 1966, the 747 family was designed to include an all-cargo transport.<BR>
<BR>
The first 747 Freighter, the 747-200F, could easily carry 100 tons (90,000 kg) across the Atlantic Ocean or across the United States. Its operating cost was 35 percent less per ton mile than 707s that were configured as freighters.<BR>
<BR>
Boeing delivered 73 of the 747-200 Freighters between 1972 and 1991. In addition, 75 existing 747s have been converted into freighters after serving many productive years as passenger planes. <BR>
<BR>
The Boeing 747 provides 31 percent of the world's freighter fleet capability. In addition, Boeing completed modifications to 19 existing 747-100s to Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) configurations in 1990. If called into service by the Air Force, <B>the all-passenger commercial planes can be converted to cargo service in less than 48 hours</B>. These 747s were used to carry troops, bulk and oversized cargo during Operation Desert Storm.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Brief Description</B><BR>
<BR>
The 747-400 Freighter is the all-cargo transport member of the 747-400 family. It can transport more cargo farther than any other commercial jet freighter. It also has the lowest operating cost per ton-mile of all freighters, with fuel burn per pound of payload more than 15 percent better than the 747-200 Freighter, which ceased production in 1991.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Weights and Ranges</B><BR>
<BR>
(carrying 124 tons of payload)<BR>
<BR>
<B>Maximum Takeoff Weight Range Standard</P>
</B><P> <BR>
800,000 pounds <BR>
3,200 nautical miles <BR>
</P>
<B><P>Optional</B> <BR>
833,000 pounds<BR>
850,000 pounds<BR>
875,000 pounds <BR>
3,760 nautical miles<BR>
4,050 nautical miles<BR>
4,450 nautical miles <BR>
<BR>
<B>Cargo Volume</B><BR>
<BR>
Main Deck <BR>
21,347 cubic feet <BR>
</P>
<P>Lower Hold <BR>
5,600 cubic feet <BR>
</P>
<P>Bulk <BR>
520 cubic feet <BR>
Total <BR>
27,467 cubic feet <BR>
<BR>
Main deck nose and side cargo doors are basic.<BR>
<BR>
<B>Specifications</B><BR>
<BR>
Engines <BR>
PW4056 <BR>
CF6-80C2B1F <BR>
RB211-524G/H <BR>
<BR>
Thrust <BR>
56,500 to 60,600 pounds <BR>
</P>
<P>Crew <BR>
Two: pilot, co-pilot <BR>
</P>
<P>Avionics <BR>
Digital <BR>
Displays <BR>
Six cathode ray tubes <BR>
</P>
<P>Length <BR>
231 feet 10 inches <BR>
</P>
<P>Wingspan <BR>
211 feet 5 inches <BR>
</P>
<P>Tail Height <BR>
63 feet 8 inches <BR>
</P>
<P>Exterior Fuselage Diameter <BR>
21 feet 3 inches <BR>
</P>
<P>Interior Cross-Section<BR>
</P>
<P>Width <BR>
20 feet 3 inches <BR>
</P>
<P>First Flight <BR>
May 4, 1993 <BR>
</P>
<P>First Delivery <BR>
Nov. 17, 1993, Cargolux <BR>
<BR>
747-400 Freighter Orders<BR>
<BR>
<B>Customers Orders Engines</B> <BR>
</P>
<P>Asiana <BR>
6 CF6-80C2B1F <BR>
</P>
<P>Cargolux <BR>
4 CF6-80C2B1F (first delivery) <BR>
</P>
<P>Cathay Pacific <BR>
2 RB211-524G <BR>
</P>
<P>Singapore Airlines <BR>
5 PW4056</P>
<P> <BR>
Korean Airlines <BR>
3 PW4056 <BR>
</P>
<P>Total: 20 <BR>
</P>
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<FONT SIZE=2><P>45</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>10</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-767-300ER</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>55</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-777-200</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-777-200</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>L1011 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>19</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>L-1011 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>22</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>MD-11</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>11</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>5</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>MD-11</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>19</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>98</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>28</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>13</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>6</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>4</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>63</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>14</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>12</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>44</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>5</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="20%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>Total</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>293</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<FONT SIZE=2></FONT>
<TABLE BORDER CELLSPACING=1 WIDTH=622>
<TR><TD WIDTH="74%" VALIGN="MIDDLE" COLSPAN=18>
<FONT SIZE=2><STRONG><P>INTERNATIONAL LONG-RANGE CARGO</STRONG> </FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="26%" VALIGN="MIDDLE" COLSPAN=3>
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ILC</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ILC Segment</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ATN</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>APW</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>BAX</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>CKS</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DHL</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>EIA</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>EWW</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>FBF</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>FDX</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>GCO</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>GTI</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NWA</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>PAC</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TCN</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOW</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>UAL</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>UPS</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>WOA</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE" BGCOLOR="#c0c0c0"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-8-50 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>5</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-8-50 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>8</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-8-60 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>5</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>9</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>16</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-8-60 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>38</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-8-62 CB</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>5</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-8-62 Combi</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>6</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-8-70 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>22</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-8-70 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>26</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-10-10C</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>38</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-10-10C</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>39</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-10-30F</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>22</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>8</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-10-30F</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>30</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-10-30CF</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-10-30CF</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>B-747-100F</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>5</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>10</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>7</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>B-747-100F</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>26</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>B-747-200F</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>5</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>4</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>8</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>B-747-200F</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>22</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>B-747-400F</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>B-747-400F</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>L-1011-200F</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>6</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>L-1011-200F</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>8</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>MD-11F/CF</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>29</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>MD-11F</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>32</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>10</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>5</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>5</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>26</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>3</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>9</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>39</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>7</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>89</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>8</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>3</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>8</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>13</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>0</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>1</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="3%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>7</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="4%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>4</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="16%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>Total</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="6%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>239</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<FONT SIZE=2></FONT>
<TABLE BORDER CELLSPACING=1 WIDTH=517>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE" COLSPAN=11>
<FONT SIZE=2><STRONG><P>INTERNATIONAL SHORT-RANGE PASSENGER</FONT></STRONG></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="25%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ISP Segment</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ASA</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>AMT</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>BSK</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NAO</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NKS</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NWA</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>SCX</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>SWI</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>USS</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="10%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="25%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-727-200/B</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>24</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>7</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>9</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>7</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>4</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="10%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>52</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="25%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-737 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>6</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="10%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>7</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="25%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>MD-80 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>16</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>4</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD WIDTH="10%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>20</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD WIDTH="25%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>22</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>24</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>7</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>1</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>4</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>9</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>7</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>1</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="7%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>4</B></FONT></TD>
<TD WIDTH="10%" VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>79</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<FONT SIZE=2></FONT>
<TABLE BORDER CELLSPACING=1>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE" COLSPAN=6>
<FONT SIZE=2><P><STRONG>INTERNATIONAL SHORT-RANGE CARGO</FONT></STRONG></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ISC Segment</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DHL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>EIA</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>LHN</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>LYC</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-9-33F</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-727-200 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>4</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>4</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-727-100F</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>3</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>L-100-30</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>3</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>3</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>4</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>1</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>11</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<FONT SIZE=2></FONT>
<TABLE BORDER CELLSPACING=1>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE" COLSPAN=5>
<FONT SIZE=2><P><STRONG>NATIONAL-ALASKA</FONT></STRONG></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>AAC Segment</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>LYC</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NAC</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>RVV</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-727-100C</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DC-6</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>L-100-30</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>6</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<FONT SIZE=2></FONT>
<TABLE BORDER CELLSPACING=1>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE" COLSPAN=6>
<FONT SIZE=2><P><STRONG>NATIONAL - DOMESTIC</FONT></STRONG></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DOM Segment</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>AWE</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>MEP</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ROA</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>SWA</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-737-300</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>17</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>24</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>41</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-737-500</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>9</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>9</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>MD-80 Series</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>2</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>5</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>7</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>17</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>2</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>5</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>33</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>57</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<FONT SIZE=2></FONT>
<TABLE BORDER CELLSPACING=1>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE" COLSPAN=5>
<FONT SIZE=2><P><STRONG>AEROMEDICAL</FONT></STRONG></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>AERO Segment</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P ALIGN="RIGHT">DAL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TWA</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>USA</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-767-200ER</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>8</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>11</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>19</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>B-767-300ER</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>16</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>1</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>17</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOTAL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>16</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>9</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>11</B></FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<B><FONT SIZE=2><P>36</B></FONT></TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>

<FONT SIZE=2></FONT>
<TABLE BORDER CELLSPACING=1>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE" COLSPAN=2>
<FONT SIZE=2><P><STRONG>CARRIER LEGEND</FONT></STRONG></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>AAL- AMERICAN AIRLINES </FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>MEP - MIDWEST EXPRESS AIRLINES</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>AMT- AMERICAN TRANS AIR</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NAC - NORTHERN AIR CARCO </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>APW - ARROW AIRWAYS</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NAO - NORTH AMERICAN AIRLINES </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ASA - ALASKA AIRLINES</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NKS - SPIRIT AIRLINES * </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ATN - AIR TRANSPORT INTL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>NWA- NORTHWEST </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>AWE - AMERICA WEST AIRLINES</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>OAE - OMNI AIR INTERNATIONAL </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>BAX - BURLINGTON AIR EXPRESS</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>PAC - POLAR AIR CARGO </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>BSK - MIAMI AIR INT'L. </FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>ROA - RENO AIR </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>CKS - KITTY HAWK INT'L *</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>RVV - REEVE ALEUTIAN AIRWAYS </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>COA - CONTINENTAL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>SCX - SUN COUNTRY </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DAL- DELTA AIRLINES</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>SWA - SOUTHWEST</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>DHL - DHL AIRWAYS </FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>SWI - SUNWORLD INTERNATIONAL</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>EIA - EVERGREEN</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TCN - TRANSCONTINENTAL AIRLINES</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>EWW - EMERY WORLDWIDE</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TOW - TOWER AIR</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>FBF - FINE AIRLINES </FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>TWA - TRANS WORLD</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>FDX - FEDERAL EXPRESS</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>UAL - UNITED AIRLINES </FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>GCO - GEMINI AIR CARGO</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>UPS - UNITED PARCEL</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>GTI - ATLAS AIR *</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>USA - U.S. AIR</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>HAL - HAWAIIAN AIRLINES *</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>USS - USAIR SHUTTLE</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>LHN - EXPRESS ONE INTERNATIONAL</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>WOA - WORLD</FONT></TD>
</TR>
<TR><TD VALIGN="MIDDLE">
<FONT SIZE=2><P>LYC - LYNDEN AIR CARGO</FONT></TD>
<TD VALIGN="MIDDLE"> </TD>
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<P>Look at the disassembly times involved---better to put UH-60Ls in 747s pre-packaged.</P>

<P>"Airborne Warfare", LTG James M. Gavin, Infantry Journal Press, Washington, D.C.</P>

<P>"M113s maximize mechanized infantry mobility and firepower in contingency ops" by Michael Sparks, January-February 1995 Armor magazine, Cover artwork by Jodie Harmon, article text on pages 6-15</P>
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